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Abstract

Caribbean Northern Arawak person marking and alignment: a comparative and diachronic analysis

by

Tammy Elizabeth Stark

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Lev Michael, Co-Chair

Professor Line Mikkelsen, Co-Chair

This dissertation examines morphosyntactic variation and change in the modern Caribbean Northern Arawak (CNA) languages in the domains of argument-marking and alignment. CNA is the northernmost group of the Arawak language family, whose members are spoken primarily in South America. The modern CNA languages include Garifuna, Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu, spoken on the Caribbean coasts of Central and South America. Members of the subgroup that are currently not spoken include Shebayo, Island Carib, and Taino.

Chapter 1 of this work introduces the CNA languages and provides background information about current language vitality and documentation status for each CNA language. In this chapter, I also discuss internal subgrouping for the branch, incorporating the results of a lexical phylogenetic study I carried out for the CNA languages. I then compare the results to earlier classifications of the language family and show that my novel subgrouping proposal is well supported. Subsequently, I examine comparative morphological evidence for subgrouping and find it to be compatible with the structure I propose. The chapter concludes with a description of argument marking and active-stative alignment in the CNA languages.

Chapter 2 examines a process of alignment change attested in the CNA languages that has been facilitated by the reanalysis of a suffixal subject nominalizer employed in relative clauses as agreement morphology encoding a syntactic subject. Properties of the modern subject construction are related to properties of nominalizations cross-linguistically. Nominalized verbs in predicate position in non-verbal predicate constructions are proposed as a bridging construction in this reanalysis, and a suffixal paradigm involved in encoding objects and stative subjects is shown to have provided an analogical template for the reanalysis of the nominalizer as agreement morphology for at least Garifuna. Finally, I demonstrate that the sole CNA language that does not exhibit the suffixal subject agreement construction, Lokono, exhibits properties that rule out the diachronic pathway I propose for the other CNA languages — only those CNA languages that lack a copula and exhibit verb initiality developed the suffixal person marking morphology examined here.
Chapter 3 investigates a shift in lexical category from adposition to auxiliary in two Northern Caribbean Arawak languages, Wayúu and Garifuna. While the emergent auxiliaries bear striking similarities in terms of distribution and argument marking — both occur post-verbally and carry prefixal and suffixal verbal agreement morphology — I argue that the innovation is not joint, but independent. I draw on comparative evidence from the adpositional systems of the other modern CNA languages to support my proposal. While Garifuna and Wayúu share a similar typological profile, comparative morphological evidence, along with extant knowledge of relatedness for the family, generally, suggests they do not form a subgroup independent of the other Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, providing support for an analysis where each language independently innovated its auxiliary system. As in the case of the development of suffixal person morphology, properties of proto-CNA appear to have made such a development available. The change from adposition to auxiliary is typologically rare, and has not been previously described or analyzed in the literature on grammaticalization. I argue here that insubordination and analogy are the formal mechanisms that allowed for this change in the CNA languages.

Chapter 4 concludes and discusses avenues for future comparative morphosyntactic research involving the CNA languages.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>masculine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>aorist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>aspectual morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>attributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUM</td>
<td>augmentative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>comitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>complementizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>continuative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECL</td>
<td>declarative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>definite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DET</td>
<td>determiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>distal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>feminine speech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

This work examines issues of structural inheritance, variation, and change in the grammars of the languages of the Caribbean subgroup of Northern Arawak (CNA), with a focus on the members of the branch still spoken today: Lokono, Añun, Wayúu, and Garifuna.¹

Major contributions of this work are 1) a novel internal classification for Caribbean Northern Arawak based on lexical phylogenetics, and supported by previously unobserved morphological evidence, and 2) a close analysis of two patterns of morphosyntactic change in the CNA languages. The Arawak languages (and indeed, many languages of South America) generally exhibit subordinate structures that are analyzable as nominalizations — that is, verbs in subordinate clauses carry morphology that serves the function of morphologically deriving nouns from verbs [Campbell and Grondona 2012]. I show here that at least two patterns of argument marking found in CNA main clauses have developed from the reanalysis of such structures as main clauses. Nominalized relative clauses have been reanalyzed as main-clause verbal predicates carrying suffixal agreement morphology, and main clause auxiliaries have developed their modern argument-marking patterns from subordinate-clause constructions. The former change allows for any syntactic subject to be morphologically encoded by a verbal agreement suffix in some circumstances. This change neutralizes a robust pattern of active-static agreement marking, where the subject of a transitive verb and the subject of an active predicate are normally encoded prefixally for the CNA languages. The latter change has led to the main clause use of auxiliaries for Garifuna, and to the development of auxiliaries from adpositions in this language. This auxiliation has also resulted in an ergative alignment pattern for argument marking on auxiliaries. Only the subject of a transitive predicate is marked prefixally on Garifuna auxiliaries. I also show that Wayúu has undergone a similar change in its grammar, though insubordination seems not to have played a role. These historical changes are of broad typological interest because they are not well attested

¹The language data in this thesis comes either from my joint elicitation and analysis with my colleagues at UC Berkeley in collaboration with Garifuna speakers, or from published sources. Citations for examples are given throughout. I maintain the original author’s glossing conventions and orthography except when I compare phonological forms for the purpose of reconstruction.
in the literature, but there is strong morphological evidence for their occurrence in the history of the CNA languages.

The development of ergative alignment is generally thought to be facilitated by passivization — generally, an oblique marker that reintroduces an external argument is reanalyzed as ergative case, and subject marking for a promoted object is reanalyzed as absolutive marking (Garrett, 1990). For Garifuna and Wayúu, passivization has played no role in the development of ergative alignment in their auxiliary systems. Instead, for Garifuna, I argue that the main clause use of subordinate clause structures allowed for the extension of subordinate clause argument marking patterns to main clauses, resulting in ergative alignment. For Wayúu, I argue the analogical extension of verbal argument-marking patterns to adpositions must have played a role in the development of auxiliaries.

Insubordination appears to be a strong driver of syntactic change in the South American context. For the Cariban languages, spoken in close proximity to the CNA languages, Gildea (1998) shows that ergative alignment also emerged without an intermediate step of passivization, though the trajectory differs from the one I propose for CNA here. While such a development is attested in languages outside South America, it is not observed to be cross-linguistically common (Garrett, 1990). The fact that ergative alignment has developed similarly in at least two language families spoken in such close proximity suggests the possibility that language contact may have played a role. Given that the CNA languages are similar in typological profile to many other South American languages, I expect close comparative studies of variation in the person marking and alignment systems of other languages families of South America, and in other branches of Arawak, in particular, to reveal similar patterns of change. The CNA languages, and many other languages of South America, are strongly head marking, and it is areally very common for subordination to be carried out via nominalization (Campbell and Grondona, 2012). I suspect that these two typological traits taken together make the changes in argument marking patterns examined here highly available for these languages.

Aside from the investigation into mechanisms active in argument marking and alignment change in CNA, this dissertation advances methodologically rigorous comparative studies of the Arawak language family. While Arawak has long been widely accepted as a linguistic group, and while there is reasonable consensus about the classification of many low-level groups, there is lack of consensus about the internal structures of these groups, and about how they are related to one another. Additionally, studies that employ the comparative method in reconstructing the phonological inventory and pronominal systems of proto-Arawak have been received cautiously by experts in the family, mainly due to a lack of complete descriptions of the Arawak languages.

Much high-quality descriptive work has been carried out for the languages of the Arawak

---

2For example, Payne (1991a) points out that Matteson (1972), while more principled than earlier reconstructions of Arawak, relies on underdeveloped phonological analyses of Arawak languages to diagnose cognacy. Kaufman (1994) makes similar criticisms of Valenti (1986).
family over the last several decades. Combined with the burgeoning availability of rigorous reconstructions of these systems for subgroups of the family, this situates researchers to address this state of affairs. The lexical phylogenetic work presented here is a step toward understanding the internal structure of Arawak generally, and one being taken for other branches of Arawak by other linguists. The creation of a large comparative wordlist and cognate sets for this group of Arawak will advance a reconstruction of the phonological inventory of proto-CNA, moving a phonological reconstruction for proto-Arawak up a branch in the tree. Additionally, collaboration with other Arawakanists in creating similar datasets for other branches of Arawak will eventually allow for a much larger-scale lexical phylogenetic analysis. Finally, the analyses in Chapters 2 and 3 rely on the branching structure produced by the lexical phylogenetic analysis presented in this chapter, and claims of cognacy across morphological data presented here rely on the correspondence sets built on the basis of cognates identified for the phylogenetic analysis.

The rest of this chapter provides an introduction to the Caribbean group of Northern Arawak, its languages, and its position within the larger Arawak language family. I propose a novel branching structure for CNA on the basis of a lexical phylogenetic study I carried out in support of the comparative morphosyntactic work described in the rest of the thesis. I additionally describe active-stative alignment for the modern CNA languages because Chapters 2 and 3 rely on a basic knowledge of this alignment pattern for their analyses. Chapter 2 examines a suffixal agreement pattern that I argue has developed from a suffixal subject nominalizer in three of the four CNA languages: Añun, Wayuu, and Garifuna. Chapter 3 examines patterns of agreement involving auxiliaries for the CNA languages, and the historical processes involved in auxiliation in these languages.

### 1.1 Arawak

The Arawak language family is the largest linguistic group in South America, with some fifty living members. The Arawak languages are geographically widespread, with members of the family distributed from the Caribbean coast of Central America, to the south of Brazil, to the western part of Peru, and to the Atlantic coast of northern Brazil. Locations for the currently-spoken members of the family are labeled in Figure 1.1, with locations for the non-CNA Arawak languages shown in grey.

Subgrouping within Arawak has been based partly on geographically defined groups, along with low-level comparative studies of languages in the family, resulting in a rake-like structure with well-established low-level clades that all connect to a single ancestor language. Following Michael (2011), I adopt Aikhenvald’s (1999) proposed internal branching for Arawak, shown in Figure 1.2, as a starting point for the comparative work presented here. This decision is also supported by other work carried out in lexical phylogenetics (Walker and Ribeiro 2011), as discussed in §1.3 of this chapter. This structure has implications for the languages for which lexical data was included in the phylogenetic analysis of CNA — Aikhenvald (1999)
proposes five subgroups within Northern Arawak, and one language from each of the non-CNA groups was included in the study as outgroup languages.

The group under study here is the Caribbean group of Northern Arawak, whose currently spoken members include Garifuna, Lokono, Wayúu, and Añun. Outgroup languages sampled in this work for lexical phylogeny include Wapishana, Palikur, Achagua, and Baniwa, representing Aikhenvald’s Rio Branco, Palikur, Colombian, and Rio Negro branches of Northern Arawak, respectively. Data from other Arawak languages appears throughout this work when morphological evidence from outgroup languages is relevant to the analysis.
Figure 1.2: Arawak subgrouping according to Aikhenvald (1999)
1.2 The Caribbean Northern Arawak group

The Caribbean group of Northern Arawak is composed of languages historically spoken along the Caribbean coasts of Central and South America and the Antilles Islands, namely Taino, Island Carib, Garifuna, Shebayo, Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu. The locations of the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages are shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The Caribbean Northern Arawak languages

Taino, Island Carib, and Shebayo are not currently spoken, and have limited documentation: a few wordlists for Taino, a single wordlist containing 17 items for Shebayo (Aikhenvald 1999), and a colonial-era grammatical sketch, dictionary, and catechism for Island Carib (Breton 1900).

At the time of European contact, Taino was spoken throughout the Greater Antilles islands (modern-day Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic). Shebayo was spoken in Trinidad, just off the north-eastern coast of Venezuela. The arrival of the Spanish in the late 15th century led to the rapid and complete loss of both these languages (Rouse 1993). Island Carib, historically spoken on the Lesser Antilles islands fared much better, surviving into the early part of the 20th century on the island of Dominica (Taylor 1935).

Garifuna is spoken today by somewhere between 100,000-200,000 people around the world.

---

3 This group of Arawak is also referred to as “Circum-Caribbeau” (Walker and Ribeiro 2011), “Maritime” (in which case it also contains Wapishana) (Campbell 2012), and “Caribbean-Venezuela” (Ramirez 2001).
Directly descended from a variety of Island Carib spoken in St. Vincent, Garifuna is now spoken along the Caribbean coast of Central America, spanning across Nicaragua, Honduras, Belize, and Guatemala, and by diaspora speakers throughout the United States. The Garifuna people have experienced a history of contact that is reflected by their language, which contains loanwords from at least Kaliña (Cariban), Spanish, French, and English.

The Arawaks native to the Lesser Antilles were in contact with Cariban groups prior to European contact, intermarrying with Cariban men who arrived there around the 12th century, resulting in the name Island Carib for the group. During the 17th century, escaped Africans transported to the Caribbean during the slave trade intermarried with the Island Carib people of St. Vincent, and in the late 18th century, black speakers of Island Carib were forcibly exiled from St. Vincent to the coast of Honduras by British colonial forces (Taylor, 2012). The name Garifuna is derived from the native words meaning ‘Carib’ and ‘red’. Documentation of Garifuna has been carried out with diaspora speakers in the United States by several linguists, including Pamela Monroe and Daniel Kaufman (Kaufman, 2010; Munro, 2007, 2014). In-situ documentation has been carried out in Honduras by at least Douglas Taylor and Steffen Haurholm-Larsen (Taylor, 1951, 1977; Haurholm-Larsen, 2015, 2016). Community language activists have been successful in creating two extensive dictionaries of the language (Cayetano, 1993; Reyes, 2012), as well as teaching materials for language learners.

Lokono is endangered — the language is reported to have some 700 remaining speakers, living near the northern Atlantic coast of South America in communities across the Guianas, Suriname, and Venezuela. Fluent speakers of Lokono are generally over fifty (Lewis et al., 2016). Extant documentation of the language includes a dictionary (Patte, 2011) and several descriptive articles by Marie France Patte, as well as a grammar of the language by William Pet (Pet, 1987), and a recent PhD dissertation on Lokono by Konrad Rybka (Rybka, 2016).

Anín is still spoken by a handful of people living in northwestern Venezuela near the Colombian border, and revitalization efforts are in place to teach Aínin as a second language (Álvarez, 2008). Extant documentation includes a grammatical sketch by Marie France Patte (Patte, 1989), updated by José Álvarez in 2008 for language teaching purposes, as well as a dictionary (Álvarez and Bravo, 2008).

Wayúu remains widely spoken along the northwestern coast of Colombia. Ethnologue estimates that Wayúu is still spoken by some 122,000 people (Lewis et al., 2016). Grammatical descriptions of varying degrees of thoroughness are available for Wayúu (Zubiri and Jusayu, 1978; Uriana and Ipuana, 2000; Ehrman, 1972). These have been updated by the language maintenance work that José Álvarez has carried out in Wayúu communities (Álvarez, 2014). There are also dictionaries of the language available (Captain and Captain, 2005; Jusayu and Zubiri, 1981).
1.3 CNA subgroups and lexical phylogeny

A major contribution of this dissertation is a principled analysis of internal subgrouping for the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages based on lexical data. Since the rest of the dissertation tracks morphosyntactic variation and change within this group, understanding internal subgrouping for the clade allows for a better understanding of morphological retentions and innovations within the CNA languages. In this section, I motivate the structure in Figure 1.4 for the CNA languages on the basis of a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of lexical data for the group. I then compare this structure with extant classifications of the language family.

Computational phylogenetics is a methodology that has been adapted from biology for linguistic purposes. Computational phylogenetics infers linguistic relatedness on the basis of form-meaning correspondence sets formed from shared vocabulary items by exploring a space of genealogical trees of varying topologies. Non-Bayesian approaches, such as parsimony and maximum likelihood methods, return a tree which best fits the data, according to optimization criteria such as minimizing the number of independent innovations in the tree, or with parameters that best fit the data (see Warnow and Nichols 2008 for details). Some phylogenetic methods also infer a time depth for divergence between clades or languages on the basis of expected rates of lexical change. Bayesian phylogenetic methods make prior assumptions regarding the parameters of the tree, and use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to explore and sample from the posterior distribution of possible tree topologies, accepting or rejecting a proposed topology according to whether or not it is more likely to have generated the observed data. The tree sample can be summarized in a number of ways, including one that results in a maximum clade credibility tree, which assigns a probability to each clade or subgroup in the tree according to how often it appears in the sample.

The methodology relies on parallels between linguistic and biological evolution, and has proven extremely useful for investigations of genealogical relationships among languages on the basis of lexical data (Chang et al. 2015; Michael et al. 2015; Bowern 2010; Gray and Atkinson 2003). The comparative morphosyntactic analyses in the chapters that follow assume the genealogical relationships reported here.

The structure proposed here reproduces low-level subgroups that are well supported by studies that apply the comparative method rigorously across closely-related languages (cf. §1.3.5), but it differs significantly from the received view of the internal structure for these languages with respect to the placement of Taino, which is traditionally thought to form a subgroup with Lokono, Aicun, and Wayúu to the exclusion of Garifuna. The phylogenetic analysis carried out here is consistent with the structure produced in Walker and Ribeiro (2011)’s phylogenetic analysis with higher posterior probabilities assigned to clades with low probabilities under their analysis. I compare the structure in Figure 1.4 with extant classifications of the subgroup in §1.3.5 and I point to some methodological weaknesses in

---

4Form-meaning correspondence sets differ from traditional cognate sets in that cognate vocabulary items are only grouped if they exhibit the same meaning across languages, leaving out vocabulary items that have undergone semantic shift.
previous classifications for the group.

### 1.3.1 Dataset collection

For the lexical phylogenetic analysis of the CNA languages, a 736 item word list was collected for the four living CNA languages, as well as the four outgroup Northern Arawak languages included in the study (Wapishana, Palikur, Baniwa, and Achagua). Lexical data for the languages with limited documentation, Taino and Shebayo, were included where available; 125 Taino lexical items made it into cognate sets based on four colonial-era word lists for the language, and sixteen items for Shebayo were included in the initial study.\[^5\]

The languages included in this study were chosen either because they are grouped as members of Caribbean Northern Arawak in extant classifications of Arawak, or because they are closely related outgroup languages, used for rooting. For this study, one language was sampled from each branch of Northern Arawak according to Aikhenvald (1999)'s classification of the language family (shown in Figure 1.2).

The meanings for the vocabulary items used in this study are from an expanded Swadesh list with basic vocabulary items, including terms for body parts, kinship, material culture, and flora and fauna native to South America. The list was developed by the Tupí-Guaraní group at UC Berkeley run by Lev Michael (Michael et al., 2015), and expanded for lexical work on the Tukanoan languages. The lexical items added for Tukanoan added subtle semantic distinctions for verbs, such as ‘break in half’ versus ‘break into many pieces’, distinctions relevant for lexical selection in Tukanoan. Many of these semantic distinctions are not relevant for the Northern Arawak languages, either because the same term was used across these subtly different meanings, or because no cognate terms were found across any of the ten languages included in this study for these meanings. Meanings from either of these two

\[^5\]The data from Shebayo was omitted from the final analysis; fourteen of the sixteen vocabulary items available for the language were cognate across all the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, and a single lexical item shared a cognate with Taino, only, with which it is very likely not closely related. The paucity of data for Shebayo led to a topological structure that is not well supported by comparative reconstruction or the historical record, and posterior probabilities for the clades produced by this analysis were low (.4 or under).
categories were excluded from the final phylogenetic analysis, resulting in a list of 494 core meanings for the CNA languages, and 2,238 cognate sets.

Table 1.3.1 shows the list of languages included in this study and the percentage of lexical coverage found for the 494 meanings that were analyzed. For the modern Arawak languages, coverage is much higher than it is for Shebayo and Taino, which exhibited 3% and 25% coverage, respectively. With Shebayo and Taino included in the dataset, mean lexical coverage is 66.2%. Omitting Shebayo (as was done in the final study) there is a mean coverage of 73.2%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>language</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>language</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achagua</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>Palikur</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aníun</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>Shebayo</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baniwa</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>Taino</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garifuna</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>Wapishana</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokono</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>Wayúu</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Languages included in the lexical phylogenetic analysis and percent coverage

Because of the limited nature of colonial-era wordlists, an attempt was made to include vocabulary items that were available for Taino and Shebayo that were not on the original list of meanings for the expanded Swadesh list. The terms three, enemy, dog, ocean, mahogany, earring, hoe, corn, chigger, papaya, red, jewel, pineapple, and stone were added to the list of basic meanings post hoc because they were present in the vocabulary lists available for Taino and because there were related forms for one or more of the languages in the study available for these items.

Island Carib lexical data was not included in the phylogenetic analysis, though the language is known to be extremely closely related to modern Garifuna. Ancestors to modern-day Garifuna speakers were forcibly separated from the Island Carib population by British colonial forces in the late 18th century (Taylor, 2012). However, extant lexical data for Island Carib exist in only in the form of a 17th century dictionary collected by a French priest (Breton, 1900), and the original dataset included only modern languages, and languages that could be used for a phonological reconstruction of Caribbean Northern Arawak languages. It was additionally unclear in early stages of the project whether the Island Carib lexical data truly represented a distinct language from Garifuna or an ancestral version of the modern language. Coupled with these issues, the orthographic representations of Island Carib lexical data are inconsistent and sometimes difficult to interpret, making exact form-meaning correspondences difficult to identify. Currently, efforts are underway to parse the Breton dictionary, as well as colonial-era Island Carib Catechisms, and the resulting lexical database will make it possible to include Island Carib in future versions of this study.
1.3.2 Form-meaning correspondence sets

After collection, lexical items were placed into form-meaning correspondence sets on the basis of regular sound correspondences across the Northern Arawak languages. These form-meaning sets were constructed in ReFlEx [Segerer and Flavier, 2016], a lexical database platform developed by the Laboratoire Dynamique Du Langage at the University of Lyon in France. The sets of homologous items coded for phylogenetic analysis consist of root-meaning set [Chang et al., 2015]. Lexical items that are cognate but exhibit non-identical meanings are not treated as homologous for the purposes of this analysis, e.g., terms like Garifuna dunuru ‘bird’ and Añun atūna ‘arm/branch/wing’ were not treated as homologous in the CNA lexical database.

Compound words that only exhibited partial cognacy were coded as cognate, following Trask’s notion of oblique cognacy. For example, Garifuna líráü ugudi and Lokono koti iβira ‘toe’ are coded as cognate because for both languages these terms include a cognate term for foot, ugudi in Garifuna, and koti in Lokono.

1.3.3 Phylogenetic analysis

Root-meaning sets were coded as binary character states in the character table, with presence or absence of a character coded as 1 or 0, respectively. Lexical items that were not found for a particular language were coded as unknown, denoted by ? in the character table. The analysis treats shared character traits as either retentions of ancestor states or as joint innovations, penalizing topological structures that treat innovations as parallel. ‘Unknown’ state values of characters do not inform the topological structure. Table 1.2 exemplifies character-state coding for the meaning pepper. Because the forms for this meaning correspond across all but one of the languages sampled, there are two different characters with the meaning pepper: pepper 1 and pepper 2. Languages that exhibit a form for pepper 1 (in this case, all the languages that exhibited a cognate form for the word ‘pepper’) are coded as exhibiting the character pepper 1, and not exhibiting pepper 2. Conversely, the language (Achagua) that exhibit a form for pepper 2 is coded as exhibiting this character, but not pepper 1. Languages for which there was no data available for this meaning are coded as ? for both characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Taino</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Achagua</th>
<th>Baniwa</th>
<th>Wapishana</th>
<th>Palikur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pepper</td>
<td>ati</td>
<td>afi</td>
<td>athi</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>hafi</td>
<td>ijàliàa</td>
<td>áati</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>atit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pepper 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pepper 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Sample character state coding for the word pepper

Taxa ages were set as present day, except for Taino, which was given a date corresponding to the colonial era, forward -450 years in BEAST (= 450 BP). The resulting dataset was
analyzed with BEAST v. 1.8.3 (Drummond and Rambaut [2007]), using a Stochastic Dollo model to infer phylogeny. Four chains of 10,000,000 iterations with a thinning interval of 1000 were run. Trees were summarized using TreeAnnotator. Of the 10000 trees stored in the sample, the first 2000 structures were discarded as burn-in from each chain.

1.3.4 Structures returned from lexical phylogenetic analysis and discussion

The structures returned by the Bayesian phylogenetic analysis show that the MCMC procedure converged well. The classification returned by BEAST is shown in Figure 1.5. Within CNA, we see that the only branch that does not have a posterior probability of 1 is the clade containing Lokono, Wayúu, and Aínun, which exhibits a value of .975, and is thus still very well supported. Placement of outgroup languages is loosely consistent with Aikhenvald’s 1999 subgrouping of Arawak; Baniwa and Achagua are grouped together, returning her North Amazonian group of Northern Arawak. It is somewhat surprising to see Wapishana group with CNA given extant classifications of Arawak subgroups, but the language is geographically close to Lokono, so their closer relatedness is not implausible. Palikur is extremely divergent from the other Northern Arawak languages, and its status as an outgroup language is supported by previous classifications of Northern Arawak (Aikhenvald [1999]).

1.3.5 Comparison with previous classifications

Large-scale analyses of Arawak subgrouping have been carried out on the basis of lexicostatistics (Payne [1991b] Ramirez [2001]), and comparative work has been carried out for subgroups of the family, including CNA (Captain and Captain [2005] Taylor and Rouse [1955]). Early work on the internal classification of the language family was carried out by Noble [1965]. On the basis of this work, linguists have proposed classifications for Arawak that group all members of CNA but Garifuna and Island Carib, as shown in Figure 1.6 (Aikhenvald [1999] Campbell [2012]).

The structure in Figure 1.6 has been proposed in large part on the basis of the phonological shape of the first person singular pronouns and bound prefixal person markers in these languages (Taylor and Rouse [1955]). The clade labeled T-A-Arawak is so called because it groups together those members of Caribbean Northern Arawak that exhibit some form of ta or da as the marker for first person singular, either as bound, prefixal agreement morphology, or as the first two sounds of the free first person singular pronoun. In all other Arawak languages, the bound and free first person singular marker is nV. This form for first person is so widespread that it has been used as a diagnostic for determining Arawak family membership. While it is widely accepted that morphological evidence is the most informative for determining issues of subgrouping, I argue here that evidence for including Taino in T-A-Arawak to the exclusion of Garifuna is particularly thin. Rather, I argue that
Figure 1.5: Classification from BEAST

Figure 1.6: Traditional internal subgrouping for Caribbean Northern Arawak (Taylor and Rouse [1955])
proto-CNA exhibited both \( ta \) and \( nV \) in complementary distribution, and that the \( ta \) form was generalized as a prefixal agreement marker in proto-Lokono-Añun-Wayúu, while the \( nV \) form was generalized in Garifuna and Island Carib. This analysis is supported by explicit evidence from the pronominal and prefixal person marking systems of the CNA languages, as I discuss below.

The free pronouns, and the pronominal prefixes for Caribbean Northern Arawak are summarized in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. Comparing the free pronouns in Table 1.3 we see Taino, Lokono, and Wayúu all exhibit very similar pronominal forms for the first person singular, and that Garifuna and Island Carib’s systems are nearly identical, as expected given the close history of these two languages. We observe that Garifuna and Island Carib exhibit a genderlect distinction for the first and second person singular pronouns. The masculine speech pronoun \( au \) is known to be of Carib origin. The forms Lokono exhibits for third person singular do not appear to be cognate with those exhibited by Wayúu, and Añun exhibits no free third person singular pronominal form.

Examining the prefixal pronominal forms in Table 1.4 we find a similar pattern. Like in the free pronominal paradigm, Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu exhibit forms that appear to be related in the first person, but the Lokono form for third person singular differs from its closest relatives. Garifuna and Island Carib remain nearly identical. However, we find that the form of the first person prefix for Taino is \( ni- \), bringing its prefixal pronominal system into line with Garifuna and Island Carib, rather than with TA-Arawak for this part of the pronominal system.

Comparing Tables 1.3 and 1.4 it is observed that while limited data is available for Taino, the colonial-era word lists sourced for this work include both the bound first person marker \( ni- \) (von Martius [1867]), and the free pronoun \( datfa \) (de Goeje [1939]), a fact that appears to have been previously overlooked in discussions of subgrouping for these languages, but one that is of crucial importance for an empirically based understanding of branching within this subgroup, precisely because so much has been made of the first person morpheme in Caribbean Northern Arawak internal subgrouping.

The morphological facts of the Taino pronominal system suggest that proto-CNA exhibited at least a bound first person pronoun \( nV- \), and a free first person pronoun beginning with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Island Carib</th>
<th>Taino</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>nuguja,</td>
<td>nukuja, ao</td>
<td>datʃa</td>
<td>dei ...</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>taja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bugija,</td>
<td>bukuja, amira</td>
<td>bii</td>
<td>pia</td>
<td></td>
<td>pia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3m</td>
<td>ligija</td>
<td>likia</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>nia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3f</td>
<td>tuguja</td>
<td>tokoja</td>
<td>tʰo</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>shia/hia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl</td>
<td>wagija</td>
<td>wakia</td>
<td>wei</td>
<td>we</td>
<td>waja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl</td>
<td>huguja</td>
<td>hokoja</td>
<td>hei</td>
<td>haña</td>
<td>hija/haja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl</td>
<td>hagiya</td>
<td>nhakiya</td>
<td>nei</td>
<td>nana</td>
<td>naja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.4: Northern Arawak prefixal person markers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Island Carib</th>
<th>Taino</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>nu-</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>ni-</td>
<td>da-</td>
<td>ta-</td>
<td>ta-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bu-</td>
<td>b-</td>
<td>ti-?</td>
<td>bi-</td>
<td>pi-</td>
<td>pi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3m</td>
<td>li-</td>
<td>l-</td>
<td>li-</td>
<td>li-</td>
<td>ni-</td>
<td>ni-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3f</td>
<td>tu-</td>
<td>t-</td>
<td>t(h)i-</td>
<td>hi-</td>
<td>si-/sa-/ha-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl</td>
<td>wa-</td>
<td>wa-</td>
<td>wa-</td>
<td>wa-</td>
<td>wa-</td>
<td>ha-/hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl</td>
<td>ha-</td>
<td>h-</td>
<td>hi-</td>
<td>ha-</td>
<td>ha-</td>
<td>na-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl</td>
<td>ha-</td>
<td>nh-</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>na-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous analyses have pointed to the shared form \(ta\) among Lokono, Wayúu, Añun, and Taino, and reasoned that this form was indicative of a shared morphological innovation among these languages — namely, the replacement of wider Arawak first person \(nV\) with \(ta\) — and therefore evidence that these languages shared a common ancestor to the exclusion of Garifuna and Island Carib. However, if proto-CNA exhibited both the free pronominal form \(ta\) and the bound form \(nV\), as Taino clearly did, then the presence of a pronominal form \(ta\) in Taino is not evidence for a TA-Arawak subgroup that excludes Garifuna and Island Carib because there was no replacement of \(nV\) in the bound pronominal system in Taino.

If my analysis is correct, the fact that Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu all exhibit both bound and free first person morphology involving \(ta\)- is evidence for a TA-Arawak clade, but not evidence for one including Taino. The morphological innovation distinguishing this group is the paradigmatic leveling of \(ta\)- across the free and bound pronominal systems. Since joint innovations (rather than retentions of archaic forms) are informative for subgrouping, the fact that Taino exhibited a first person pronoun \(dat\,fa\) does not provide evidence that the language is more closely related Lokono-Wayúu-Añun than it is to Garifuna.

Turning to the lack of a form related to \(ta\) in Garifuna and Island Carib, it would seem that the CNA pronominal paradigm was simply leveled in the opposite direction of TA-Arawak’s — the bound first person marker \(nV\) replaced the free pronoun based on \(ta\), instead of generalizing \(ta\).

However, it is also possible that the Garifuna-Island Carib pronominal change was circuitously driven by language contact. Both Garifuna and Island Carib exhibit a masculine speech genderlect item \(au\) for only the free first person pronoun. This pronoun is morphologically...
unrelated to the bound first person marker, mirroring the Taino pronominal system, which also exhibits morphologically unrelated free and bound first person pronouns. The source of the Garifuna-Island Carib pronoun is demonstrably Carib, and its integration into Garifuna and Island Carib’s ancestor language is attributed to pre-Colombian intermarriage between the Cariban and Arawak people of the lesser Antilles. Cariban men, specifically, are reported to have intermarried with Arawak women, and male genderlect items are of Carib origin (Taylor 2012).

A possible explanation for the lack of a ta-form pronoun in Garifuna is that the Cariban form completely replaced the free first person pronoun at some stage of pre-Garifuna-Island Carib, and the feminine speech first person pronoun developed later from the bound first person pronoun and some available deictic morphology in the language. This suggests a possible analysis where the ancestor language of Garifuna and Island Carib exhibited a bound pronominal form nV-, and a free pronoun based on ta, and just the free form underwent lexical replacement by the Cariban form au, fitting into a system that already existed, and not creating a new pronominal distinction.

The lower-level clades proposed for Caribbean Northern Arawak are well supported by high quality comparative work on these languages. Over the course of his career, Douglas Taylor produced a large body of work on the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, and all current internal classifications of Arawak rely heavily on his analysis of subgrouping for Caribbean Northern Arawak, though the bulk of his comparative work primarily focused on Garifuna and Island Carib.

Taylor and Rouse (1955) is an early attempt at subgrouping within Caribbean Northern Arawak that relies on a lexicostatistic analysis of comparative vocabulary items across Lokono, Island Carib, and Taino, as well as archeological evidence for population dispersal across the Antilles. Interestingly, the archeological evidence reported in the paper support the tree in Figure 1.7 where Taino, and the precursor language to Island Carib share a common ancestor to the exclusion of the mainland Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, and not the one in Figure 1.6, but Taylor felt so strongly that the presence of the Taino form *datfa was diagnostic of a TA-Arawak subgroup that excluded Garifuna and Island Carib that the two researchers ultimately propose an analysis where the Greater Antilles were populated by the Taino from mainland South America well after the ancestors to the Garifuna and Island Caribs had moved into the Lesser Antilles Islands.

To be certain, documentation postdating Taylor’s work has significantly improved the potential for accuracy in carrying out comparative analyses of these languages, but his 1955 work is the first in a long series of publications to ignore the fact that Taino exhibited a bound prefixal first person marker ni-, a point that is of considerable importance considering that subgroups that exclude Garifuna from TA-Arawak do so on the assumption that the Taino pronominal system closely resembled Lokono’s.

de Carvalho (2016) argues out that the pronominal base for the TA-Arawak pronouns was such a deictic element, *ja, and that the Island Carib pronominal forms containing -kia are unrelated to this morpheme.
1.3.6 Comparison with previous studies using lexical phylogeny

The topological structure returned by the analysis presented here is compatible with the structure produced independently by recent phylogenetic work on the Arawak languages. Walker and Ribeiro (2011) collected a Swadesh list of 100 basic vocabulary items for 60 Arawak languages and coded forms for cognacy across the family. They analyzed their data using BEAST v. 1.6.1 (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) to infer a tree structure for the family, which resulted in the structure in Figure 1.7 for Caribbean Northern Arawak.

![Figure 1.7: Proposed structure for Caribbean Northern Arawak with posterior probabilities, adapted from Walker and Ribeiro (2011)](image)

Though there is very little documentation of Taino, lexical phylogenetic analysis is an appropriate methodology for the type of data that is available for the language. Walker and Ribeiro (2011) were able to find 74 of 100 Swadesh list items for Taino, which is reasonably good coverage for the language. The posterior probability of every subgroup proposed by Walker and Ribeiro (2011) is 1, with the exception of the Lokono branch, which is reported to be 0.43, much lower than the posterior of 0.975 reported by the current study, and, in fact, far below the standard threshold 0.80 posterior probability generally accepted as evidence for subgrouping in this type of analysis (Michael et al., 2015).

As demonstrated by the low posterior probability returned for the Lokono-Añun-Wayúu clade by Walker and Ribeiro’s (2011) analysis, and the comparatively high posterior probability returned for this clade in the current study, lexical phylogenetic analyses can be improved significantly by expanding the number of lexical items included in such analyses when possible. For the languages of South America, in particular, the Swadesh list has been shown to have limited utility in diachronic studies of these languages, both because of widely cited complaints of the cross-cultural relevance of the items identified on the Swadesh list (Oswalt, 1971), and because generalizations about rates of lexical replacement observed for other parts of the world do not hold for South American language families. Bowern et al. (2014) shows that, contra the received view (Swadesh, 1955), for example), in the context of South American languages, terms for local flora and fauna are highly stable, making these terms extremely useful to include in studies involving the Arawak language family. Taken with other core vocabulary, observing rates of replacement for these vocabulary items provides a fuller picture.
of subgrouping for these languages.

Finally, it is unclear that Island Carib and Garifuna should be treated as separate languages in this type of analysis — the source used for Island Carib in Walker and Ribeiro (2011), and (where data from Island Carib is included) the present study, Breton (1900), is a 17th century dictionary of the language, during which time Island Carib and Garifuna may not have yet diverged in a meaningful way. Alternatives would be to treat Island Carib as an ancestor to Garifuna, or to omit it altogether, as was decided for the present study. Future versions of this research will include lexical data from Island Carib.

1.3.7 Summary and discussion

This section investigated the internal classification of Caribbean Northern Arawak on the basis of a lexical phylogenetic study. The findings from this study are consistent with extant proposals of subgrouping within CNA to varying degrees, with the most serious discrepancy in the classification of Taino, which has historically been erroneously grouped with TA-Arawak to the exclusion of Garifuna, its closest living relative.

A reexamination of colonial-era wordlists for Taino revealed that the language exhibited both the first person pronoun datfa, and the first person prefix ni- calling into question classifications of the family based solely on the phonological shape of the first person marker. The remaining chapters of this work presuppose the topological structure discussed in this chapter, and use it as partial support for proposals of joint morphosyntactic innovations and retentions across the CNA languages.

1.4 Person marking and alignment in Caribbean Northern Arawak

Here, I describe active-stative alignment for the modern CNA languages, as both Chapters 2 and 3 rely on an understanding of this alignment system as a point of reference for alignment patterns that deviate from it. The Arawak languages generally exhibit active-stative alignment systems that are expressed in their verbal agreement paradigms, where the subject of a transitive verb (an A argument) and the single argument of an active intransitive verb (an Sa argument) are both cross referenced by the same prefixal verbal person marker, and the object of a transitive verb (an O argument) and the subject of a stative intransitive verb (an So argument) are cross-referenced with the same suffixal verbal person marker, or with no marker at all (Aikhenvald 1999).

The Caribbean Northern Arawak languages exhibit this core active-stative argument marking strategy, as shown for each of the currently spoken CNA languages in examples (1)–(12).
For each language, a segmentally identical prefixal person marker cross-references an A or S argument, and a segmentally identical suffixal person marker cross-references an O or So argument. I now illustrate this pattern for each of the CNA languages.

We see in Añum example (1) that the active transitive verb kimaa ‘build’ takes two arguments, an agent and a patient; the agentive argument is marked prefixally with ta- 1SG, while the patientive argument is marked suffixally with -i SG.M.

(1) **Takimaaai.**

```
    ta-    kimaa -i
  1SG - build  -SG.M
 A V O
```

‘I build it.’

[Patte 1989]

For the stative, intransitive verb tima ‘sleep’ in example (2), we see that the single argument is marked suffixally, just like the object in example (1).  

(2) **Atimi.**

```
    a-    tima -i
 AT.1 - sleep  -M
  V So
```

‘He’s asleep.’

[Patte 1989]

In example (3), we find an active, intransitive predicate, una ‘go’; its single, agentive argument is marked prefixally, like the A argument in (1).

---

Patte (1989)’s glossing conventions are preserved here, where a- AT.1 is segmented from the verb root. She analyzes this morpheme as an attributive marker, presumably considering it to be a reflex of proto-Arawak ka-, carried prefixally by derived stative verbs and in complementary distribution with the prefixal person markers. In fact, in all the CNA languages, a prefix a- is obligatorily carried on verb forms that do not take person marking prefixes. In Garifuna, this prefix is frozen as a part of the suffixing verb root forms. In Wayúu, it is identifiable in suffixing verb stems, as well. Añum also exhibits the expected version of the attributive morpheme ka-, which Patte glosses as AT.2, and this morpheme functions uncontroversially as an attributive.
(3) *Wouna.*

wa- una  
1.PL go  
S\_a V

‘We go.’

(Patte 1989)

The same set of facts holds for Wayúu. We find that the A argument of the transitive predicate *e’rrér* ‘see’ is cross-referenced prefixally in example (4), and that the O argument is cross-referenced suffixally.

(4) *Te’rrérrí.*

t- e’rrér -ri  
1SG- see -SG.F  
A V O

‘I see her.’

(Zubiri and Jusayu 1978)

Just as was the case for Añun, we find suffixal marking cross-referencing the single argument of a stative predicate in example (5), where the subject of the verb *atunk* ‘sleep’ is cross-referenced with the suffix -chi SG.M.

(5) *Atunkeechi.*

atunk -ee -chi  
sleep -FUT -SG.M  
V \_S\_o

‘He will sleep.’

(Álvarez 2007)

In example (6), the active, morphologically intransitive verb *eki* ‘eat’ cross-references its only argument prefixally with the first person prefix, *t-*.
 Lokono exhibits this same pattern; in example (7) the transitive verb simaka ‘call’ carries the prefixal marker by- 2SG, which cross-references the A argument. The suffixal marker -i M.SG cross-references the O argument of the verb.

(7) By-simaka-i. 

  by- simaka -i 
  2SG call -M.SG 
  A V O 

‘You called him.’

(Pet, 1987)

Example (8) shows that the stative intransitive verb kawa ‘be absent’ cross-references its single argument with the suffixal person marker -n 3SG.F.

(8) Kawakan 

  kawa -ka -n 
  absent -PERF -3SG.F. 
  V So 

‘She’s gone.’

(Pet, 1987)

And, as we found for Añun and Wayúu, the single argument of an active, intransitive verb is marked prefixally in example (9), where the active verb osa ‘go’ carries a single, prefixal person marker l- 3SG.M.
Finally, we find that the same set of facts holds for Garifuna. In example (10) we find the transitive verb *alwaha* ‘look for’ cross-references two arguments: the A argument *l-3sg.m* is marked prefixally; the O argument *-un-3sg.f* is marked suffixally.

(10) *Lalwahayon.*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{l-} & \quad \text{alwaha -ya -un} \\
3\text{sg.m-} & \quad \text{look.for PROG -3sg.f} \\
\text{A} & \quad \text{V} \\
\text{O} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘He looks for her.’
(Prendergast, f.n., 2012)

In example (11) the morphologically intransitive active predicate *egi* carries a single affix, the prefix *l-3sg.m*, cross-referencing the single *Sₐ* argument of this verb.

(11) *Legi Pablo*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{l-} & \quad \text{egi Pablo} \\
3\text{sg.m-} & \quad \text{eat Pablo} \\
\text{Sₐ} & \quad \text{V} \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘Pablo eats.’
(Stark, f.n., 2012)

Lastly, example (12) shows that the single *Sₐ* argument of a stative predicate is cross-referenced with a suffixal person marker, just as it is for the other CNA languages; the stative intransitive predicate *h'angi* ‘be stingy’ cross-references its single argument with the suffix *-ti 3sg.m*.

(12) *h'angi*
While these examples demonstrate the widespread active-stative alignment system found in Arawak, they do not exhaustively represent the argument marking systems of the CNA languages or wholly capture the alignment systems exhibited by these languages; Garifuna and Wayúu exhibit pockets of ergativity in certain contexts, discussed in Chapter 3, and Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun all exhibit a suffixal person marking construction that only cross-references the subject of a predicate, neutralizing participant role in these constructions, the diachronic origins of which are the subject of Chapter 2.

Word order of overt arguments is generally irrelevant within the alignment systems of the Arawak languages, where arguments are most commonly encoded via verbal person marking, and free nominal or pronominal arguments often have marked discourse status, resulting in a variety of acceptable word orders for free arguments. Additionally, basic word order differs across the CNA languages: basic word order in Lokono is SVO, but VSO in the other three languages. For Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun, an overt syntactic subject always follows the predicate, irrespective of predicate type.

Lokono is the only language that reflects active-stative alignment in the word order of its overt arguments, and it is the only CNA language not to exhibit the suffixal subject marking construction that is the focus of Chapter 2.

In addition to the active-stative marking exhibited in examples (7)–(9), Lokono encodes a active-stative split in its alignment system via word order, where A and S\textsubscript{a} arguments precede the verb, as seen in (13), and O and S\textsubscript{o} arguments follow the verb, as in (14). Unlike for the other CNA languages, overt arguments are not cross referenced on the verb with person markers in Lokono, as shown in example (15), where we see that the single argument of the verb, hiaro ‘woman’, is not marked on the verb. Pronominal arguments are encoded either with the person affixes or with free pronouns, never with both. Lokono only exhibits suffixal person markers for third person singular feminine and masculine, and for first person plural.

(12) **Hángiti mútu.**

\begin{tabular}{lll}
& hángi & ti \\
being & 3SG & M \\
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{lll}
& mútu & \\
person & 1SG & \\
\end{tabular}

‘He is stingy.’  
(Munro 2007, 117)

(13) **Li fatada de.**

\begin{tabular}{llll}
& li & fatada & de \\
3SG & hit & 1SG & \\
A & V & O & \\
\end{tabular}

‘He hit me.’  
(Pet, 1987)
(14) *Fonasia de.*

- fonasia -∅ de
- hungry -PAST 1SG
- V So

‘I was hungry.’
(Pet, 1987)

(15) *To hiaro kanabafa.*

- to hiaro kanaba -fa
- the woman listen -FUT
- Sa V

‘The woman will listen.’
(Pet, 1987)

Lokono word order is relevant to the analysis here because the set of properties I attribute to proto-CNA includes predicate initiality, an attribute the three other CNA languages retain. I argue for predicate initiality in proto-CNA in §2.5. Here, it is simply worth taking note of basic word order and alignment for each of these languages as a preview to the arguments made about alignment in the chapters that follow.
Chapter 2

Nominalization and alignment change in Caribbean Northern Arawak

This chapter examines a process of alignment change facilitated by the reanalysis of a suffixal subject nominalizer active in relativization as agreement morphology encoding a syntactic subject. Properties of the modern construction are related to properties of nominalizations, cross-linguistically. Nominalized verbs in predicate position are proposed as a bridging construction in this reanalysis, and a suffixal paradigm active in encoding objects and stative subjects are argued to have provided an analogical template for the reanalysis of the nominalizer as agreement morphology.

2.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the development of a suffixal person-marking strategy found in three of the four Caribbean Northern Arawak (CNA) languages, Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun. This argument-marking strategy neutralizes the generalization that \( \text{S}_a \) and \( \text{A} \) arguments are encoded prefixally, while \( \text{S}_o \) and \( \text{O} \) arguments are encoded suffixally, as it cross-references all syntactic subjects suffixally, and does not cross-reference \( \text{O} \) arguments at all. I trace the suffixal person-marking morphemes involved in this cross-referencing strategy to a subject nominalizer that I reconstruct to proto-CNA. Given the subgrouping of the CNA languages established in Chapter 1, I argue that the suffixal subject-marking construction developed independently twice in the history of the modern CNA languages, and that these independent developments were made possible by constructions inherited by all of the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, namely, the presence of the subject nominalization construction, the lack of a copula in clauses with non-verbal predicates, and a set of suffixal person markers used for stative subjects and syntactic objects. I additionally argue that the development of a copula from a demonstrative in Lokono blocked the suffixal subject-marking strategy from
developing in this language.

This chapter is structured as follows: §2.2 introduces the suffixal agreement strategy that is found in three of the four currently spoken CNA languages. §2.3 provides a description of the modern distribution of the subject nominalizer in the CNA languages, both in terms of where it has actively been involved in subject nominalization synchronically, and where it has been lexicalized as a part of nominal roots in the CNA languages. §2.4 describes non-verbal predication for the CNA languages, a structure I argue served as a bridging context in the reanalysis of the suffixal nominalizer as verbal person agreement. §2.5 maps the proposed diachronic development from nominalizer to agreement marker for Garifuna, Wayuu, and Añun. §2.6 concludes.

### 2.2 Suffixal subject marking in Caribbean Northern Arawak

In addition to the active-stative alignment pattern shown in (1)–(12), Garifuna, Añun, and Wayuu exhibit a construction where suffixal person markers crossreference an A or Sa argument, neutralizing participant role for arguments encoded with suffixal person markers — that is, suffixal person markers may encode any argument type in these languages, including an active subject, a stative subject, or a direct object. I argue that the suffixal subject marking exhibited in these languages is innovative and that it developed from a proto-CNA subject relativization strategy still active in Lokono.

This argument-marking strategy is shown for Garifuna in example (16), where the single Sa argument of the active verb eremuha ‘sing’ is encoded suffixally with the 1SG marker -tina.

(16) *Eremuhatina.*  
\[ \text{Eremuha} \,-\text{tina} \]
\[ \text{sing} \quad \text{-1SG} \]

‘I sang.’  
(Kaufman 2010, p. 7)

Example (17) shows the same construction in Añun, where the single argument of the active verb amíta ‘climb’ is cross referenced with the suffixal SG.M marker -chi.

Example (17)
I will now discuss the distribution of the suffixing subject construction among the CNA languages, as I will argue that the modern distribution of this construction provides evidence for its historical origin. In the case that an A argument is encoded suffixally, the O argument is not cross-referenced on the verb. An O or S_o argument can never be marked prefixally on the verb. Suffixal A marking is further restricted within the individual languages.

For Añun and Wayúu, Álvarez (2014) states that this argument-marking strategy can only be used for transitive verbs when the complement to the verb is non-specific, shown for Wayúu in example (18), where the suffixal SG.M marker -chi cross references the A argument pia 2SG of the transitive verb aya’lajín ‘buy’, and not its object, which is not cross-referenced on the verb at all. According to Álvarez, this sentence is only grammatical in the case where the speaker is talking about computers generally, and not a specific computer, as indicated in the gloss, where the definite determiner the is not a possible translation for the Wayúu prose.

For Garifuna, the relevant discourse parameter for whether an object may not be cross-referenced on the verb is definiteness, as shown in example (19). Garifuna may encode an A argument suffixally only if the complement of the verb is indefinite. Specific, indefinite objects are not cross-referenced on the verb in Garifuna, which is slightly different from, but closely related to the pattern observed for Wayúu.
Within CNA, the person, number, and gender features that are encoded with suffixal person markers vary. For Añun and Wayúu, suffixal agreement markers encode gender and number, but not person; a first or second person pronoun is compatible with these agreement markers, as long as the referent indexed by the free pronoun matches in number and gender with the person marker. Examples (20) and (21) show that the Wayúu masculine and feminine singular forms of the suffixal person markers are compatible with any singular pronoun.

(20) Ayonnajüshi Kamiir/taya/nia/pia. Wayúu

Ayonnajü -shi Kamiir taya nia pia
dance -SG.M Camilo 1SG 3SG.M 2SG

‘Camilo/I/he/you dance(s).’
(Álvarez 2014)

(21) Ayonnajüs Mariia/taya/shia/pia. Wayúu

Ayonnajü -sü Mariia taya shia pia
dance -SG.F María 1SG 3SG.F 2SG

‘María/I/she/you dance(s).’
(Álvarez 2014)

Variation within the person systems of these suffixes seems to correspond to variation in co-occurrence restrictions for overt arguments for these languages. Unlike for Añun and Wayúu, Garifuna suffixal person markers encode gender, number, and person, and are incompatible with co-indexed free pronouns in main clauses.

(22) Houtina üdüraü (*nuguya). Garifuna

hou -tina üdüraü (*nuguya)
eat -1.SG fish 1.SG

‘I ate fish.’
(Stark, f.n.)

We see in (22) the suffixal person marker -tina 1.SG encodes person and number, and is incompatible with the free pronoun that has the same meaning nuguya.

In contrast to Lokono, Garifuna verbal person markers are compatible with overt arguments, as long as these are not pronominal. Example (23) shows that the 3SG.M suffix -ti is compatible with the co-indexed argument Pablo, but not the pronominal argument ligiya.

---

1 Only the third person free pronouns encode gender, but for the use of the first or second pronoun to be felicitous in these constructions, the referent of the pronoun should correspond in gender with the suffixal agreement marker used on the verb.
Table 2.1 summarizes the alignment patterns and argument-marking strategies discussed in this section and §1.4. We see that Lokono is most restrictive, both in terms of which argument may be marked suffixally in main clauses (O or S only), and in terms of which overt arguments may be cross-referenced on the verb (none). Añun and Wayúu pattern together across the board, allowing any argument to be cross-referenced suffixally, and cross-referencing any free argument, pronominal or otherwise (specificity restrictions for objects aside). Garifuna falls in the middle, allowing for all arguments to be marked suffixally under the right conditions, and cross-referencing overt arguments so long as these are not pronominal. Finally, we see that Garifuna is the only CNA language to maintain a full range of person-marking distinctions in its suffixal person-marking paradigm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>suffixal O/S_o</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixal A/S_a (subject construction)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-occurs with coreferential pronominal argument</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-occurs with coreferential non-pronominal argument</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhibits person distinctions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Summary of suffixal person marking in CNA

In the following section, I will tie the suffixal A and S_a argument-marking pattern to a subject nominalization strategy used in relative clause formation that is actively retained only in Lokono. I argue that the reanalysis of a suffixal subject nominalizer as person agreement in Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun led to the availability of the suffixal A/S_a argument-marking pattern in the first place; since the nominalizer is retained as such in Lokono, the absence of this person-marking strategy for Lokono is explained. In §2.4, I will argue that non-verbal predication provided a bridging context for the reanalysis of the suffixal nominalizer as person agreement in Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun. These languages are predicate initial, exhibit no copula, and the nominalizer carries gender and number features for the target of relativization, making the reanalysis I propose possible in the context where a nominalized verb serves as predicate. Given the subgrouping established for the CNA languages, and the modern distribution of the morpheme in each of these languages, I argue that the parallel development of this suffixal subject-marking strategy in Garifuna and Wayúu-Añun is independent. That is, as is the case for the emergence of an ergative argument-marking strategy in Garifuna and Wayúu, as discussed in Chapter 3, it is the joint inheritance of similar morphosyntactic features that allowed for a parallel change to occur independently in these two languages, and not the inheritance of this structure from proto-CNA.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that Garifuna is the only CNA language that maintains person-marking distinctions across its suffixal person-marking paradigm, as well as the only CNA language that cannot crossreference a pronominal argument with agreement affixes. In the final section of this chapter I link these two facts analytically.

### 2.3 The CNA subject nominalizer and its reflexes

The Caribbean Northern Arawak languages all exhibit some reflex of the subject nominalizers *-tʰi* (m) and *-tʰu* (f) (reconstructed below), either (1) frozen in demonstrably derived nouns, (2) functioning synchronically as a nominalizer, or (3) both. Person markers in the suffixing strategies discussed above are cognate with the third person suffixal subject nominalizer in Lokono, allowing for a straightforward analysis where these have undergone reanalysis as verbal agreement.

In this section, I present the synchronic distribution of reflexes of these suffixes in the four modern CNA languages, in all its forms, before turning to a diachronic analysis of its change from subject nominalizer to agreement marker. I begin with a brief explanation of clausal nominalization in the Amazonian context in order to elucidate how a suffixal nominalizer might be active in relative clause formation in the first place. I then present a formal comparison of the reflexes of the subject nominalizer in each of the CNA languages, providing evidence of cognacy for these reflexes across each of the CNA languages and justifying its reconstruction. I then examine the synchronic distribution of this morpheme in the the CNA languages to demonstrate that the morpheme is retained, and that it is retained in similar contexts for each of the CNA languages and that these contexts relate transparently to a historic subject nominalization construction used in relative clause formation.

#### 2.3.1 Clausal nominalization

The Amazonian languages very commonly utilize nominalization in subordinate clause structures, so much so that clausal nominalization is taken to be an areal feature of the Amazonian languages (Gijn 2014; Epps 2012). The structural properties of these nominalizations vary depending on type of subordinate clause and language. Relative clauses often involve nominalization, and they are often headless, making their relationship to participant nominalization very tightly knit, and sometimes difficult to differentiate, leading to a lack of consensus about the structure of relative clauses, even when an overt relativized noun is present (Epps 2012; Seki 2000).

Comrie and Thompson (1985) presents a typology of nominalizations, making general observations about participant versus event nominalizations and the cline of verbal morphology

---

2These are probably reconstructable to proto-Arawak, as they are widespread throughout the family.
and dependents associated with each, where participant nominalizations are shown to exhibit fewer verbal properties than event nominalizations cross-linguistically. These properties include whether the nominalization exhibits tense, aspect, and mood morphology, whether the nominalized predicate can be modified with an adverb, and whether a dependent of the nominalized verb may exhibit case marking.

Baker and Vinokurova (2009) argue these properties fall out of the syntactic structure of each type of nominalization, where event nominalizations simply exhibit more verbal properties because they contain more syntactic structure cross-linguistically. They exemplify this by comparing event and agent nominalizations in English, contrasting nominalizations built off the transitive verb *find*, where ‘the finder of the wallet’ is an agent nominalization and ‘finding the wallet’ is an event nominalization.

Baker and Vinokurova posit more internal structure for the event nominalization than they do for the agent nominalization. They attribute the necessity of the preposition *of* on the direct object of the verb in the agent nominalization to a lack of syntactic structure that they take to be responsible for case-marking an object in English.

This analysis of nominalization provides a fruitful mechanism for understanding clausal nominalization in the Amazonian context, where a good deal of syntactic structure can be included in subordinate clauses that are formally nominalized, and where the optionality between headed and headless relative clause problematizes the distinction between relative clause and lexical nominalization.

I take nouns exhibiting a frozen reflex of the subject nominalizer in Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun to be syntactically simple, carrying only gender and number agreement. I take the Lokono relativization structure to be syntactically complex because Lokono verbs carrying this nominalizer exhibit verbal properties like argument selection. Ultimately, I propose that having developed from the proto-CNA relativization construction accounts for synchronic properties of the subject suffixing construction in Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun — specifically, the lack of object marking, lack of TAM morphology, and suffixal subject marking, itself, are a result of this historical development from a subject nominalization construction used in relative clauses with limited verbal properties.

### 2.3.2 Subject nominalizer and cognacy across the CNA languages

Reflexes of the subject nominalizer can be found in every Caribbean Northern Arawak language, and I argue that these are cognate. Table 2.2 shows the modern reflexes of the masculine and feminine forms of the subject nominalizer in the four CNA languages.

Garifuna, Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu exhibit the correspondence set /t/ - /th/ - /t/ - /s/, as shown in Table 2.3. Añun /t/ and Wayúu /s/ palatalize adjacent to /i/, and /i/ corresponds straightforwardly across the four languages. For the masculine form of the suffix, I reconstruct
Table 2.2: Reflexes of the nominalizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASCULINE</th>
<th>FEMININE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wayún</td>
<td>-fí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Añún</td>
<td>-tʃí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lokono</td>
<td>-tʰí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garifuna</td>
<td>-ti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*-*₃ for proto-CNA. I reconstruct aspirated /tʰ/ rather than unaspirated /t/ because the corresponding segment for modern Garifuna and Lokono is aspirated. Also, the sound change tʰ > tʃ is well attested cross-linguistically, and this change is exhibited by Wayún and Añún. The /tʃ/-/ʃ/ correspondence in Añun and Wayuu suggests that *₃ palatalized to /tʃ/ in the ancestor of those two languages, with subsequent lenition to /ʃ/ in Wayuu.

Table 2.3: Caribbean Northern Arawak coronal correspondences

The reconstruction of the feminine form of the subject nominalizer is somewhat less straightforward than the reconstruction of the masculine form because there is variation in the vowel quality exhibited in its reflexes among the CNA languages. Synchronically, the reflexes of the feminine form of the subject nominalizer exhibit the vowel /u/ in Garifuna and /o/ in Lokono. The Wayún and Añun reflexes both exhibit the vowel /i/. As shown in 2.14 Añun and Wayún /i/ correspond regularly with Lokono /o/ and Garifuna /u/. Outside the Caribbean branch of Northern Arawak, words that are cognate to the forms presented here exhibit a round high or mid vowel, like Garifuna and Lokono (e.g., Wapishana kashoroo ‘bead’, ka’u ‘hand’, dokozu ‘grandfather’). Given that Añun and Wayúu form a subgroup to the exclusion of Lokono and Garifuna, and given that outside of CNA the corresponding segment is a back round vowel, I posit that the proto-CNA form of the subject nominalizer contained a round back vowel, and that Añun and Wayúu’s common ancestor underwent a regular change u > i. I reconstruct *-*₃, rather than *-*₃ because i and u are both high vowels.

For both the masculine and feminine forms of the subject nominalizers, the exact reconstructions of the proto-CNA forms are not crucial to my analysis. However, establishing
Garifuna

For Garifuna, -ti and -tu do not synchronically function as nominalizers. However, in addition to the use of the forms -ti and -tu as suffixal third person verbal agreement markers, many Garifuna nouns exhibit these in the form of frozen nominalizers, as shown in Table 2.5 with the verbs from which they were historically derived.

Examining the meanings of the nouns exhibiting the frozen nominalizer, we find that the syntactic relation the derived forms hold to the verbs from which they are derived is that of subject; these cannot be understood across the board as agent nominalizations, as stative predicates like mageira ‘be homeless’ do not exhibit agentive subjects. It is worth noting that in modern Garifuna, constructions in which the nominalized forms serve as predicates with overt nominal subjects are synchronically ambiguous between verbal predicate marked for third person and nominal predicate with gender agreement. All other persons are distinguishable because verbal predicates take agreement morphology across all persons, and nominal predicates do not. I take this to mean that synchronically, these are two different syntactic constructions that have the same surface structure precisely because of their historical relatedness, as discussed in the following section.

Garifuna also exhibits reflexes of the frozen nominalizer in a small number of kinship terms. This pattern is more robust for the other CNA languages, but worth discussing for Garifuna, by way of preview for the discussion that follows for Lokono, Wayiu, and Añun. Table 2.6 shows an inexhaustive list of these terms.

4A number of these examples contain frozen forms of the Arawak privative ma- (i.e., manounati ‘mateless man’), the attributive ga- (i.e., gaduru ‘be guilty’), and a prefix a- that was at least historically required for subject relativization in Lokono. In the case of the privitive and attributive, subject relativization seems to have occurred with derived stative predicates.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>MASCULINE</th>
<th>FEMININE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adiaha ‘to fish’</td>
<td>adiahati</td>
<td>adiahatu</td>
<td>‘fisher(wo)man’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abinaha ‘to dance’</td>
<td>abinahati</td>
<td>abinahatu</td>
<td>‘dancer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abürüha ‘to write’</td>
<td>abürühati</td>
<td>abürühatu</td>
<td>‘writer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ada ‘make’</td>
<td>adahati</td>
<td>adahatu</td>
<td>‘maker’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adugaha ‘to fish for the Dūgū’</td>
<td>adugahati</td>
<td>adugahatu</td>
<td>‘one who catches seafood’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agumesera ‘begin’</td>
<td>agumeshouti</td>
<td>agumeshoutu</td>
<td>‘beginner’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ásaha ‘cut hair’</td>
<td>ásahati</td>
<td>ásahatu</td>
<td>‘barber’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chūlū ‘to arrive’</td>
<td>chūlūdūgūti</td>
<td>chūlūdūgūtu</td>
<td>‘stranger’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duru ‘crime’ — gaduru ‘be guilty’</td>
<td>gadurunheiti</td>
<td>gadurunheitu</td>
<td>‘one who does wrong’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afaraha ‘to kill’</td>
<td>gafarahati</td>
<td>gafarahatu</td>
<td>‘murderer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ariha ‘to see’</td>
<td>garihati</td>
<td>garihatu</td>
<td>‘beggar’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ageira ‘homeland’</td>
<td>mageirati</td>
<td>mageiratu</td>
<td>‘refugee’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meteñu ‘not having parents’</td>
<td>meteñuti</td>
<td>métetñutu</td>
<td>‘orphan’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ougien ‘above’ (preposition)</td>
<td>ougieni</td>
<td>ougienu</td>
<td>‘superior person’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Garifuna nouns exhibiting the frozen nominalizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KINSHIP TERM</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>áru gutsi</td>
<td>‘grandfather’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amarieiduti</td>
<td>‘bridegroom’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amarieidutu</td>
<td>‘bride’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6: Garifuna kinship terms exhibiting the frozen nominalizer

I argue that the proto-CNA subject nominalizer was available for both verbal and non-verbal predicates; the analytical meanings for áru gutsi ‘grandfather’ likely originally being ‘one who is the progenator’ historically. The terms amarieiduti ‘bridegroom’ and amarieidutu ‘bride’ are demonstrably related to the verb amarieida ‘marry’, so more straightforwardly relatable to the subject nominalization construction. For the other CNA languages, kinship terms more widely exhibit reflexes of the subject nominalizer. I propose the same mechanism for the conventionalization of this suffix for kinship terms for the other CNA languages.

**Lokono**

Lokono is the only CNA language that productively uses reflexes of the subject nominalizers, -thi and -tho (Lokono -thi and -tho) in subject relativization. The fact that this relativization strategy is synchronically productive in Lokono provides evidence for an analysis where this construction was present in proto-CNA. The modern distribution of the frozen reflexes the subject nominalizer in the other CNA languages falls out of attributing subject relativization to proto-CNA. Here, I discuss the modern Lokono distribution of these clauses to show they are truly relativizations.
In clauses where Lokono -thi and -tho serve as the relativizer, these suffixes appear on the relative verb, and the subject serves as the target of relativization. These constructions can be either headed or headless, allowing for a nominalization analysis. Because a verb carrying the subject nominalizer can stand in argument position without the relativized noun, it can be interpreted as the argument, itself, on some level of analysis. Example (24) shows a headed relative clause, where li wadili ‘the man’ is the subject of the relative verb, and the target of relativization, preceding the relative verb. The verb dia ‘speak’ carries the masculine version of the subject relativizer -thi, which agrees with the relativized noun.

(24)  
\[ Li \ wadili \ diathi \ jon \ ... \]  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  & 3.\text{SG.M} \text{man} \quad \text{dia} \quad \text{REL.M} \text{there} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘The man who spoke there ...’

(25)  
\[ aba \ firotho \ kabadaro \ ... \]  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  & 1.\text{SG.M} \text{be.big} \quad \text{REL.F} \text{jaguar.F} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘a big jaguar (or, a jaguar which is big)’

(26)  
\[ to \ hiaro \ sokothofa \ ada \ ... \]  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  & 3.\text{SG.F} \text{woman} \quad \text{chop} \quad \text{REL.F} \quad \text{-FUT} \text{wood} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘the woman who will chop the wood...’

Similarly, example (25) shows a headed relative clause, this time built on the stative predicate firo ‘be big’, where aba kabadaro ‘a jaguar’, subject of the relative verb, serves the target of relativization. Here, the relative verb precedes the relativized noun, but follows its determiner, maintaining VS word order for stative predicates as in main clauses. The subject nominalizer -tho agrees with the feminine target of relativization.

Example (26) shows a headed relative clause that is marked for future tense, and like in the last two examples, the target of relativization (here hiaro ‘woman’) is the subject of the relative verb. The relative suffix -tho agrees with the relativized noun in gender. The future suffix attaches outside the relative suffix.
Finally, example (27) shows a headless relative clause based on the verb *kaky* ‘live’ and the suffixal relativizer *-tho*. The free translation ‘two women’ is available because *-tho* is marked for feminine gender, and any subject of the verb *kaky* is necessarily living; there is no overt relativized noun here.

(27) *bian kaky-tho-be*

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{bian } & \text{kaky } -\text{tho} & -\text{be} \\
\text{two } & \text{live} & -\text{REL.F} -\text{PL}
\end{array}
\]

‘two women’, literally, ‘two female living things’  
(Pet, 1987)

Like Garifuna, Lokono additionally exhibits a number of nouns that are demonstrably related to verbs in the language and contain a frozen form of the nominalizer. Table 2.7 is a replication of a partial list of such nouns collected in Pet (1987). Like in the case of synchronic nominalizations, these carry the suffixes *-thi* and *-tho*, though the nouns they derive appear to have become conventionalized. We find that the syntactic relationship between the verb from which the noun is historically derived and the derived noun is that of subject, just as it is for Garifuna, whether or not there is an available synchronic nominalization process. Examples like these, and similar examples in the other CNA languages suggest a common source for nouns exhibiting the frozen nominalizer. Since we can show that these examples involve the nominalizer in Lokono, these examples provide evidence they do in Garifuna, as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>NOUN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>malhitan</em> ‘to create’</td>
<td><em>malhitathi</em> ‘creator’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kakyn</em> ‘to live’</td>
<td><em>kakytho</em> ‘woman’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dian</em> ‘to speak’</td>
<td><em>diathi</em> ‘speaker’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ajomyn</em> ‘to be high’</td>
<td><em>ajomynthi</em> ‘God’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hehen</em> ‘to be yellow’</td>
<td><em>hehethi</em> ‘yellow one’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.7: Lokono nouns exhibiting the frozen nominalizer from Pet (1987)

Finally, Pet (1987) also points out that a number of kinship terms exhibit *-thi* and *-tho* endings (shown in Table 2.8), but that the roots of these are not synchronically segmentable. For example, the Lokono word for wife *eretho* ends in *-tho*, but Lokono exhibits no verb *ere* from which the term might be derived. Wayúu, Añun, and Garifuna exhibit the cognate forms *eerüin*, *eri*, and *jierü*, respectively, though only the Lokono term exhibits the frozen nominalizer. As suggested above for Garifuna, a possible avenue of analysis for this distribution is that the subject relativize nominalizers *-thi* and *-tho* were available for relativizations built on non-verbal clauses, allowing for the suffix to appear on verbal and non-verbal predicates. Historically, then, the Lokono term *eretho* could have meant ‘one who is a wife’. Because the subject of a headless relative clause is null, the ambiguity that exists for relativized verbs is
also for present relativized nominal predicates, and the relative ending that carries gender and number features is available for reanalysis as nominal gender number morphology just as it is for verbal predicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KINSHIP TERM</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dathi</td>
<td>‘my father’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daithi</td>
<td>‘my son’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da(e)rethi</td>
<td>‘my husband’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da(e)retho</td>
<td>‘my wife’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dokithi</td>
<td>‘my younger brother’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dokitho</td>
<td>‘my younger sister’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dabokithi</td>
<td>‘my older brother’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.8: Lokono kinship terms exhibiting the frozen nominalizer from Pet (1987)

To summarize, Lokono is both the only CNA language to exhibit a synchronic subject nominalization process utilizing the morphemes under discussion, and the only CNA language not to exhibit the suffixal subject-marking construction. Like Garifuna, the nominalizer also appears frozen in nouns that are historically related to verbs.

**Wayúu** The distribution of the nominalizer is much less widespread in Wayúu than it is in Garifuna and Lokono, but it is attested in similar domains, frozen in nouns demonstrably related to verbs with the participant role of subject, and in kinship terms. An exhaustive summary of forms exhibiting a reflex of the proto-CNA nominalizer follows in Table 2.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DERIVED NOUN</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>achonyaashi</td>
<td>‘adopted child (M)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achonyasū</td>
<td>‘adopted child (F)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aleshi</td>
<td>‘brother-in-law’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apūshi</td>
<td>‘relative’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ashi</td>
<td>‘father’, ‘paternal uncle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atuushī</td>
<td>‘grandfather’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alaūlasī</td>
<td>‘chief (F)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alaūlalashī</td>
<td>‘chief (M)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anashī</td>
<td>‘good one (M)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outshī</td>
<td>‘healer (M)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outsū</td>
<td>‘healer (F)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.9: Wayúu nouns exhibiting the frozen nominalizer

The only forms demonstrably related to verbal roots from this list are alaūlalashī and alaūlasī ‘chief’, derived from laūlāa ‘be old’, and anashī ‘good one’ from ana ‘be good’,
though I speculate *outshi* and *outsū* are at least historically derived from a verb for ‘heal’ — the Garifuna term for ‘to heal/treat with medicine’ is *ousera*, which is plausibly related. The list here exhibits more vocabulary items with the masculine ending than the feminine one. It is not clear if this is the result of an actual lexical gap, or an artifact of lexicographic coverage. The primary dictionary consulted ([Captain and Captain, 2005](#)) exhibits forms for both masculine and feminine lexical items when there are terms for both, but when a semantic distinction occurs given a gender difference, it is unclear whether there might exist a parallel form elsewhere in the lexicon that simply was not recorded (e.g., ‘paternal uncle’ vs. ‘paternal aunt’). Though significantly less widespread than in Garifuna and Lokono, the attestation of nouns carrying the frozen nominalizer serve as evidence that the nominalizer existed in proto-CNA, which is central to the arguments developed here.

**Añun** Nouns exhibiting a reflex of the subject nominalizer are even more sparsely attested in Añun, but those nouns that do exhibit a reflex of the nominalizer encode the same domains of meaning as those found in the other CNA languages. Specifically, most nouns exhibiting a reflex of the nominalizer in Añun are kinship terms, as seen in Table 2.10, where ‘spouse’, ‘companion’, ‘husband’, and (arguably) ‘young man’ all fall under this rubric. The other two items listed here both appear to be subject nominalizations built off the verb *jake* ‘be new’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DERIVED NOUN</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>amoyachi</em></td>
<td>‘companion’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>eichi</em></td>
<td>‘man’, ‘husband’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>eimūchi</em></td>
<td>‘spouse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mayiči</em></td>
<td>‘young man’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>jakeči</em></td>
<td>‘one who is new (M)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>jaketū</em></td>
<td>‘one who is new (F)”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.10: Añun nouns exhibiting the frozen nominalizer

The argument made for the role of relativization of non-verbal predicates in the formation of kinship terms for Lokono can be repeated here. Añun exhibits lexical items that are formally related to *amoyachi* ‘companion’ and *eichi* ‘man’, ‘husband’. The former appears to be derived from the word *amoyo* ‘navel’, and the latter appears to be derived from the word *ei* ‘father’. One can imagine a derivation where *amoyachi* once exhibited a constructional meaning like ‘one who is at the navel’ that became conventionalized to mean ‘companion’, and a similar derivation for *eichi*, where it presumably once meant ‘one who is a father’ and later developed the conventional meaning of ‘man’ or ‘husband’.

Given the close relationship between the Añun and Wayúu, it is unsurprising to find that Añun lacks a larger number of nouns containing the frozen nominalizer. Very likely, the subject nominalization construction was lost in Añun and Wayúu’s ancestor language following reanalysis as verbal morphology, resulting in its current limited distribution.
2.3.3 Summary

Table 2.11 summarizes the synchronic distribution of the subject nominalizer in the CNA languages. We see that every CNA language patterns together except Lokono, which still retains the subject nominalizer as such.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>found frozen in nouns denoting subjects</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>found in kinship terms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synchronically active as nominalizer</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.11: Summary of the distribution of the subject nominalizer in the CNA languages

2.4 Non-verbal predication in CNA

Non-verbal predication, and, specifically, nominal predication, in the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages is important for the reanalysis of subject nominalizer as verbal agreement morphology, the trajectory I propose for the subject agreement construction. Except for Lokono, the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages do not exhibit a copula, and nouns may serve as predicates if they are clause initial, just like verbal predicates, allowing for ambiguity between nominal gender and number agreement, and verbal agreement morphology. Nominalized verbs, in particular, facilitate this ambiguity, the formal similarity between lexical verb carrying number and gender agreement for subject and nominalized verb carrying number and gender features for referent being high in these languages.

In this section, I provide a description of nominal predication in the modern CNA languages. It is carried out in the same fashion for Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun — a nominal predicate simply precedes its subject and exhibits no gender or number agreement unless the nominal predicate is derived. Lokono, the only language not to have developed the suffixal subject-marking strategy, employs a copula in nominal predication, and allows for either the subject or the nominal predicate to be initial.

**Garifuna** Garifuna nominal predication is carried out by nominal juxtaposition. As in clauses with verbal predicates, word order is strict, where the predicate must precede the subject, unless there is topic or focus extraction, which is morphologically marked. Garifuna is a zero-copula language. Nominal predication does not involve verbal morphology.

Example [28] shows a clause with the nominal predicate adiahati ‘fisherman’ (historically derived from the verb adiaha ‘to fish’) and the proper noun John as the subject. Because
the nominal predicate is derived, it carries masculine agreement morphology matching its subject.

(28)  
Adiahati Pablo/au/amira/ligiya.  

Adiahati Pable /au /amira /ligiya  
fisherman.M John 1SG.MS 2SG.MS 3SG.M  

‘Pablo/I/you/he is/am/are a fisherman.’  
(Stark, notebook 1, p.84)

Similarly, example (29) exhibits the derived nominal predicate surusiatu ‘doctor’ and carries feminine agreement morphology that matches its subject nitu ‘my sister’, precisely the type of construction I argue offered the structural ambiguity necessary for these endings to undergo reanalysis as verbal agreement morphology.

(29)  
Surusiatu nitu/nuguya/buguya/tuguya.  

surusiatu ni-  
tu /nuguya /buguya /tuguya  
doctor.F 1SG.POSS- sister 1SG.FS 2SG.FS 3SG.F  

‘My sister/I/you/she is/am/are a doctor.’  
(Stark, notebook 1, p.83)

For both example (28) and (29), there is a surface string ambiguity with third person subjects between noun that exhibits gender agreement and verb with subject agreement, as shown for example (28), repeated below with possible interpretations.

(30)  
Adiahati Pablo.  

adiahati Pablo  
fisherman.M Pablo  

‘Pablo is a fisherman’

(31)  
Adiahati Pablo.  

adiaha-ti Pablo  
fish -SG.M Pablo  

~  
‘Pablo fishes.’

Unlike what we find in the case of the Garifuna subject agreement construction, nominal agreement morphology does not encode person for Garifuna, as we see in example (29), where the suffix -tu agrees in number and gender with its subject, but does not vary with respect to person, regardless of the person of the subject. Agreement morphology exhibited by nominal predicates parallels agreement for the subject construction exhibited by Wayúu and Añun — gender and number alone are encoded on nouns that exhibit gender morphology, and nouns that exhibit this morphology are compatible with free pronominal subjects, as shown by the permissibility of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person pronouns in examples (28) and (29).
The historically derived nouns that serve as nominal predicates have the same distribution as other nouns in predicate position. Example (32) exhibits a noun that does not carry gender or number agreement morphology *meisturu* ‘teacher’. Like in the previous two examples, the nominal predicate precedes the subject. Here, the nominal predicate is an old Spanish loan, which might independently explain the lack of gender and number agreement on the noun. However, most nouns in Garifuna are not formally marked for gender and number. It is not a general property of the language. Rather, it is limited to those nouns that are historically derived from verbs. The nouns *irahū*, ‘boy’ *wiri*, ‘woman’, and *wūgūri* ‘man’, for example, all work equally well as nominal predicates with no gender or number agreement.

(32) *Meisturu Lev.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lev</th>
<th>Lev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meistro</td>
<td>Lev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>Lev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Lev is a teacher.’

(Stark, notebook 1, p.83)

In summary, Garifuna is predicate initial in clauses with non-verbal predicates, just as it is in clauses with verbal predicates, and the language exhibits no copula, as I show for Wayúu and Añun below. In all three languages, only those nominal predicates exhibiting the frozen nominalizer exhibit gender and number agreement for their subjects.

**Wayúu** Nominal predication in Wayúu closely resembles the Garifuna nominal predication. Nominal predicates simply precede their subjects with no copula, as we see in examples (33)–(36). Like clauses with nominal predicates in Garifuna, these clauses take no verbal morphology, and nominal predicates exhibit no number or gender agreement unless they exhibit the suffix related to the proto-CNA nominalizer, as described in §2.3.

We see in example (33) that a first person pronoun serves as subject, following the nominal predicate *Wayúu*.

(33) *Wayúu taya.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wayúu taya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘I am Wayúu.’

(Álvarez 2014)

Similarly, in example (34), the nominal predicate *alijuna* ‘creole’ precedes its subject and carries no number, gender, or person agreement morphology.
(34) *Alijuna ta’wayuusekalū.*

alijuna t- a’wayuuse -kalū  
creole 1SG- wife DEM.SG.F

‘My wife is creole.’  
(Álvarez, 2014)

The same is true for examples (35)–(37). The generalization of predicate initiality is robust — both examples exhibit nominal predicates that are clause initial and subjects that follow these initial predicates.

(35) *Jima’ai Kamiirū.*

jima’ai kamiirū  
boy Camilo

‘Camilo is a boy.’  
(Álvarez, 2014)

(36) *Nüchon Kamiirū pia.*

nü- chon Kamiirū pia  
3SG- child Camilo 2SG

‘You’re Camilo’s son.’  
(Álvarez, 2014)

Example (37) exhibits a nominal predicate that carries morphology related to the proto-CNA suffixal nominalizer found in Table 2.3.2 and it agrees in number and gender with its subject.

(37) *Watuushi pia.*

w- atuushi pia  
1PL grandfather 2SG

‘You are our grandfather.’  
(Álvarez, 2014)

Just like for Garifuna, nominal predicates exhibiting the frozen nominalizer agree with their subjects and other nominal predicates do not.
Añun Nominal predication in Añun patterns with nominal predication in Garifuna and Wayúu. Nominal predicates precede their subjects and exhibit no verbal morphology, as we see in examples (38)–(41).

Example (38) parallels Wayúu example (33) — a first person pronoun follows the predicate Añun.

(38) Añú te.

Añú te
Añun 1SG

‘I am Añún.’

(Alvarez, 2008)

Example (39) shows the nominal predicate ayounaa ‘creole’ with the second person pronoun as subject.

(39) Ayounaa piya.

ayounaa piya
creole 2SG

‘You are creole.’

(Alvarez, 2008)

Example (40) exhibits a nominal predicate with a proper noun as subject. Word order and morphology do not change — nominal predicates are initial, followed by their nominal subjects, and carry no agreement unless they are historically derived.

(40) Júmaayi Camilo.

júmaayi Camilo
boy Camilo

‘Camilo is a boy.’

(Alvarez, 2008)

The same holds for Añun example (41). The nominal predicate is initial, followed by its subject.
Here, like for Garifuna and Wayúu, the predicate carries the frozen nominalizer and so agrees in person and number with its subject.

**Lokono** Nominal predication is carried out similarly in Lokono. However, word order is not strictly predicate initial, a somewhat surprising fact, given that Lokono word order is strict in clauses with verbal predicates, and stative predicates precede their subjects. I conjecture that the examples with initial subjects reported here are likely topicalization constructions, as discussed below. Lokono additionally exhibits a copula *to* which appears to be historically related to the demonstrative in the language of the same phonological shape, as discussed in the following section. As in the case of Garifuna, nominal predicates do not carry any verbal morphology. The copula itself does not carry TAM features. Notably, Lokono is the only CNA language to have developed a copula, and it is the only CNA language not to exhibit the subject agreement construction described in §2.2 of this chapter. The bridging construction I propose for the CNA languages that have developed the suffixal subject agreement described in this chapter is a clause with a derived nominal predicate and no copula. Because Lokono does not exhibit this construction, it was not a candidate for the development of the suffixal subject-marking construction in the first place.

We find in examples (42) and (43) predicate-initial clauses with nominal predicates, similar to the word order we find in Garifuna clauses with nominal predicates, and the expected word order for stative predicates in Lokono, as discussed in §1.4. In both cases, the form of the copula remains the same — it does not agree with the number, gender, or person of the subject of the predicate.

(42) *Nederland khondo to de ojo.*  

Nederland khondo to de ojo  
Netherlands inhabitant COP 1.SG mother  

‘My mother is Dutch.’  

(44)  

(41) *Teimüchi piya.*  

ta- eimüchi piya  
1SG husband 2SG  

‘You are my husband.’  

(Álvarez, 2008)
In examples (44)–(47) the clauses are subject, and not predicate, initial. These constructions may be topic constructions with a fronted, topical subject — in every example except (44), the subject is marked with a demonstrative, which signals topicality in Lokono.

(44) *De to bylhytalhin.*

De to bylhyta -alhin
1.sg COP write -one.who.habitually.does

‘I am a writer.’

(Pet, 1987)

Examples (46) and (47) exhibit predicates that carry endings related to the suffixal nominalizer. Notably, these predicates are sentence final, and a copula intervenes between them and their subjects, making them unavailable for reanalysis as verbs — they do not appear syntactically where verbal predicates do, and they exhibit morphology not found in clauses with verbal predicates, namely, the copula to.

(46) *Tora hiaro to daretho.*

tora hiaro to da-retho
that woman COP 1SG- wife

‘That woman is my wife.’

(Pet, 1987)
We find Lokono to be the only CNA language to exhibit a copula. This copula is diachronically related to a demonstrative, and is not exhibited by any other CNA language. If examples (44)-(47) are pragmatically unmarked, Lokono is additionally the only CNA language to exhibit subject-initial clauses with nominal predicates. However, I suspect these examples to be topic constructions, where the subject is clause initial precisely because of its topicality, and basic word order to be predicate-initial, like the other CNA languages and like other stative predicates in Lokono.

Summary  Summarizing this section, and shown in Table 2.12, the CNA languages all exhibit clauses with nominal predicates. For Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun, nominal predication is carried out by word order, alone, where a nominal predicate is initial and followed by its subject. Lokono is the only CNA language to exhibit a copula, and the only language to permit initial subjects in these constructions if we believe the examples from Pet (1987) to be pragmatically unmarked. Additionally, every CNA language exhibits nominal predicates that carry a reflex of the proto-CNA subject nominalizer, frozen or not. In the following section, I will use these facts to argue that proto-CNA exhibited initial nominal predicates, and that a deverbal noun carrying the subject nominalizer could serve as predicate in this clause type, and that this allowed for reanalysis of the subject nominalizer as agreement morphology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>copula present</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predicate initial</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(absent topic fronting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person and number agreement possible</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.12: Summary of nominal predication in CNA

2.5 Diachronic development

In this section, I propose a diachronic trajectory for the suffixal subject person-marking construction we find in the modern CNA languages and reconstruct their diachronic sources for proto-CNA. I propose that proto-CNA exhibited a subject relativization strategy like the one synchronically present in Lokono, as well as a non-verbal predication construction like the one present in modern Garifuna, Añun, and Wayúu, and that the presence of these two
constructions together allowed for the reanalysis of the suffixal subject nominalizer as verbal morphology.

I draw upon evidence from the information structural properties of copular clauses and nominalizations to support my analysis. Specifically, I argue that the use of a free relative clause as predicate in a non-verbal clause historically exhibited marked information structural properties, like those found in specificational copular clauses cross-linguistically, where a free relative often serves as a topical predicate in specificational constructions. The loss of this marked information structural status facilitated a change from nominal to verbal morphology in Añun and Wayúu. Garifuna maintains a marked information structural status, leading to the marginal nature of this construction in the language. Lokono’s development of a bonafide copula blocked the development of a suffixal subject construction altogether, and the proto-CNA relative clause construction is maintained. Topic constructions in CNA are examined to further support this analysis.

Finally, I turn to the phonological properties of the suffixal person-marking systems. The third person masculine endings are cognate across the languages that exhibit them (Garifuna, Añun, and Wayúu), but Garifuna exhibits person distinctions that none of the other CNA languages exhibit, and Añun exhibits an additional third person feminine morpheme that is unexpected given regular sound correspondence across the CNA languages. For Garifuna, I argue that the development of person-marking distinctions is an analogical change based on a suffixal verbal person-marking system not found in the other three CNA languages. Evidence for this analysis comes from suffixal person-marking paradigms in modern Garifuna, and from languages outside the CNA branch of Arawak that maintain similar strategies. For Añun, I argue the morphemes involved in suffixal subject marking spread from the verbal paradigm, and that this change may have been partially facilitated by bilingualism in Wayúu — specifically, a phonological merger in the shape of the third person masculine verbal suffix with the third person masculine subject nominalizer in Añun allowed for the third person feminine verbal marker to shift to the suffixal subject-marking construction.

2.5.1 Proto-CNA syntactic constructions

Crucial to my analysis is the presence of both a nominal predication strategy involving an initial predicate and no copula and a subject relativization strategy that exhibited the suffixal morpheme *-tí (m) and *-tí (f) in proto-CNA. First, I provide arguments for the analysis that proto-CNA was predicate initial, and exhibited no copula. Then, I argue that proto-CNA exhibited the subject relativization strategy discussed in §2.3. Bringing these analytical facts together, I then trace the diachronic development of the suffixal subject-marking strategy in the CNA languages.

Predicate initiality in CNA  The reconstruction of word order for language families is somewhat controversial (Lightfoot 1979; Harris 2008; Campbell and Harris 2002; Barðdal...
but the time depth at which the CNA languages are related is relatively shallow (roughly 1200 years for proto-CNA, 1000 years for TA-Arawak, and 500 years for proto-Añun-Wayúu (Stark 2017), and the branching structure of the clade is such that VSO word order (predicate initiality) is very likely a retention in Garifuna, Añun, and Wayúu, and deviations from that word order in Lokono are likely innovative. Since Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu form a subgroup to the exclusion of Garifuna, the likelihood that a deviation in word order happened in Lokono, only, is a more parsimonious scenario in a simple majority-rules-style analysis.

Lokono has been shown to have undergone an analogical process in its pronominal system, where bound person markers have influenced the free pronominal paradigm, leading to an active-stative split encoded in Lokono’s word order (§1.4). Prefixal person markers that encoded an A or Sa argument have been shown to have influenced word order in free nominal arguments (de Carvalho 2016), providing good support for an analysis where proto-CNA was historically predicate initial like Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun. Further, every CNA language exhibits nominal predicate constructions that are predicate initial, even if Lokono also allows for subject initiality in these constructions.

Looking outside Northern Arawak, we find that predicate initiality is the overwhelming pattern exhibited by the language family, though a marked discourse allows for a variety of word orders in most Arawak languages (Aikhenvald 1999). However, the Northern Arawak languages tend not to be predicate-initial, with many exhibiting the Lokono pattern of SVO in transitive clauses, SV in active intransitive clauses, and VS in stative intransitive clauses (Aikhenvald 1999). This pattern is summarized in Table 2.13. I argue that this pattern is innovative (= does not reconstruct to proto-Arawak), and that the Lokono change was independent from the rest of Northern Arawak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Achagua</th>
<th>Baniwa</th>
<th>Wapishana</th>
<th>Palikur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td>VSO</td>
<td>VSO</td>
<td>VSO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stative</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>SV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.13: Northern Arawak word order

Following Hawkins (1994, pp. 95-106), I assume that a change which separates verbal arguments from the verb itself increases processing load, and is therefore less likely than the reverse change — because VSO word order separates the verb from its object, the claim is that a change in word order with this output (e.g., SVO → VSO) is unlikely because it puts a higher processing load on a language user. Under this view, the most parsimonious word order reconstruction for proto-CNA is VSO, where Lokono underwent a word order change VSO → SVO that allowed for adjacency between a predicate and its arguments, decreasing processing load for that construction.

Further, the left edge of the clause is a topic position for the CNA languages (and many other languages, cross linguistically), as shown for Garifuna in (48), where the topical constituent...
sits at the left edge of the clause. Given the close relationship between subjects and topicality cross-linguistically (Li and Thompson, 1976), it is unsurprising for subject-initiality to emerge multiple times in Arawak, while the reverse change lacks a plausible bridging context for such a reanalysis to occur.

(48) Wagiya hiyaru mosu wēgi ūdūraū. Garifuna

wagiya hiyaru \[TP mosu w- egi ūdūraū \]
1.PL girl must 1.PL- eat fish

‘As for us girls, we must eat fish.’
(Stark, Notebook 2, p.19)

A final argument in favor of reconstructing predicate initiality for proto-CNA comes from the branching structure for Arawak derived by a large lexical phylogenetic analysis carried out by Walker and Ribeiro (Walker and Ribeiro, 2011). The structure derived from this work identifies Northern Arawak coherently, but fails to identify Southern Arawak, suggesting that properties of the Southern Arawak languages that link them typologically (e.g., predicate-initiality (Aikhenvald, 1999)) are retentions from proto-Arawak. In the Walker and Ribeiro analysis, CNA is one of the earliest groups to branch off from Northern Arawak, allowing for a logical possibility where CNA retained predicate-initiality, like the southern Arawak subgroups that exhibit that feature, and unlike many other Northern Arawak languages.

Zero copula nominal predication in proto-CNA I next argue that proto-CNA exhibited a zero-copula nominal predication strategy. Recall that, to the exclusion of Añun, Wayúu, and Garifuna, Lokono exhibits a copula. Again, given the known structure of the CNA branch of Arawak, where Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu form a subgroup to the exclusion of Garifuna, the likelihood is that a morphological irregularity exhibited by Lokono, only (here, the presence of a copula), will be an innovation, rather than a retention following an analysis that appeals to parsimony, the alternative analysis being that the proto-CNA copula was independently lost twice in the history of the language group: once in Garifuna, and once in proto-Añun-Wayúu.

The synchronic presence of a copula in Lokono can be directly tied to a demonstrative pronoun in the language, and I argue that this is not a retention from proto-CNA, but rather an innovation in Lokono. Demonstrative to copula is an established grammaticalization trajectory (Pustet, 2003; Heine and Kuteva, 2004), and the source construction for the grammatical change is clear: a nominal predicate followed by a subject introduced by a demonstrative pronoun followed by a reanalysis of this demonstrative as a copula. The language still exhibits the strategy of introducing a nominal argument with a demonstrative, as shown in example (49), and I have just argued for predicate initiality in proto-CNA.

5Fronted topics exhibit person marking on the verb, in contrast with fronted focal constituents.
Lirabo sokofa to ada.

Lirabo soko -fa to ada
he.there chop -FUT DEM tree

‘That man over there will chop that tree.’

(Pet, 1987)

Additionally, looking outside the CNA subgroup, we find that the other Northern Arawak languages tend to be zero copula, and that those languages with copulas do not exhibit copulas cognate to the Lokono form, suggesting that they, like Lokono, innovated copulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Achagua</th>
<th>Baniwa</th>
<th>Wapishana</th>
<th>Palikur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no copula</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>no copula</td>
<td>no copula</td>
<td>no copula</td>
<td>áa</td>
<td>no copula</td>
<td>no copula</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.14: Northern Arawak copulas

**Subject relativization in proto-CNA** I have just argued that proto-CNA was predicate initial and exhibited no copula. I will now argue that proto-CNA exhibited the subject relativization strategy discussed in §2.3 of this work. Bringing these typological properties together, I argue that a clause where a subject nominalization served as nominal predicate allowed for the reanalysis of nominalization morphology as agreement morphology.

As discussed in §2.3, the Caribbean Northern Arawak languages all exhibit traces of the subject relativization construction involving the subject nominalizer, and this construction is synchronically still active in relative clause formation in Lokono. Given the modern distribution of forms exhibiting traces of this morphology, I propose that proto-CNA exhibited this relativization strategy, and that it lost productivity to varying degrees in Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun.

The presence of this relativization strategy in proto-CNA is important to my analysis because I rely on the information-structural properties of clauses with non-verbal predicates — including especially free relative clauses as predicates — in my analysis of the development of the suffixal subject-marking construction in the modern CNA languages.

Outside the CNA subgroup of Arawak, we find that several languages exhibit this subject relativization/nominalization construction, supporting an analysis where it was present in proto-CNA (Aikhenvald, 1999).
2.5.2 Information structural properties of copular clauses and nominal predication

Much work has been carried out focusing on the information structural properties of copular clauses. Here, I first argue that nominal predication in zero-copula languages falls under the analytic framework of copular clauses. Subsequently, I outline the information-structural properties that have been established for copular clauses cross-linguistically. This is important to my analysis because I argue that the change from subject nominalizer to suffixal subject agreement was facilitated in Wayúu and Añun by the loss of marked pragmatics in a construction that formerly exhibited a topical predicate, and that the modern verbal suffixal subject construction in Garifuna retains a marked pragmatic status.

Pustet (2003) defines a copula as “a linguistic element which co-occurs with certain lexemes in certain languages when they function as predicate nucleus. A copula does not add any semantic content to the predicate phrase it is contained in” (p. 6). The relevant part of this definition to the work at hand is the fact that copulas must be semantically empty. It has been observed that languages that exhibit no copula but that exhibit non-verbal predication fall under the scope of theories of copular clauses for this very reason (Pustet, 2003). Mikkelsen (2005) suggests that the difference between a copularizing language and a non-verbal predicate language might be related to the subcategorization possibilities of a functional verbal head in a given language: if there is structural pressure for a clause to exhibit a verbal element, then the language will be copularizing. If it may select directly for a non-verbal predicate, then it will be a zero-copula language. While the CNA languages exhibit non-verbal predication rather than copular clauses (except for Lokono), I follow Pustet (2003) and Mikkelsen (2005) in discussing non-verbal predication in the theoretical framework of copular clauses.

For the purpose of this work, it is worthwhile to distinguish between two types of copular clauses: those which are predicational and those which are specificational. Predicational copular clauses predicate some property of their subjects. Specificational copular clauses delineate a set of properties that holds of a single individual and then fill in the specific individual for which that set of properties holds. In English, predicational copular clauses exhibit a definite, referential subject, like a pronoun or a proper noun, and specificational copular clauses exhibit a non-referential subject, typically a definite description or a free relative.

Predicational copular clauses exhibit unmarked pragmatics. English specificational copular clauses are argued to exhibit topical predicates and focused subjects (Higgins, 1979; Mikkelsen, 2005), leading to an inversion construction where a topical predicate exceptionally occupies subject position, allowing for subjects that are definite, referential descriptions as mentioned above. Examples of English predicational and specificational copular clauses with their associated information-structural properties follow in examples (50) and (51).

Pustet (2003) defines a copula as “a linguistic element which co-occurs with certain lexemes in certain languages when they function as predicate nucleus. A copula does not add any semantic content to the predicate phrase it is contained in” (p. 6). The relevant part of this definition to the work at hand is the fact that copulas must be semantically empty. It has been observed that languages that exhibit no copula but that exhibit non-verbal predication fall under the scope of theories of copular clauses for this very reason (Pustet, 2003). Mikkelsen (2005) suggests that the difference between a copularizing language and a non-verbal predicate language might be related to the subcategorization possibilities of a functional verbal head in a given language: if there is structural pressure for a clause to exhibit a verbal element, then the language will be copularizing. If it may select directly for a non-verbal predicate, then it will be a zero-copula language. While the CNA languages exhibit non-verbal predication rather than copular clauses (except for Lokono), I follow Pustet (2003) and Mikkelsen (2005) in discussing non-verbal predication in the theoretical framework of copular clauses.

For the purpose of this work, it is worthwhile to distinguish between two types of copular clauses: those which are predicational and those which are specificational. Predicational copular clauses predicate some property of their subjects. Specificational copular clauses delineate a set of properties that holds of a single individual and then fill in the specific individual for which that set of properties holds. In English, predicational copular clauses exhibit a definite, referential subject, like a pronoun or a proper noun, and specificational copular clauses exhibit a non-referential subject, typically a definite description or a free relative.

Predicational copular clauses exhibit unmarked pragmatics. English specificational copular clauses are argued to exhibit topical predicates and focused subjects (Higgins, 1979; Mikkelsen, 2005), leading to an inversion construction where a topical predicate exceptionally occupies subject position, allowing for subjects that are definite, referential descriptions as mentioned above. Examples of English predicational and specificational copular clauses with their associated information-structural properties follow in examples (50) and (51).
Before turning to CNA nominal predication, the general information structural properties for these copula clause types are summarized in Table 2.15 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicational copular clauses</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP_{ref} DP_{pred}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher is John.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP be FOC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.15: Information structure in copular clauses

Borrowing from this framework, my proposal is that proto-CNA non-verbal predication that exhibited subject nominalizations as predicate were historically constructions where the predicate was topical, parallel to English specificational copular clauses. Given that the headless relative clauses discussed in §2.3 serve to delineate a set of properties that holds of a single entity, they serve the function of specification. This proposal is schematized for the constructed pre-Garifuna example in (52). While the CNA languages exhibit different basic word order from English, and every language but Lokono lacks a copula, the pragmatics associated with nominal predication holds.

(52) DP_{ref} DP_{pred}

adiahati Pablo.

TOP FOC

'The one who fishes is Pablo.'

Further, Plemenitas (2015) argues that nominalization is often specifically used as a strategy to allow a verbal element to serve as topic. Because nominalization was historically the mechanism for carrying out subject relativization in the CNA languages, a relative clause has the special ability to serve as a topic in the CNA languages. Note, however, that nominalizations do not necessarily need to be topical — many Amazonian languages use nominalization as a subordination strategy in pragmatically neutral contexts. The insight is that a derivational change in lexical category makes nominalized verbs eligible for topicality, as topicality is a feature prototypically associated with nouns and focus is prototypically associated with verbs. The eventual change in the marked pragmatics of these constructions, along with the presence of any already verbal root then allowed for their reinterpretation as verbs carrying subject agreement morphology.
Evidence for this proposal comes from the distribution of verbs using the suffixal subject-marking strategy in Garifuna. Synchronically, suffixal subject marking in the language occurs in restricted discourse contexts, specifically, at the beginning of a new narrative, and at points within a narrative where a new context-dependent time and place is established. The term *event stage* has been used to denote implicit sentence topics that indicate the spatio-temporal parameters of a sentence (Reinhart, 1981; Erteschik-Shir, 1997, 2007). Prendergast (2012) links the discourse settings in which you find the Garifuna suffixal subject strategy to new event stage — when the contextually relevant time and place in which an event occurs changes, the suffixal subject marking strategy is used, in contrast with the subject prefixing verb stem (Prendergast’s *conjunctive verb stem*), which is used when this contextually established time and place is continuing (Prendergast 2012 (p. 8):

> When this stage is shifted or reevaluated, or when a new stage is introduced, verbs from the finite paradigm [e.g., suffixing verb stems] are used instead. This demonstrates a strong correlation between continuing, topical stage and the use of the conjunctive verb stem.

This distribution is demonstrated in the following excerpt from the beginning of a narrative about a consultant’s family:

(53) *Nuguchu ... reдутu muna keisi housewife.*

> nu- uuguuchu redu -tu muna keise housewife
> 1SG- mother stay -3SG.F house like housewife
> ‘My mother ... she stayed in the house like a housewife.’

(54) *Aba tamaniha tou muna wagiya.*

> aba t- amaniha t- ou muna wagiya
> then 3SG.F- care 3SG.F- LOC house 1PL
> ‘She took care of the house and us.’

We see that in the first line, the verb *reдутu* ‘stay’ carries the suffixal person marker *-tu*, and in the next line, the verb *amaniha* ‘care for’ carries prefixal person marking. Again, the analysis is that the suffixal verb stem is used when introducing new narrative stage, and that the prefixing verb stem is used in contexts where narrative stage is continuing.

The subject construction is additionally the default verbal form offered in an elicitation setting, which I suggest artificially acts as the beginning of a new narrative each time a new sentence is elicited.

I argue that the modern distribution of the Garifuna suffixing verb stem, and its association with new stage is a relic of the topicality associated with the specificational construction in
When the suffixal relativizer was reanalyzed as verbal morphology, the association with topicality shifted to an association with new event stage, a notionally similar pragmatic category that can hold of verbs.

2.5.3 Diachronic pathway from relativizer to agreement

To summarize, a neutralization in participant role that deviates from core active-stative alignment for the CNA languages appears to have been facilitated by the diachronic presence of predicate-initial, zero-copula, nominal predicate clauses and the presence of a subject relativization strategy that allowed for headless relative clauses in predicate position with marked information structural status. The loss of this marked status facilitated the reanalysis of the suffixal nominalizer as verbal agreement in Wayúu and Añun. Garifuna maintains it as new stage. In this section, I specifically outline the diachronic trajectory I propose for each of the CNA languages that exhibits this strategy.

Garifuna  In the case of Garifuna, the proposal is that a clause with a topical, nominal, specificational predicate was reanalyzed as a clause with a verbal predicate with the special pragmatics of new stage on the basis of the extreme semantic similarity of the meanings associated with these two clause types: for the former, the property of being a person who habitually carries out some particular action is asserted to hold of a particular person (e.g., The one who fishes is Pablo.), and for the latter, a verbal predicate is predicated of that person directly (e.g., Pablo fishes). The claim is that Garifuna clause structure is so similar for verbal and nominal predicates, and the semantic similarity between these two constructions is so strong, that reanalysis of the subject nominalizer as agreement morphology was highly available. The shift in pragmatics from topic to new stage is argued to be a product of the information structural associations that can hold of nouns and verbs, where topicality is prototypically associated with nouns, and not verbs, and new stage can be established with a verb. Having undergone reanalysis from nominalized verb to verb carrying agreement morphology, the marked pragmatics of the original construction resulted in the modern marginality of the subject agreement construction. The change itself, along with the spread of person distinctions across this paradigm, is argued to be analogically motivated — the presence of another suffixal person-marking paradigm that exhibits extreme phonological similarity to the suffixal subject marking (-tina) paradigm is examined as evidence for this claim.

Examples (55) and (56) schematize the endpoints of the diachronic reanalysis I propose here, where the reanalysis of the subject nominalizer as verbal agreement morphology involves a change in morphological category from subject nominalizer exhibiting agreement morphology for the noun it modifies to agreement morphology, only, and the topicality associated with the nominal predicate is retained as the related pragmatic category, new stage, which can hold of verbal predicates.
I propose that the change from suffixal subject nominalizer to person marker was analogically driven. Garifuna exhibits a second suffixal verbal person-marking paradigm unrelated to the one discussed so far in this chapter, but very similar in phonological shape, and used when the verbs to which they are attached exhibit perfect aspect. Suffixal person markers belonging to this paradigm contain -di as a morphological base, and exhibit a full range of person, number, and gender distinctions, like the suffixal person-marking paradigm containing -ti, and unlike the suffixal person markers exhibited by Añun and Wayúu. These two Garifuna paradigms are presented in Tables (2.16) and (2.17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SING</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-dina</td>
<td>-diwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-dibu</td>
<td>-dija</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M</td>
<td>-li</td>
<td>-diýa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3F</td>
<td>-ru</td>
<td>-diýa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.16: Garifuna -dina suffixal person marking paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SING</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-tina</td>
<td>-tiwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-tibu</td>
<td>-tiýa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M</td>
<td>-ti</td>
<td>-tiýa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3F</td>
<td>-tu</td>
<td>-tiýa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.17: Garifuna -tina suffixal person marking paradigm

In Modern Garifuna, verbs that carry suffixal person markers with the base -di exhibit perfect aspect, as in (57).  

(57) *Arúmugadina.*

arúmuga -dina  
sleep -1SG

‘I slept (at some well defined time in the past).’

(Haurholm-Larsen 2015)

---

6 It is descriptively insufficient to analyze the particle -di, itself, as perfect aspect because third person suffixes in this paradigm do not contain this string. Rather, as with the -tina paradigm examined here, speakers consider -di to be a part of the person suffix, itself.
Comparing Tables (2.16) and (2.17), we see that the phonological shape of the suffixal person markers in each paradigm differ only in voicing except in the third person, where the -dina paradigm exhibits -li and -ru, rather than the expected -di and -du.

Considering 1) the close phonetic similarity between -di and -ti, 2) the fact that both are verbal suffixes, and 3) the availability of both to be carried by verbs appearing predicate position, I propose that the person distinctions in the -ti paradigm developed because of analogical pressure from the person distinctions in the -di paradigm, which retained person distinctions from proto-CNA. The basic analogical change I propose is exemplified in (58), where the first person marker -na is spread to the predicate arúmugadi on analogy with the morphological base, arúmugati. The same process applies to the second person.

\[(58)\] 
\[arúmuga -di : arúmuga -dina :: arúmuga -ti : arúmuga -tina\]

This proposal relies on the string V+-di being the morphological base for non-third-person suffixal person markers in the perfect paradigm on some level of analysis. Given that the first and second person suffixes in this paradigm are decomposable as -di+PERSON, I argue that this condition is met. The fact that -ti and -tu are retained as third person singular masculine and feminine markers falls out of this analysis. The fact that the subject nominalizer already encoded gender and number, but not person, allowed for a default reading as third person. When the non-third person distinctions of the -di paradigm spread to the -ti paradigm, this reading was conventionalized.

**Wayúu and Añun** For Wayúu and Añun, the development of the suffixal subject-marking strategy was very likely a joint innovation. The two languages are very closely related, and exhibit strikingly parallel syntactic constructions synchronically. For these languages, the analysis is similar to the one for Garifuna — the presence on a nominal predicate construction where a verb carrying the subject nominalizer served as predicate facilitated the reanalysis of this morpheme as verbal agreement. For Wayúu and Añun, however, recalling that no person distinctions exist in the suffixal subject-marking paradigms for these languages, I suggest that the reanalysis was driven by a change in the pragmatic status of the non-verbal predicate, only, and not necessarily by the influence of an external suffixal paradigm. Parallel to Garifuna examples (55) and (56), Wayúu examples (59) and (60) and Añun examples (61) and (62) model this process, where, again, the small semantic distinction and the presence of a lexical verb carrying agreement morphology facilitated reanalysis of the nominalizer as verbal agreement morphology. Here, however, we see that rather than a change from topicality to new stage, Wayúu-Añun underwent a loss of marked pragmatics, such that topicality is no longer associated with the predicate, and instead focus is, as standardly assumed it should be in pragmatically neutral contexts (Rizzi, 2004).

\footnote{Suffixal person markers with person, number, and gender distinctions are found all across Arawak, with the same phonological shape, (Aikhenvald, 1999), making it likely these distinctions were lost in proto-Lokono-Añun-Wayúu, but retained in Garifuna.}
Unlike the Garifuna case, the subject-suffixing agreement strategy is not restricted by discourse context, but by aspect. Specifically, the Wayúu endings -fí 3.SG.M and -sü 3.SG.F occur with stems that do not carry tense, aspect, or mood morphology, and are underspecified for these categories. The fact that TAM marking is incompatible with these suffixes serves as evidence for a nominalizer as their diachronic source. Recalling the discussion of clausal nominalization in §2.3, nominalization is cross-linguistically associated with reduced TAM morphology. Like Wayúu, Añun also exhibits suffixal person markers that are recruited for the subject-marking strategy and incompatible with TAM morphology, -í 3.SG.M and -ü 3.SG.F. It is presently unclear whether these are diachronically related to the proto-CNA nominalizer — the expected reflexes of this morpheme for Añun are -tʃi and -tʊ, which are currently found in the language, but Añun exhibits intervocalic consonant loss under certain conditions, potentially leading to two reflexes of the proto-CNA nominalizer in different morphosyntactic constructions.

The fact that the suffix construction does not exhibit marked pragmatics suggests that the loss of topicality associated with the predicate in this construction for Wayúu and Añun played a role in the reanalysis of the nominal predicate as verbal. Pragmatic deflation is known to be active in changes in grammatical category (Heine 2002). In §2.5.2 of this chapter, I argued that predicates carrying the subject nominalizer in proto-CNA were topical, and that the marked pragmatics of the modern Garifuna subject constructions, along with the cross-linguistic association of headless relative clauses, specification, and topicality, provide evidence for this analysis. Given that modern Wayúu and Añun do not exhibit marked pragmatics in their subject suffixing constructions, and that pragmatic deflation is known to drive grammatical change, I infer this pragmatic deflation played a role in the reanalysis of the subject nominalizer in proto-Wayúu-Añun. That is, historically, a topical, derived nominal predicate was interpreted as a verbal predicate carrying agreement morphology for its subject. This analysis is schematized below, where at an early stage, the nominal predicate ayonnahutʃi ‘dancer’ is topical. The topicality is then lost, allowing for the reinterpretation of the derived noun as verbal.
1. *Ayonnahütfi Kamiirü.*  
   Ayonnajü -tʃi Kamiirü.  
   dance -NOMZ.SG.M Camilo  
   TOPIC Camilo.

   *The one who dances* is Camilo.

2. *Ayonnahütfi Kamiirü.*  
   Ayonnajü -tʃi Kamiirü.  
   dance -NOMZ.SG.M Camilo

   ‘Camilo is someone who dances.’

3. *Ayonnahütfi Kamiirü.*  
   Ayonnajü -tʃi Kamiirü.  
   dance -NOMZ.SG.M Camilo

   ‘Camilo dances.’

As previously seen in example [18], repeated here as [63], Wayúu and Añun both additionally exhibit the subject construction with a second set of suffixal person markers. This set is shown in Table (2.18) for both Añun and Wayúu, and the set related to the subject nominalizer is shown in Table (2.19) for comparison.

(63)  
   Aya’lajüinjachi pia komputatoora.  
   buy FUT -SG.M 2SG computer

   ‘You’re going to buy a (*the) computer’  
   (Álvarez, 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Añun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.SG.M</td>
<td>-tʃi</td>
<td>-tʃi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.SG.F</td>
<td>-rʊ</td>
<td>-rʊ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>-nə</td>
<td>-nə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.18: Añun and Wayúu suffixal person markers unrelated to the relativize nominalizer

I remain agnostic about whether the suffixes in Table (2.18) were inherited from proto-CNA as verbal morphology. If so, it may be the case that analogy played a role in the development of Añun and Wayúu’s suffixal subject-marking paradigm, as the -dina paradigm likely did in Garifuna’s.
Table 2.19: Añun and Wayúu suffixal person markers related to the relativize nominalizer

Unlike for the Wayúu and Añun person markers related to the subject nominalizer, the Wayúu and Añun masculine singular suffix from the second set of suffixal person marking morphemes does not appear to exhibit morphology cognate to any masculine singular suffix in Garifuna. The consonant in the morpheme in question, Añun and Wayúu $t$ is part of a correspondence set where, before a front vowel, Añun $t$ corresponds to Wayúu $t$, Lokono $d$, and Garifuna $r$. Before other vowels the expected Añun-Wayúu segment is $t$. These correspondences are shown in Table (2.20).

Table 2.20: Caribbean Northern Arawak set 2 coronal correspondences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>fodi</td>
<td>wichiche</td>
<td>juchi’</td>
<td>‘monkey’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arigei</td>
<td>dike</td>
<td>achee</td>
<td>ache’e</td>
<td>‘ear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arúnaũ</td>
<td>duna</td>
<td>atũnũ</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>‘arm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eweragua</td>
<td>wedin</td>
<td>eeta</td>
<td>aweta</td>
<td>‘vomit’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We do not find third person masculine suffixal person markers -$d$ in Lokono, or -$r$ in Garifuna, suggesting that the Wayúu and Añun forms are unrelated to third person masculine suffixes outside their subgroup.

We do, however, find the third person feminine marker -$ru$ in Garifuna, which may be cognate to the third person feminine singular -$rũ$ exhibited by Añun and Wayúu, as these languages also exhibit an $r \sim r \sim r \sim r$ correspondence, as shown in Table (2.21).

Table 2.21: Caribbean Northern Arawak set 3 coronal correspondences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>üürüũ</td>
<td>shikoro</td>
<td>iruku</td>
<td>e’iruku</td>
<td>‘flesh’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jierũ</td>
<td>ereitho</td>
<td>eri</td>
<td>eerũin</td>
<td>‘wife’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lokono As we have already seen, Lokono actively retains the relativization strategy exhibited by the other CNA languages, and has not developed suffixal person markers based on its reflex of the proto-CNA subject nominalizer. I have argued here that the properties relevant to the availability of this diachronic development are predicate initiality and zero-copula nominal predication, both of which Lokono lacks.
2.6 Conclusions

I have shown here that modern suffixal subject agreement in the CNA languages is related to a historical nominalization construction involving a suffixal subject nominalizer that carried gender and number agreement, and that the development of this construction has served to neutralize distinctions in the alignment systems of the CNA languages, which generally exhibit a active-stative alignment. If nominalizations, like the one I propose to reconstruct for the proto-CNA subject relativization strategy, constitute subordinate clauses, we have here a detailed trajectory of one way in which insubordination might be facilitated. The typological properties that allowed for such a development are clustered in the languages of South America, namely: the use of nominalization in relativization, head marking, and zero-copula nominal predication. Given this shared set of properties, I suspect that just this type of change is quite common in the languages of South America, and likely underdiagnosed.
Chapter 3

Auxiliation and ergativity in Caribbean Northern Arawak

This chapter investigates a shift in lexical category from adposition to auxiliary in two Northern Caribbean Arawak languages, Wayúu and Garifuna. While the emergent auxiliaries bear striking similarities in terms of distribution and argument marking — both occur post-verbally and carry prefixal and suffixal verbal agreement morphology — I argue that the innovation is not joint, but independent. I draw on comparative evidence from the Northern Arawak languages subgrouped with Garifuna and Wayúu in extant classifications of the Arawak language family. While Garifuna and Wayúu share a similar typological profile, lexical phylogenetic analyses (cf Chapter 1) and comparative morphological evidence suggests they do not form a subgroup independent of the other Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, providing support for an analysis where each language independently innovated its auxiliary system. As in the case of the development of suffixal person morphology, properties of proto-CNA appear to have made such a development available. The change from adposition to auxiliary is typologically rare, and is not expected in a grammaticalization-theoretic framework. I argue here that insubordination and analogy are the formal mechanisms that allowed for this change in the CNA languages.

3.1 Introduction

An innovative set of auxiliaries has emerged in two members of the Caribbean Northern Arawak (CNA) subgroup of Northern Arawak, Wayúu and Garifuna. While the emergent auxiliaries in Wayúu and Garifuna exhibit an ergative pattern of argument marking, and while both sets of auxiliaries appear to have adpositional diachronic sources, the languages do not appear to have made use of the same adpositions in the constructions relevant to this change in grammatical category, suggesting that this change occurred independently for both
languages. For both Wayúu and Garifuna, the emergent auxiliaries appear to be cognate to adpositions in the other CNA languages that inflect prefixally for their objects. In their auxiliary uses, these lexical items only carry prefixal person markers that cross-reference the subject of a transitive verb, contra the pattern of argument marking discussed in Chapter 1 for main verbs, where the subject of an active, intransitive predicate could also be cross-referenced prefixally. The CNA languages grouped with Wayúu to the exclusion of Garifuna, Añun and Lokono, do not exhibit auxiliaries, but do exhibit adpositions that are cognate to Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliaries, suggesting the Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliaries are diachronically related to these adpositions. Further supporting this claim is the fact that Wayúu synchronically exhibits both adpositional and auxiliary uses for this set of lexical items.

As discussed in Chapter 1 of this work, every CNA language exhibits active-stative alignment. Given this fact, it is inferred that proto-CNA exhibited active-stative alignment, and that deviation from this alignment system in the daughter languages is innovative. Specifically, for the analysis presented here, ergative marking in Garifuna and Wayúu is presumed to be innovative. Support for this inference is found by observing that active-stative alignment is also found in the Northern Arawak languages outside the Caribbean subgroup. Looking to Tariana, for example, we find that the person-marking system also exhibits active-stative alignment, suggesting that active-stative alignment, but not ergative marking on auxiliaries, is inherited in CNA from an earlier ancestral state.

This analysis draws upon comparative morphological data from the CNA languages, Garifuna, Wayúu, Lokono, and Añun, as well as data from Tariana, an outgroup Northern Arawak language. As discussed in Chapter 1, Lokono and Añun are demonstrably more closely related to Wayúu than Garifuna. Neither language exhibits a similar set of auxiliaries, even though both languages exhibit the set of adpositions from which these auxiliaries apparently developed. Further, neither language exhibits evidence that these adpositions function as auxiliaries, providing more evidence that the change from adposition to auxiliary must have occurred more than once in the history of the CNA languages. The modern Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliaries additionally appear to be related diachronically to separate adpositions, supporting an analysis where the change in grammatical category described here occurred more than once in the CNA languages.

The data examined here are of broad typological interest because the change in lexical category from adposition to auxiliary is very rare. In fact, at the time of writing, I know of no other attested cases of this trajectory. However, the phonological evidence that this change occurred in CNA is very strong, as cognates to the auxiliaries described here are attested as adpositions in Lokono and Añun. A change in lexical category from adposition to auxiliary is not an expected trajectory in the grammaticalization literature (Hopper and Traugott, 2003). Therefore, some mechanism other than grammaticalization must be appealed to here. Garrett (2012) argues that the two mechanisms for change in syntactic category are grammaticalization and analogy, parallel to phonological reduction and sound change in the phonological literature. I argue here that analogy is the formal mechanism that made the two auxiliation processes possible — many Northern Arawak languages exhibit a “dummy verb” a that hosts person markers in subordinate clause structures. This verb is distributionally
similar to adpositions in the CNA languages, in that it follows the predicate and carries
prefixal agreement morphology. Further, this verb has been shown to have developed main
clauses uses in several Northern Arawak languages, suggesting that insubordination — the
conventional main-clause use of grammatical structures normally used in subordinate clauses
(Evans, 2007) — has played a role in the development of these constructions. I claim here
that the main-clause use of this auxiliary created an analogical template for the reanalysis of
Garifuna adpositions as auxiliaries. For both Wayúu and Garifuna, I argue that transitive
verbs served as the analogical template for the spread of suffixal agreement to auxiliaries in
these languages.

These data are of further interest because the historical emergence of ergative marking
is commonly thought to involve passive constructions in which an oblique marker that
historically reintroduced the external argument is reanalyzed as an ergative case marker
(Garrett, 1990). Ergative marking in CNA shows no signs of being historically related to a
passive construction. In fact, it is not even possible to reintroduce an external argument in a
passive construction in modern Garifuna, so this avenue of analysis is not available for the
language. The Cariban languages neighboring the CNA languages exhibit ergative marking
that has been shown to have arisen from a process of insubordination in which a nominalized
clause is reanalyzed as a main clause (Gildea, 1998). I find here that insubordination appears
to have played a role in the development of auxiliaries for Garifuna, as well, though Wayúu
auxiliaries appear to have emerged as the result of some degree of incorporation into the
verbs with which they co-occur.

For both Garifuna and Wayúu, the lexical items I analyze as auxiliaries are post-verbal and
carry prefixal and suffixal person markers cross-referencing core verbal arguments. Garifuna
auxiliaries generally encode tense and aspect. Here I argue that just one Garifuna auxiliary,
*umu*, developed from an adposition. This auxiliary is shown in example (64), where it hosts
prefixal and suffixal person markers. I argue in §3.3 that other aspect denoting auxiliaries
analogized to the argument-marking strategy exhibited in example (64) under negation after
this auxiliary was incorporated into the tense/aspect system of the language.

(64) *Hou lumutu Pablo üdūraï.*

\[
\text{hou l-} \quad \text{umu -tu} \quad \text{Pablo üdūraï}
\]

\[
eat \quad 3\text{sg.m-} \quad \text{aor} \quad 3\text{sg.f} \quad \text{Pablo fish}
\]

‘Pablo ate the fish.’

For Wayúu, three auxiliaries appear to have developed from adpositions: the dative marker
*ain*, the comitative *au*, and locative *o’ü*. These contribute non-compositional meanings to
the verbs with which they co-occur, and have a restricted use in the language. The sense in
which they exhibit an auxiliary-like distribution, distinct from other CNA adpositions, is in
their ability to take suffixal person markers, like verbs, and like Garifuna *umu*. An example
of auxiliary *ain* carrying suffixal person marking is shown in (65).

\[
(65)
\]

63
Table 3.1 below, summarizes the auxiliaries discussed in this chapter, along with their CNA cognates. Items shaded in grey exhibit auxiliary uses — they carry both prefixal and suffixal person markers like verbs. We find that Garifuna and Wayúu both exhibit auxiliaries that are cognate to adpositions in the other CNA languages, and that these adpositions are not cognate to each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Tariana</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>DUMMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>SUPERESSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ein</td>
<td>ain</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>DATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td>oʻu</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu</td>
<td>myn</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>ümũ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>BENEFACTIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: CNA adpositions with auxiliary uses and their cognate forms

The analysis is broadly structured as follows: for Garifuna, insubordination led to the main-clause use of the auxiliary a as a host for verbal agreement morphology under negation. Because of the phonological similarity between the perfect verb stems (ending in ha) and the auxiliary a, the latter is reanalyzed as the locus of perfect marking under negation. This pattern holds synchronically. On analogy with transitive lexical verbs, which also inflect prefixally for core arguments, auxiliary a developed the ability to carry suffixal verbal agreement morphology. The benefactive adposition umu underwent reanalysis as verbal on analogy with auxiliary a, forming with a a class of morphemes that appears post-verbally, carrying agreement morphology, and developed the semantics of aorist (unmarked) tense.

For Wayúu, I argue that adposition ain was reanalyzed as verbal on analogy with lexical verbs, which also carry agreement marking for core arguments. Suffixal agreement morphology spread on analogy with transitive verbs, and this change in grammatical category spread to at least two other adpositions. The identification of transitive verbs as the template responsible for the spread of suffixal agreement marking is supported by the fact that most CNA verbs exhibit both intransitive and transitive uses — once a grammatical element is perceived to be verbal there is no a priori reason it should not adhere to morphosyntactic patterns that hold generally of verbs. These changes are schematized in the two analogical diagrams in Figures 3.1 and 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Garifuna analogical reanalysis

Insubordination of negated clauses with auxiliary a

M- abogua b- a gayu
NEG- cook 2.SG AUX chicken
‘You did not cook chicken.’

Analogical spread of person-marking suffixes to a

PREFIX-VERB : PREFIX-VERB-SUFFIX ::
PREFIX-AUXILIARY : PREFIX-AUXILIARY-SUFFIX

Aliha l- a -ru garada
read 3.SG.M- AUX -3.SG.F book
‘He read the book.’

Analogical spread of person-marking suffixes to umu

VERB PREFIX-AUXILIARY : VERB
PREFIX-AUXILIARY-SUFFIX :: VERB PREFIX-ADPOSITION :
PREFIX-ADPOSITION-SUFFIX

Hou l- umu -tu Pablo üdüraůi
eat 3SG.M- AOR -3SG.F Pablo fish
‘Pablo ate the fish.’

Figure 3.2: Wayúu analogical reanalysis

Analogical spread of person-marking suffixes to adposition ain

PREFIX-VERB : VERB-SUFFIX ::
PREFIX-ADPOSITION : ADPOSITION-SUFFIX

Moto’ ain -chi n- ukúoma híntii -kai
forget DAT -M.SG.PST 3.SG.M- hat boy DEF
‘The boy forgot his hat.’ ~ ‘Forgotten (to him) is the boy’s hat.’
3.2 Marking of core arguments on loci other than lexical verbs in CNA

This section examines the empirical basis of this chapter: namely, exceptional loci of argument marking in the CNA languages, given that argument marking is generally expected to appear on the verb in the Arawak languages. Here, I argue that constructions where argument-marking morphology is carried on some lexical item other than the main verb has led to the reanalysis of these items as verbal for Garifuna and Wayúu. Caribbean Northern Arawak exhibits non-verbal argument marking on both auxiliaries and adpositions. Here, I demonstrate this claim empirically. In the following section, I defend the proposal that the presence of argument marking on adpositions in proto-CNA made the development of auxiliaries from adpositions possible for Wayúu and Garifuna.

The CNA languages are head marking, and argument marking on the verb is the norm for these languages, but every CNA language exhibits person marking for a core argument on some head other than a main lexical verb (either adposition or auxiliary) in at least one construction. Every language exhibits oblique subject marking with a handful of stative predicates where the prefixal person marker encoding syntactic subject is carried by a post-verbal adposition. Añun additionally exhibits person marking for a causer on an adposition in clauses where the main predicate is a stative, quality-denoting predicate. Otherwise, Añun adpositions primarily serve to license noncore arguments. Wayúu exhibits argument marking on a adpositional head in subordinate clauses as well as argument marking of auxiliaries in perfect and present tenses in main clauses. Garifuna exhibits person marking on auxiliary verbs in certain subordinate clauses and in morphologically transitive main clauses under negation, on morphologically transitive verbs when the clause establishes new event stage (c.f., §2.5.2), and when a morphologically transitive verb is underspecified for aspect. Lokono exhibits person marking on a semantically empty auxiliary in reported speech constructions and in some negated clauses. Outgroup data from Tariana is also included for comparison. It is noted that Tariana marks an external argument on a semantically null auxiliary under passivization. The generalization is that non-verbal argument marking in at least certain constructions is a property of the CNA languages that was likely inherited, making the reanalysis of such constructions available.

This section describes person marking on auxiliaries and adpositions in the Northern Caribbean Arawak languages. For each language, I first show conventional uses of adpositions as licensers of noncore arguments, followed by a discussion of areas of the grammar where either adpositions or auxiliaries appear to carry core verbal agreement morphology. The generalization that emerges for these languages is that core argument marking on loci other than lexical verbs generally occurs in subordinate clauses, under valence decreasing constructions, like passivization, or with predicates denoting emotion. Exceptions to this generalization are found only in Wayúu and Garifuna, the only two languages in the Northern Caribbean subgroup that have innovated a class of auxiliary verbs. I argue that this is expected under the analysis presented here. If insubordination is a mechanism driving
auxiliation for Garifuna, and if, for both Wayúu, and Garifuna, analogy to verbal argument marking found for transitive verbs played a role, the modern distribution of their auxiliaries should not depend on clause type or valence-decreasing morphology.

Prior to the discussion of non-verbal argument marking that follows, it is useful to be explicit about the CNA-specific diagnostics for auxiliaries I appeal to here. Heine (1993) offers a discussion of prototypical uses of and diagnostics for auxiliaries. Among semantic categories prototypically expressed by auxiliaries are tense, aspect, mood, and voice. Syntactically, auxiliaries co-occur with verbs and exhibit verbal properties. Because languages differ in how they divide semantic meanings lexically, and in the grammatical categories they exhibit, properties of particular word classes may vary cross-linguistically. Along a syntactic axis, given that CNA adpositions, like CNA nouns, carry prefixal agreement for the dependents they introduce, I take the ability to carry suffixal agreement to be a crucial property distinguishing CNA auxiliaries from adpositions — aside from auxiliaries, only verbs can carry suffixal agreement morphology. Only Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliaries carry both prefixal and suffixal verbal agreement morphology, and in both cases, this morphology co-indexes core verbal arguments. Along a semantic axis, only Garifuna auxiliaries exhibit meanings typically discussed under the umbrella of tense and aspect. Wayúu auxiliaries either contribute desiderative or non-compositional semantics to the constructions in which they appear. Lokono and Añun adpositions never encode tense or aspect, though Añun does exhibit a desiderative construction involving an adposition. While the presence of this construction in Añun may be representative of a stage earlier exhibited by Wayúu in its development of auxiliaries, I do not treat the Añun desiderative construction as involving an auxiliary on syntactic grounds since it never carries a suffix.

**Lokono** Lokono exhibits several adpositions that inflect prefixally for a pronominal object, or otherwise follow the lexical noun they introduce with no agreement marker. This agreement pattern is parallel to Lokono verbal person marking, as agreement morphology is in complementary distribution with lexical arguments, as described in Chapter 1 of this work. Verbal arguments are not marked on Lokono adpositions, as they are for the other CNA languages — that is, there is no case where Lokono exhibits oblique subject marking.

Example (66) shows the Lokono locative adposition *diako* following its object *hala* ‘bench’ carrying no inflection, as expected in the case that a lexical object to the adposition is present, as just described. The verb *see* licenses a direct object, only (here, *no* 3.SG). The locative adposition *diako* licenses the noun *hala* ‘bench’, which is not a core argument of the verb.

(66)  
\[
Dadykha no hala diako.
\]
\[
da- \text{dykha no hala diako} \quad 1.\text{SG-see} \quad 3.\text{SG bench LOC}
\]

‘I saw it on a bench.’

Example (67) shows a construction where two pronominal objects to the benefactive adposition *myn* are marked prefixally on each instantiation of the morpheme. The prefixal agreement markers *da-* 1.sg, and *tho-* 3.sg.f, each serve to co-index a pronominal referent licensed by *myn*, and the benefactive occurs twice in the clause. As expected, these arguments are encoded via person-number-gender agreement as prefixes to the adposition, and they do not co-refer with any free lexical or pronominal argument in the clause. Like example (66), the benefactive adposition is not carrying agreement morphology for a core argument of the verb, but instead for its own object in each of its instantiations.

(67)  *Dikika no thomyn damyn.*

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{bi- sika no tho- myn da- myn} \\
\text{2sg- give 3.sg 3.sg.f- ben 1.sg -ben}
\end{array}
\]

‘Give it to her for me.’

(Pet [1987], p.47)

As we will see holds for the CNA languages, certain Lokono adpositions appear to be related to body part terminology, though Pet (1987) shows this is not the case for Lokono adpositions, generally. For Wayúu and Añún, the term for heart has developed into the locus of person marking for experiencer subjects, and has further developed auxiliary uses in Wayúu. Here, the body part term in question clearly played a role in the historical development of experiencer semantics. The fact that adpositions related to body part terms appear in every CNA language suggests this was a general property of proto-CNA. I include a partial list of Lokono adpositions related to body part terms here in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possessed body part term</th>
<th>Inflected adposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ly-sibo</em> ‘his face’</td>
<td><em>ly-sibon</em> ‘in front of him’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>da-khona</em> ‘my body’</td>
<td><em>da-khonan</em> ‘about me’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>da-dike</em> ‘my tracks’</td>
<td><em>da-dike</em> ‘after me’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Lokono adpositions related to body part terms

Apart from adpositions that introduce noncore arguments, Lokono exhibits one semantically empty auxiliary verb *a* which hosts prefixal person marking for core arguments in both main and subordinate clauses. This auxiliary co-occurs with the prefixal privative marker *ma-* if person marking is expressed, as in main clause example (68), where *a* carries prefixal agreement marking for the subject of the subordinate verb (= carries marking for a core verbal argument).
The auxiliary verb appears in sentences where the verb bears the privative prefix *ma-* and the subject is not expressed by a free lexical argument. The auxiliary *a* may only take prefixal person markers (and never suffixal person markers). The auxiliary always bears prefixal person marking when present, and person markers and arguments do not co-occur, as discussed in Chapter 1.

Privative *ma-* is widespread throughout the Arawak languages as a clausal negator — languages that exhibit *ma-* in this use in addition to, or instead of a privative marker have been shown to be innovative (Michael, 2014). Given the function of Lokono *ma-* as nominal derivational morphology, along with the areal tendency for subordinate clause structures to involve nominalization, there is a possible analysis for Arawak languages that exhibit clausal negation with *ma-* where the nominalization (historical or synchronic) of a subordinate predicate makes it eligible for the privative marker to serve as a clausal negator in these constructions. As discussed later in this chapter, like Lokono, Garifuna has developed the main-clause use of *ma-* as a general clausal negator. I cite this as evidence for insubordination-driven alignment change in the language. Here, and throughout Arawak, prefixal privative marking in subordinate clauses interacts with prefixal agreement marking on subordinated verbs — generally speaking, Arawak verbs may carry only one prefix, usually for a subject. When negated with the privative *ma-* this prefixal slot is unavailable, and subject agreement morphology is carried by the auxiliary.

Though *ma-* functions as a clausal negator in Lokono, the language retains synchronic privative uses of the morpheme where it derives stative predicates from nouns meaning ‘not having NOUN’, as we see in (69), where the noun *balha* ‘hair’ carries privative *ma-* prefixally and perfect *-ka* suffixally, and exhibits the privative meaning ‘to lack hair’ (Pet, 1987).

(69) *Ma-* balha -ka no

| ma- balha -ka no |
| PRIV- balha -PERF 3SG.F |

‘She is hairless/bald’

(Pet, 1987), p. 74)

Lokono also exhibits auxiliary *a* in quotative constructions, as seen in example (70). This grammatical function of the auxiliary is not core to the analysis developed in this chapter, but its presence in Lokono is interesting because, while the general analysis of auxiliary *a* is
that the auxiliary is semantically vacuous (Pet, 1987; Patte, 2014), the sole auxiliary verb in Tariana is also a, and means ‘say’ when it appears as a lexical verb, which fits congruously with the quotative meaning expressed in (70). Further differentiating the function of the auxiliary from its use in clauses negated with private ma-, the auxiliary here appears to serve as a matrix verb that takes a clausal complement, itself exhibiting agreement marking for the quoted speaker, as in example (70). In other subordinate structures the auxiliary appears to carry agreement morphology for a subordinate verb as a clausemate. These facts indicate that, although the auxiliary in both constructions is the same phonologically, its two uses are syntactically different. Still, the similar use of the auxiliary in Lokono and Tariana suggest this lexical item is cognate in the languages that exhibit it, and therefore a lexical item that must have been present in proto-CNA.

(70) "Beithoa!" la.

b- eithoa l- a
2.SG- know.self 3.SG.M- AUX

"‘Be careful!’ he said/thought/shouted.'

(Pet (1987, p. 76))

While the quotative use of the Lokono auxiliary warrants further investigation, for the current analysis, I set it aside, since it does not serve as the host for agreement marking of arguments licensed by a separate verb in this construction. In the following section, I turn to a discussion of exceptional loci of argument marking in Añun. I find in this section that there is potential evidence in support of an analysis where Añun has developed a single auxiliary. However, marking on this auxiliary is exclusively prefixal, unlike Wayúu and Garifuna auxiliaries. If analyzable as an auxiliary at all, its presence makes Añun alignment in these constructions nominative — all subjects are prefixes in the relevant construction, which we will see is not true for Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliaries.

Añun  Like Lokono, Añun exhibits person marking on a variety of adpositions. In most of these cases, the adpositions license noncore arguments, and they encode spatial relations prototypically expected of adpositions cross-linguistically (Dixon, 2010). Añun exhibits an adposition related to the term for ‘heart’, ein (discussed below), which has developed the distribution of a dative marker in both Añun and Wayúu. While Añun adpositions inflect prefixally for their arguments, they never carry suffixal person-marking morphology, which I take to be a crucial difference between Añun and the CNA languages that exhibit auxiliaries sourced from adpositions — in the case that an adposition carries agreement morphology for a single argument, even for a verbal argument, its status as an adposition is defensible.

In this section, I provide examples of prototypical and non-prototypical constructions involving Añun adpositions to demonstrate their canonical and non-canonical uses. Constructions where Añun adpositions carry person-marking morphology for core arguments of the lexical
verb are argued to be inherited from proto-CNA. In §3.3 I rely on the presence of this construction in Añun to make a broader historical point about proto-CNA, generally.

Example (71) shows a prototypical example of an Añun adposition. The instrumental adposition ka precedes its object utiña ‘needle’, and carries prefixal agreement morphology for it. The verb i ‘sew’ carries suffixal morphology that co-indexes the subject of the sentence te 1.sg. Here, the adposition licenses its object. It does not carry agreement morphology for any core argument of the verb.

(71) Einoi te tayawin nka utiña.
    a- i -naa -i te ta- yayin hi- ka uniña -kari
    AT.1 sew -MULT -SG.F. 1.SG 1.SG- dress 3.SG.F INSTR needle -DET.F

    ‘I sew my dress with the needle’
    (Patte (1989, p. 62))

Similarly, examples (72) and (73) exhibit prefixal person marking on the adpositions ou (superessive) and ru (locative), both of which encode spatial relations between the predicate and a noncore argument. Example (72) shows the adposition ou introduce the noun mo ‘earth’, the location on which the the digging action occurs. Like adpositions in the other CNA languages, ou carries prefixal person, number, and gender marking that agrees with its object, the noncore argument it introduces.

(72) Naponei hou mogor.
    na- po -naa -i hi- ou mo -kari
    3.PL- dig -MUL -SUB 3.SG.F- SUPR earth -DET.F

    ‘They dig the earth continuously planting.’
    (Patte (1989, p. 87))

Similarly, example (73) shows the locative adposition ru introduces the noncore argument wiin ‘water’, and agrees in person, number, and gender with this noun.

(73) Hapitti hiru wiinkari.
    hapitta -i hi- ru wiin -kari
    fall -SG.F 3.SG.F- LOC water -DET.F

    ‘She fell in the water.’
    (Patte (1989, p. 88))

Añun adpositions also exhibit meanings not strictly limited to spatial relations. In example (74), the adposition ta licenses the causer of the predicate wiinari ‘rum’ and takes prefixal
person and number marking cross-referencing that causer, the person, number, and gender of that noun, 3.SG.F. While the translation in (74) suggests that the example is a passive construction, the example does not exhibit any passive morphology. The predicate *hoto* ‘rot’ appears to be an intransitive, stative predicate. To add in a participant that causes the action of the verb, *ta* is used. While semantically dissimilar to spatial adpositions, distributionally, and grammatically, *ta* behaves like other Añun adpositions. It follows a verb and licenses a noncore argument. Such examples show that, in certain cases, the semantics of CNA adpositions align the arguments they introduce with prototypical subject roles: minimally, causers and experiencers (Dowty 1991), which I argue in §3.3 played a role in the availability of reanalysis for such constructions.

(74) *Hotoroi wapana nta wiinar.*

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{hoto} & \text{-roo} & \text{-i} & \text{wa} & \text{pan} & \text{hi} & \text{ta} & \text{wiinar} \\
\text{roo} & \text{-AUM} & \text{-SG.F} & \text{1.PL} & \text{liver} & \text{3.SG.F} & \text{CAUS} & \text{rum} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Our livers are rotted by rum.’

(Patte (1989, p. 83))

Aside from their function as noncore argument licensers, Añun adpositions can host morphology that indexes core verbal arguments. Añun exhibits oblique subject marking with some stative predicates. We see in (75) that the predicate *payawa* ‘be happy’ does not carry a person marker cross-referencing its subject. We find instead that the dative adposition *ein* carries the prefixal person marker *ta*, which cross-references the S_o argument of the predicate. The Añun dative adposition *ein* is polysemous, meaning ‘heart’ in non-adpositional contexts, the dative marker presumably having developed from a possessive construction meaning ‘My heart is happy.’ In its adpositional use, the dative adposition carries agreement marking for an experiencer subject, as in example (75).

(75) *Payawii tein.*

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{payawii} & \text{ta} & \text{ein} \\
\text{be.happy} & \text{1.SG- DAT} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I am happy.’

(Patte (1989, p. 76))

The dative marker is also used in the desiderative construction, shown in examples (76) and (77). Here, *ein* cross-references the subject of the clause with a prefixal person marker. I suggest that the dative marker developed its use in desiderative constructions as a result of its association with experiencer subjects. Because verbal subject agreement, adpositional agreement, and agreement in possessive constructions is formally identical, just this type of reanalysis is made possible, providing a clear example of how non-verbal argument marking has developed in the CNA languages.
Again, this construction is notable precisely because agreement for the grammatical subject of the verb is carried by an element other than the verb, itself, not necessarily because of its semantics, interesting though they may be. If prefixal marking for core arguments is generally a property of verbs, core prefixal person marking on adpositions makes these eligible for reanalysis.

(76) *Akee tein.*
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{a-} & \text{k} \\
\text{-} & \text{ee} \\
\text{ta-} & \text{ein} \\
\text{AT.1-} & \text{eat} \\
\text{-ASP.1} & \text{1.SG-} \\
\text{DAT} & \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I want to eat.’

(Pattel (1989, p. 95))

(77) *Akeep tein.*
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{a-} & \text{k} \\
\text{-} & \text{ee} \\
\text{-} & \text{pe} \\
\text{ta-} & \text{ein} \\
\text{AT.1-} & \text{eat} \\
\text{-ASP.1} & \text{-NEG} \\
\text{1.SG-} & \text{DAT} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I don’t want to eat.’

(Pattel (1989, p. 95))

This particular adposition is also notable because it has an obvious cognate in Wayúu, *ain*, though, in Wayúu, this adposition has developed a clear auxiliary use, hosting suffixal object agreement morphology, as well as prefixal subject morphology. The Añun dative marker discussed here may be analyzable as an auxiliary in its desiderative use. However, morphosyntactically, these two analyses are indistinguishable for Añun, given that *ein* does not carry suffixal person markers, like adpositions, generally, in the language. Given also that Añun exhibits no other auxiliaries, generalizations about how auxiliaries pattern morphosyntactically in the language are difficult to formulate.

The examples cited in this section show only a handful of the many adpositions Añun exhibits. However, unlike Wayúu and Garifuna, none of these adpositions exhibits the verbal properties characteristic of the auxiliaries to which they seem to be historically related in Wayúu and Garifuna. In most cases, the function of these adpositions is to license a noncore argument. Dative-marked experiencer subjects, as well as the desiderative construction, provide evidence that core argument marking was likely available on a non-verbal host in proto-CNA — Añun does not appear to have undergone full reanalysis of this word class like Garifuna and Wayúu, as I will show in the following two sections.

**Wayúu** Like the canonical adpositions widespread throughout CNA, Wayúu adpositions license noncore arguments and carry prefixal person-marking morphology that coindexes the arguments adpositions introduce. Additionally, Wayúu exhibits constructions that appear to be instances of partial adpositional incorporation into the lexical verb. These partial
incorporation constructions disrupt canonical argument marking for both lexical verb and
adposition, a situation I argue has given rise to ambiguity in the lexical category of adpositions.
Agreement morphology for core verbal arguments is carried on adpositions, allowing for an
interpretation of adpositions as verbal. Example (78) illustrates such a construction. The
lexical verb moto’ ‘forget’ carries no person-marking morphology. The verb is followed by
the dative adposition ain, which carries no prefixal person-marking morphology, and instead
carries suffixal person-marking morphology cross-referencing the syntactic subject of the
lexical verb nukúoma híntiikai ‘the boy’s hat’.

(78) Moto’ áinchi nukúoma híntiikai.

\[
\text{moto’ áin} \text{-chi n- ukúoma híntii -kai}
\]
\[
\text{forget DAT -M.SG.PST 3.SG.M- hat boy DEF}
\]

‘The boy forgot his hat.’ \(\sim\) ‘Forgotten (to him) is the boy’s hat.’
(Zubiri and Jusayu 1978, p. 280))

Zubiri and Jusayu (1978) describe three adpositions that exhibit this behavior, though it
is not clear this list is exhaustive from the exposition in this grammar. Each of these three
items maintains canonical adpositional uses where each introduces a noncore argument and
carries prefixal agreement morphology that cross-references that argument. Adpositional
meanings for each of these elements are summarized in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adposition</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>COMITATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aín</td>
<td>SUPERESSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o’u</td>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Wayúu adpositions with auxiliary uses

Wayúu exhibits several more elements which clearly function as adpositions, only, introducing
and carrying agreement for noncore arguments. Like for the other CNA languages, many of
these appear to be sourced from body-part terms, historically. For example, the adposition o’u, shown in Table 3.2 also independently means ‘eye’ in Wayúu. An example of a canonical
adposition licensing a noncore argument and carrying prefixal marking is found in (79), where
the benefactive adposition ūmū introduces the argument Marakariita, and carries prefixal third person feminine agreement for this argument.

\footnote{This verb may grammatically carry suffixal agreement morphology, independently, as shown in example (82).}
(79) *Ee’irajshi taya wanee jayeechi sūmūin Marakariita.*

ee’iraj -shi taya wanee jayeechi s-ūmū-in Marakariita
sing -SG.M 1.SG one song 3.SG.F BEN -PROC Margarita

‘I sing a song for Margarita.’
(Álvarez (2014, p. 48))

Each of the three lexical items listed in Table 3.2 exhibits the same range of agreement possibilities. Core arguments are cross-referenced on these items for Wayúu verbs in the present and the perfective only. In their adpositional uses, each may take prefixal person marking that encodes the argument introduced by the adposition, as in (80). This example shows the person-marking suffix -shi, attaching to the verb *anta* ‘surprise’, and cross-referencing the subject of the clause *taya* ‘1.SG’, as well as prefixal third person masculine agreement *n-* on the adposition *áu*, cross-referencing the object of the adposition.

(80) *Antishi taya náu wané wayúu aluwahishi.*

anti -shi taya n-áu wané wayúu aluwahishi
surprise -SG.M 1.SG 3.SG.M- MAL one man robber

‘I surprised a robber.’ ~ ‘I surprised one man who robs.’
(Zubiri and Jusayu (1978, p. 279))

Since both nouns in example (80) are masculine and singular, the agreement morphology carried by the main verb in this example is technically ambiguous in terms of the noun it agrees with. Example (81) shows the same adposition (written *aa’u* by Álvarez) in the same syntactic function. Here, however, because the object of the adposition is plural, the adposition takes third person plural prefixal agreement, ruling out a possible analysis where the suffixal person marker carried by the verb is agreement morphology for the object of the adposition.

---

2This clause appears to exhibit two instances of the subject suffixing construction discussed in Chapter 2 *antishi* and *aluwahishi*. A possible literal translation here is ‘I am the surpriser of the man who robs.’ If this is accurate, 1) it is possible that the suffix *-fi* is synchronically still active in subject relativization of the type I reconstruct for proto-CNA in Chapter 2, providing further evidence for the analysis I pursue in that chapter, and 2) the reanalysis of the subject relative-nominalizer as suffixal person morphology played a role in the development of auxiliaries in CNA. Because the subject relative-nominalization is valence decreasing, a direct object of the relativized verb would have to be reintroduced by an adposition.

3The adposition *aa* is described as meaning *above*, or *over* in extent descriptions for the language Zubiri and Jusayu 1978Álvarez 2014. Given the difficulty of reconciling the translation in example (80) with such semantics, I gloss *aa* as a malefactive here on parallel with the Wayúu benefactive. If the point made the above footnote is correct, a genitive interpretation of this adposition may be more correct. Both these analyses may ultimately be wrong, but this glossing convention should not affect my analysis since what I am interested in is the fact that the object of a transitive verb is marked on a lexical item other than the verb itself.
(81) **Onjulaapu’ushii naya iipünaa jaa’u wunu’ulia.**

\\(\text{onjulaapu’u} \ -\text{shii} \ naya \ iipünaa \ j- \ aa’u \ wunu’ulia)\\

hide \ -SG.M \ 3.SG.M \ high \ 3.PL- \ SUPR \ tree

‘He hides himself high in the trees.’

(Álvarez (2014, p. 96))

The fact that *au* can carry prefixal verbal person marking that is coreferential with its object demonstrates that the word retains its adpositional function. Under the assumption that adpositions carry prefixal agreement for arguments they introduce, and under the assumption that the verb in (80) is at least morphologically intransitive, *au* is the licenser of the of the argument *wané wayüü alywahishi* ‘a robber’. The adposition therefore carries agreement marking for that argument. The same point can be made for example (81), where *au* appears to license the argument *wunu’ulia* ‘trees’.

Like Añun, Wayúu exhibits dative experiencer subject marking involving the morpheme *ain*. As for Añun, in this use, it is ambiguous whether to analyze *ain* as an auxiliary or as an adposition. If analyzed as an auxiliary, this argument-marking strategy is not oblique, given the assumptions I lay out about the difference in argument structure for auxiliaries and adpositions in the introduction to this section. If a core syntactic function of auxiliaries is to host agreement morphology for verbal arguments, prefixal marking on *ain* that encodes a syntactic subject fulfills this function. Conversely, if the central role of adpositions is the licensing of arguments, and the subject is licensed by the verb, itself, *ain* is a non-canonical adposition in its role as the locus of argument marking in these constructions.

An example of a Wayúu construction with a dative-marked experiencer subject mirroring those found in Añun is shown in (82). Here, we find the lexical verb *motu’* ‘forget’ carries suffixal agreement morphology. Because suffixal subject agreement is underspecified for person, this marking is compatible with either the first or second person argument in the clause. We find first-person prefixal marking, on the morpheme *áin*, making the argument the verbal suffix agrees with likely to be the second person pronoun in the sentence.

(82) **Motu’šhi táin pia.**

\\(\text{motu’} \ -\text{shi} \ t- \ áin \ pia)\\

forget \ -SG.M \ 1.SG- \ DAT \ 2.SG

‘I forgot you.’

(Zubiri and Jusayu (1978, p. 280))

We can see that disambiguation of this agreement morphology is possible in examples like (83). Here, the addressee was masculine but the suffixal morphology on the verb is SG.F, agreeing with *wüin* ‘water’. This example demonstrates that the notional subject of the desiderative construction is truly not marked on the lexical verb, making reanalysis of this
construction available — because subject agreement is prototypically carried on verbs, an available interpretation of other lexical items carrying subject agreement morphology is that these are also verbal.

(83)  *Aseesū paa’în wūin?*

`asee -sū  p-  aa’în wūin`  
`drink -SG.F 2.SG DAT  water`

‘Would you like to drink water?’

(Álvarez (2014, p. 75))

In summary, when it carries prefixal agreement morphology, the lexical category of desiderative *ain* is ambiguous between adposition and an auxiliary in Wayúú. It is cognate to Añún *ein*, and historically related to the word for heart, as discussed above for Añún. It is possible that this morpheme is cognate to the Garífuna, Lokono, and Tariana auxiliary *a*, though this is unlikely (and moreover, difficult to prove), given the degree of phonological reduction that the morpheme would have had to undergo in these languages for this to be the case. However, the auxiliary *ain*, itself, is reduced from its full nominal form *aa’în* ‘heart’ (cf. Garífuna *anigi* ‘heart’, Lokono *ansin* ‘like, love, want’), and phonological reduction does prototypically accompany grammaticalization (Bybee et al., 1994), so the possibility of this etymology remains.

In its use as the dative marker for experiencer verbs, as well as in the desiderative construction, the distribution of Wayúú *ain* differs from that of Añún *ein* in allowing for suffixal agreement morphology, as seen in example (84). This is the function I claim motivates a clear verbal analysis for these lexical items in Wayúú to the exclusion of their Añún cognates. Example (84) contains no person marking at all on the lexical verb *moto’*, and instead exhibits suffixal marking co-referential with the stimulus subject of the verb, *ukúoma* ‘hat’ on the auxiliary, only. Note that the experiencer subject *hîntî* ‘boy’ is absent except in the complex phrase where it serves as a possessor. It is not marked with agreement morphology on the verb or on the auxiliary *ain*.

(84)  *Moto’ áînchi nukúoma hîntîkai.*

`moto’ áîn -chi  n-  ukúoma hîntî -kai`  
`forget DAT -M.SG.PST 3.SG.M-  hat  boy  DEF`

‘The boy forgot his hat.’ ∼ ‘Forgotten (to him) is the boy’s hat.’

(Zubiri and Jusayu (1978, p. 280))

Wayúú also exhibits this syntactic pattern with the other lexical items with both auxiliary and adpositional uses, as can be seen in example (85), in which *wayúú* ‘man’ (the object of *motu* ‘surprise’) is cross-referenced with the suffixal person marker *-chi* carried by the morpheme
Here, the first person subject of the verb anta ‘surprise’ is explicitly marked with the first person singular morpheme ta on the verb. Note that example (84) minimally contrasts with example (80), introduced at the beginning of this section in its argument-marking strategy. Whatever the internal structure of the complex involving the lexical verb and the morpheme au in example (85), this use of au suffixal agreement marking for a core argument is non-canonical for adpositions, but perfectly acceptable for verbs, suggesting an auxiliary analysis for the set of morphemes that exhibits these properties.

(85)  
\[
\text{Tàntà àuchi wayúkai hinain aluwa’há kaula.}
\]

\begin{verbatim}
t- anta au -chi wayú -kai hinain aluwa’há kaula.
1.sg- surprise MAL -M.SG man -DEF ?? rob goats
\end{verbatim}

‘I surprised the man (who was) robbing goats.’

(Zubiri and Jusayu (1978, p. 280))

We see in this section that Wayúu exhibits both prefixal and suffixal argument marking for core arguments of lexical verbs on items that are related to adpositions. In the following section, I lay out the non-verbal core argument marking facts for Garifuna.

**Garifuna**  Here, I introduce Garifuna constructions that exhibit person marking for core verbal arguments on items other than the verbs that introduce them. I also discuss aspects of Garifuna grammar that appear to be unique among the CNA languages, namely, the items that appear to exhibit auxiliary functions semantically encode tense, aspect, and mood (TAM), semantic features prototypically encoded by auxiliaries cross-linguistically (Heine, 1993), but features encoded affixally in the other CNA languages. In §3.3, I will argue that these auxiliaries motivate an analysis where Garifuna’s auxiliary system developed differently from Wayúu’s. Namely, the dual pressures of insubordination and analogically-driven reanalysis of adpositions as verbal both contributed to the development of an auxiliary system for Garifuna, but only the latter appears to be relevant for Wayúu. Here, I introduce this set of morphemes descriptively as they relate to argument marking. In §3.3 I argue that analogical pressure from Garifuna’s adpositionally-sourced auxiliary led to the auxiliary use of formerly bound morphemes.

Like the other CNA languages, Garifuna exhibits a large class of adpositions that license noncore arguments, and these inflect prefixally for the person, number, and gender features of their direct objects, as shown in example (86), where the comitative adposition uma carries prefixal marking for its object, Pablo. Table 3.4 shows a number of these adpositions with masculine third person singular prefixes.

---

4For this work, I did not carry out original elicitation with Wayúu speakers. The source from which this example is drawn does not provide interlinear glosses for every example. The question marks here indicate that I was unable to determine a good gloss for the item in question.
Abinahatu luma Pablo.

abinaha -tu 1- uma Pablo
dance -3.sg.f 3.sg.m- COM Pablo

‘She danced with Pablo.’

Table 3.4: Garifuna adpositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADPOSITION</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lun</td>
<td>‘to/for/him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lau</td>
<td>‘of/with him/it’ (instrumental)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luma</td>
<td>‘with him/it’ (comitative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lida</td>
<td>‘in/on him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luwagu</td>
<td>‘on him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lubadu</td>
<td>‘next to him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luwe</td>
<td>‘from him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luba</td>
<td>‘toward him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luwege</td>
<td>‘above him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labu</td>
<td>‘under him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tigibu</td>
<td>‘in front of him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lanaga</td>
<td>‘behind him/it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lauru</td>
<td>‘beside’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, we find that the facts about oblique subject marking in the other CNA languages also hold for Garifuna, shown in example (87). The locus of oblique experiencer marking for this example is the adposition *un*, which can more generally express either locative or benefactive semantics.

(87) Hírugati nun.

hirugati n- un
be.sad 1.sg- LOC

‘I am sad.’

(Munro (2007, p. 122))

Munro (2007) also observes that Garifuna oblique subject marking occurs with the adpositions *au* INSTR, and *uwágú* BEN.

While *un* is not the expected form for a Garifuna cognate to Añün *ein* and Wayúu *ain* (Añün *ei*, and Wayúu *ai* generally correspond to Garifuna *a*), the fact that marking of a subject on a head other than the lexical verb occurs in at least Wayúu, Añün, and Garifuna, strongly suggest that such subject marking was a property of CNA, inherited by these languages, and was therefore an available analogical template for the extension of non-verbal marking of core arguments elsewhere in the grammars of these languages.
Like for Añun and Wayúu, it is possible to make the case that the oblique subject marking, as found in (87) construction is a case where the lexical category of the morpheme in question is ambiguous between adpositional and auxiliary. In these constructions, the adposition carries agreement morphology for a core verbal argument, which is expected behavior for an auxiliary and non-canonical for an adposition. In this particular construction, Garifuna does not exhibit suffixal marking of the type found in Wayúu, leaving oblique subjects outside the scope of the diachronic changes I trace in this chapter.

Aside from items that exhibit clear adpositional functions involved in oblique subject marking, Garifuna exhibits core argument marking on a set of aspectual auxiliaries. The argument-marking patterns associated with Garifuna aspectual auxiliaries are of three types, summarized in Table 3.5, adapted from Kaufman (2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAM Category</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aorist umu</td>
<td>verb A- umu -O</td>
<td>verb A- umu -O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect ha/a</td>
<td>verb A- ha/a -O, -S</td>
<td>verb A- ha/a -O, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuative gi</td>
<td>verb A- gi -O, -S</td>
<td>verb A- gi -O, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future ba</td>
<td>A-, S- verb ba -O</td>
<td>verb A- ba -O, -S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Summary of auxiliary person marking, adapted from Kaufman (2010)

For Garifuna, main clauses with TAM categories aorist, perfect, continuative, and future, verbal arguments are not consistently marked on the lexical verb, but instead appear on auxiliaries that express those TAM categories under particular conditions involving transitivity and polarity. The following generalizations hold about the distribution of person-marking in such clauses: Under aorist tense, the lexical verb will carry a suffixal person marker if it is morphologically intransitive, and no auxiliary or TAM morphology will appear. If the verb is morphologically transitive, prefixal and suffixal person marking is carried on the Aorist auxiliary umu, as shown in example (89).

(89) *Ariha numuti mesu le.*

ariha n- umu -ti mesu le
see 1.SG- AOR -3.SG.M cat DEM.M

‘I see the cat.’

(Kaufman (2010) p. 8))
Kaufman (2010) analyzes *umu* as ‘aorist’. I preserve this glossing convention in examples citing his work, and I take this label to indicate that the auxiliary does not specify tense or aspect features, as I have found no evidence for any semantic content for the auxiliary *umu*, though it is cognate to Lokono, Añun, and Wayúu’s benefactive adposition. The main function of Garifuna *umu* is to host person markers when a suffixing verb stem of the type analyzed in Chapter 2 takes a definite object and where TAM semantics are underspecified. Example (89) shows this auxiliary carrying subject and object agreement.

Under perfect and continuative aspects, the auxiliaries exhibiting these meanings carry suffixal marking cross-referencing a syntactic subject in the case that the lexical verb with which these co-occur is intransitive. In this case, these morphemes are pronounced as a phonological word with the lexical verb. In the case that the lexical verb is morphologically transitive, both prefixal marking for the subject of the lexical verb and suffixal marking for its object are carried by these auxiliaries. The transitive pattern for perfect aspect marking is shown in example (90).

(90) *Aliha laru garada.*

```
aliha l-  a -ru garada
read  3.SG.M- PERF -3.SG.F book
```

‘He had already read the book.’

(Kaufman (2010))

Finally, for future marked clauses, prefixal morphology for any syntactic subject is carried by the lexical verb, except under negation, in which case, the future morpheme will carry suffixal person marking for an intransitive lexical verb’s subject, and prefixal and suffixal person marking for a transitive lexical verb’s core arguments. In the case that the future marker carries prefixal person marking, it is pronounced as a free phonological word, as shown in example (91).

(91) *Madáru nubou gáfu.*

```
m- adáru nu- ba -u gáfu
NEG- open 1.SG- FUT -3.SG.F box
```

‘I will not open the box.’

(Munro (2007, p. 21))

These aspectual auxiliaries are unique to Garifuna among the CNA languages. In the following section, I argue that these were originally suffixal verbal morphology, and entered into the auxiliary system on analogy with auxiliaries *a* and *umu* once these entered into the TAM system as perfect and aorist tense, respectively.
Finally, like for Lokono main clauses, under negation, transitive complement clauses exhibit a semantically vacuous auxiliary *a* that hosts prefixal person markers cross-referencing the subjects of the lexical verbs with which they co-occur.

(92) *Bulietina kelo mabogua ba gayu.*

| bulie -tina kelo m- abogua b- a gayu |
| forget -1.SG COMP NEG- cook 2.SG AUX chicken |

‘I forgot that you did not cook the chicken.’

(Chen 2012)

As holds for the other CNA languages as well, the similarity of prefixal agreement marking on verbs and adpositions is precisely what provides the type of ambiguity that allows for the reanalysis of lexical category, as demonstrated by the difficulty of analytically sorting such cases as adposition or auxiliary descriptively. In the following section, I will discuss oblique argument marking of core arguments for Tariana before turning to a discussion of the diachronic analysis of auxiliation in CNA.

Tariana Here, I introduce two Tariana constructions where argument marking for core verbal arguments is not encoded on the verb, itself. Tariana exhibits oblique subject marking with certain stative predicates, as observed for Wayùù, Añùn, and Garifuna, and Tariana exhibits marking of a demoted agent on an auxiliary in passive constructions. Tariana exhibits person-marking prefixes, but no suffixes. These cross-reference a syntactic subject when carried by a verb. Like for the CNA languages, adpositions and possessed nouns may also carry these prefixes, in which case these prefixes cross-reference the object of the adposition, and the nominal possessor, respectively.\(^6\)

Example (93) shows a Tariana experiencer predicate *amiri* ‘be drunk’ where subject marking is not carried on the verb. Instead, the person marker associated with the subject is carried prefixally on the morpheme *na*.

(93) *Amirikamha duna.*

| amiri -ka -mha du- na |
| be.drunk -DECL -PRES.NON.VIS 3.SG.M- OBJ |

‘She is drunk.’

(Aikhenvald 2001)

\(^6\)Tariana is a serial verb language, so many of the canonical functions of auxiliary verbs (e.g., argument marking cross-referencing core verbal arguments) are carried out via serialization in the language. Because no other language in this study exhibits verb serialization, person marking and serial verbs fall outside the scope of the current study. Aikhenvald (1999) points out that verb serialization in Arawak is limited to the sub-branch of the Northern Arawak languages spoken in the Vaupés region of Brazil and Colombia, and claims serialization is an areal, rather than genetic feature of Tariana.
Tariana also exhibits a passive construction in which the subject of the passivized verb may be carried by the auxiliary *a*. The auxiliary *a* can be used as an independent predicate meaning ‘go’, ‘say’, ‘give’, or ‘cause’. Crucially, in this function, it becomes the locus of person marking for the predicate. The Tariana passive is marked with the prefix *ka-* and the suffix *-kana*. The auxiliary *a* is optional. If it does not appear, there is no verbal person marker in the passive clause. This pattern is demonstrated in (94) and (95). Example (94) contains the active form of the verb *nha* ‘eat’. It takes the prefixal person marker *di-*, which is coreferential with the subject of the clause. Example (95) shows the passive form of the same verb. The promoted subject of the verb is encoded by the verbal person marker *di-*, which now appears on the auxiliary *a*. The verb *nha* hosts no person markers.

(94) *Hanenuku yawi diñhamhade.*

```
ha- ne -nuku yawi di- nha -mhade
DEM:INAN- DIST -TOP.NON.A/S jaguar 3.SG.NF- eat -FUT
```

‘A jaguar will eat that one up.’

(Aikhenvald (2003))

(95) *Hane kañhakanamhade dia.*

```
ha- ne ka- nha -kana -mhade di- a
DEM:INAN- DIST REL- eat -PASS -FUT 3.SG.NF AUX
```

‘This one will be in the process of being eaten up by the jaguar.’

(Aikhenvald (2003))

While an auxiliary of the phonological shape *a* is fairly light, it is striking that it appears with the same shape and function in Lokono and Tariana. Given that this auxiliary is present outside of CNA, the likelihood is that it was inherited from a common ancestor by both Lokono and Tariana, making constructions involving this auxiliary, in addition to constructions where adpositions carry oblique subject markers, an available template for the reanalysis of adpositions as verbal — if true auxiliaries follow verbs and carry person marking for them, and adpositions also exhibit this function, the syntactic similarity of the two lexical categories makes their analysis as members of a single word class available for users of these languages. In the following section, I will propose that both oblique subject marking and the presence of auxiliary *a* played a role in the analogical reanalysis of adpositions as auxiliaries for Wayúu and Garifuna.

### 3.2.1 Summary

To summarize, Garifuna and Wayúu exhibit lexical items with auxiliary uses (hosts for core verbal argument marking) that appear to reconstruct as adpositions for proto-CNA. These
lexical items are summarized with cognate forms from Añun and Lokono in Table 3.2.1. Items with auxiliary uses are shaded grey, while those that only serve as adpositions are not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Garifuna</th>
<th>Lokono</th>
<th>Añun</th>
<th>Wayúu</th>
<th>Tariana</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>DUMMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ou</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>SUPERESSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ein</td>
<td>ain</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>DATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ouu</td>
<td>ouu</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>LOCATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu</td>
<td>myn</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>ümü</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>BENEFACTIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: CNA adpositions with auxiliary uses and their cognate forms

We saw in this section that Garifuna and Wayúu adpositions exhibit verbal properties that cognate adpositions in Lokono and Wayúu do not — beyond just oblique subject marking, Wayúu and Garifuna both exhibit constructions where both verbal arguments are encoded on auxiliaries, a subject prefixally, and an object suffixally. This use is clearly not analyzable as adpositional — adpositions do not serve to introduce two arguments, cross-linguistically. In the following section, I propose a diachronic analysis of the emergence of these properties.

### 3.3 Historical development of Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliaries

The preceding section examined core argument-marking patterns that involve loci of person marking other than main verbs, namely, CNA adpositions and auxiliaries. The goal of this section is to provide an analysis of how auxiliaries developed from adpositions in the histories of these languages. In the Garifuna auxiliary system we find elements that express some aspectual meaning alongside elements which are semantically empty, serving only as agreement hosts. In the Wayúu system, we find synchronic categorical ambiguity between adpositions and auxiliaries.

In this section, I argue that the diachronic source for Garifuna continuative and future auxiliaries are suffixal TAM markers, and that Garifuna’s aorist auxiliary umu developed from the benefactive adposition umu. I suggest that subordinate clauses exhibited the auxiliary a as the locus of person marking in pre-Garifuna, as we find synchronically for both Lokono and Garifuna, and that subordinate clauses exhibiting this person-marking strategy underwent insubordination, allowing for the main-clause use of this auxiliary, which, in turn, provided a template for reanalysis of adpositions as verbal. I also show how negation constructions provide supporting evidence for this insubordination analysis. Following this change, I argue main clause a was reinterpreted as the locus of perfect marking in morphologically transitive perfect constructions, and benefactive umu analogized to this pattern, as a post-verbal lexical item carrying prefixal agreement morphology. The other aspectual suffixes then analogized to the perfect argument-marking pattern.
Unlike for Garifuna, Wayúu’s development of auxiliaries does not require an appeal to insubordination, though there is evidence for insubordination in both languages. For Wayúu auxiliation, I argue that the morphosyntactic properties of desiderative *ain* allowed for a verbal interpretation of the morpheme. Ambiguity in lexical category between the auxiliary and adpositional uses of this morpheme allowed for the reanalysis of the other adpositions that appeared historically in post-verbal position. For *ain*, itself, the development of its use in desiderative constructions is very likely related to the fact that body part terms are the source of adpositions in the CNA languages, and *ain* means ‘heart’ in Wayúu, as discussed in §3.2.

Further distinguishing the two languages is the fact that the Wayúu auxiliaries exhibit no aspectual meanings. These auxiliaries are all synchronically related to adpositions, and there is no apparent semantically vacuous auxiliary whose argument-marking pattern extended to adpositions. Instead, it appears that constructions utilizing adpositions as the locus for argument marking underwent reanalysis, and the verbal paradigm of prefixal and suffixal argument marking was extended to adpositions.

Recalling the formal mechanisms of syntactic change, grammaticalization, and analogy, the emergence of auxiliaries from a grammatical source like an adposition or aspectual suffix might suggest a deggrammaticalization trajectory. In the case of Garifuna TAM morphology, bound morphemes appear to have developed word-like properties. However, the change from adposition to auxiliary, in particular, is sufficiently rare that a grammaticalization analysis is called into question. Grammaticalization clines known to involve auxiliaries normally involve a shift from lexical verb to auxiliary and from auxiliary to aspect ([Heine and Kuteva] 2004). Degrammaticalization, then, should involve a category shift from aspect to auxiliary and from auxiliary to lexical verb. In the cases of Garifuna -gi and -ba we find the beginning stage of such a shift. However, for those auxiliaries that developed from adpositional sources, we do not. Similarly, lexical nouns are commonly accepted as the source of adpositions in the grammaticalization literature ([Heine and Kuteva] 2004). A deggrammaticalization account involving adpositions should involve a category shift from case marker to adposition and from adposition to lexical noun.\(^7\)

### 3.3.1 Insubordination

In this section, I will discuss the role of insubordination — the conventional main-clause use of structures exhibiting subordinate morphology — in the emergence of Garifuna main clause auxiliaries. I argue in this section that there is strong evidence that insubordination occurred in the history of the CNA languages, and that this insubordination played a crucial role.

\(^7\)English verbs derived from adpositional sources, such as *down* (as in *he downed his beer*) or *up* (as in *he upped his ante*) have been suggested to be possible evidence for the existence of a deggrammaticalization cline from adposition to lexical verb, a potential avenue of analysis for the present study. However, [Hopper and Traugott] (2003) contend that such verbs are morphologically derived in English, and are not indicative of a true deggrammaticalization pathway.
role in the development of Garifuna auxiliaries from adpositions — namely, the main-clause use of an auxiliary historically limited to subordinate clauses where verbs were nominalized introduced an analogical template for the reanalysis of Garifuna adpositions as auxiliaries.

**Garifuna** Patterns of argument marking on Garifuna main-clause auxiliaries appear to have developed as a result of insubordination-driven reanalysis and analogical extension. Synchronic data support this analysis. [Evans (2007)](Evans2007) defines insubordination as, “the conventionalized main-clause use of what, on *prima facie* grounds, appear to be formally subordinate clauses.”

Strong morphological evidence for a Garifuna insubordination analysis comes from the main clause negator *ma*-. Example (96) exemplifies the modern distribution of this morpheme: *ma-* is prefixed to a main verb, and arguments are marked on the auxiliary *umu*. Recall from the discussion of Lokono’s semantically empty auxiliary *a* that *ma-* exists in Lokono as a privative marker, prefixing to nouns to derive a stative verb, and functioning as clausal negator in subordinate clauses and main clauses that appear to be diachronically related to subordinate structures. The morpheme *ma-* in fact reconstructs to proto-Arawak as a privative marker, and the use of the morpheme as a main clause negator has been argued to be the result of insubordination ([Michael, 2014](Michael2014)). Subordinate structures in CNA generally involve nominalization, making subordinated verbs historically eligible hosts for privative *ma-* . The CNA use of the morpheme to encode main clause negation is the result of insubordination-driven reanalysis of the morpheme’s function.

(96) *Máfaru n- umu -ti.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ma-</th>
<th>afaru n-</th>
<th>umu -ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>1.SG- AOR -3.SG.M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘I didn’t hit him.’

(Munro (2014, p. 17))

We have seen in the previous section that the auxiliary *a* serves as the locus of person marking in Lokono negated subordinate (nominalized) clauses. We find that this same pattern obtains in Garifuna. Example (97) contains a subordinate clause negated by *ma-* , with the external argument marked prefixally on the auxiliary *a*.

(97) *Emenigiratu lun mabinaha ta.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>emenigira -tu</th>
<th>lun</th>
<th>ma- abinaha t- a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hope</td>
<td>COMP NEG- dance</td>
<td>3.SG.F AUX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘She hopes not to dance.’

(Chen (2012, p. 7))

Given the necessary co-occurrence of privative *ma-* and auxiliary *a* in subordinate clauses in Lokono and Garifuna, I propose that main clause auxiliary *a* emerged in Garifuna as a result
of the same insubordination that led to the use of privative *ma-* as a general clausal negator. Example (98) shows that exactly this structure surfaces in a context where insubordination is cross-linguistically expected — namely, in imperative clauses.

(98) Móumuga ban!

m-  oumuga b-  a
NEG- sleep 2.SG- AUX

‘Don’t sleep!’
(Munro (2014))

**Garifuna insubordination trajectory:**

1. Private *ma-* attaches to nouns and derives stative predicates. Subordinate clauses count as nouns for *ma-* negation. Core arguments are marked on subordinate auxiliary *a* in negated subordinate structures.
2. Subordinate clauses negated with *ma-* undergo insubordination.
3. Main clause negation with *ma-* and main clause core person marking on *a*.

An insubordination analysis for Garifuna explains main clause negation with prefixal *ma-* and main-clause auxiliary *a*, which can host prefixal person markers. This analysis does not independently explain the emergence of Garifuna aspectual auxiliaries, which will be addressed after examining the case for Wayúu insubordination.

**Wayúu** As is the case for Garifuna, Wayúu exhibits the main clause negator *ma-* as we see in (99). Although this is not the primary form of negation in Wayúu, the fact that *ma-* negation occurs at all in main clauses suggests insubordination also occurred in Wayúu. Privative *ma-* is only associated with nominal stems in many other Arawak languages, and a privative meaning for *ma-* is the generally accepted reconstruction for Arawak (Michael, 2014). The fact that it occurs on a verbal stem in a main clause construction suggests that the verb was historically nominal, supporting an insubordination analysis for Wayúu, in precisely the same way these facts support an insubordination analysis for Garifuna. Wayúu negated main-clause verbs also carry suffixal morphology that is formally nominalizing, providing more evidence that insubordination has occurred in main clauses exhibiting negation in the language.

(99) Ma’yataainsai Kamiirü tepialu’u.

ma- yataa -in  -sa -i Kamiirü t- epia -lu’u
NEG- work -SUB -?? -SG.M Camilo 1.SG- house -LOC

‘Camilo doesn’t work in my house.’
(Álvarez (2014, p. 159))
While it is clear that insubordination has occurred in the history of Wayúu’s grammar, it is not necessary to appeal to insubordination as a formal mechanism in the development of auxiliaries from adpositions for Wayúu. I argue in the section that follows that the analogical reanalysis of aín as verbal led to the extension of verbal properties to other Wayúu adpositions. However, the fact that Wayúu exhibits evidence for insubordination is relevant to the larger argument that typological properties of the CNA languages make them eligible for syntactic change driven by insubordination. The fact that Wayúu auxiliation does not appear to be related to insubordination provides evidence that Garifuna and Wayúu auxiliation was not joint.

Given that the use of ma- as a clausal negator occurs in Lokono, Garifuna, and Wayúu, but not Añun, a question of parsimony arises for the analysis presented here. Namely, it is simply more likely that proto-CNA exhibited ma- as a clausal negator in at least some contexts, and that ma- was independently lost in Añun, than it is to say that Lokono, Garifuna, and Wayúu each underwent insubordination separately. This question is left open. However, it is worth noting that the contexts in which ma- serves as a main clause negator vary across the three languages — for Garifuna, ma- serves as the main strategy for negation across clause types, while for Lokono, it is available in main clauses, but not the only option for negation. For Wayúu, main clause negation with ma- is only available with a habitual reading. This distribution suggests that proto-CNA minimally exhibited the the subordinate clause structures necessary for main clause negation with ma- to develop in the CNA languages. In the following section, I argue that analogy played a major role in auxiliation for both Wayúu and Garifuna.

3.3.2 Analogy

Returning to a view of syntactic change where grammaticalization and analogy are formal mechanisms driving reanalysis (Garrett, 2012), and having ruled out grammaticalization as playing a role in the emergence of Garifuna auxiliaries, we are left with analogy as the driving force behind reanalysis of CNA auxiliaries as adpositions.

**Garifuna** I propose that the remaining Garifuna auxiliaries entered the grammar in three cycles, which I lay out in detail here: first, the auxiliary a was reanalyzed as a perfect marker due to the fact that the suffixing verb stem type which co-occurs with negation and the auxiliary a has a default perfect reading; second, the suffixal TAM markers -gi and -ba were reanalyzed as auxiliaries on analogy with the perfect auxiliary a as fellow members of Garifuna’s TAM system; finally, the auxiliary-marking pattern was extended to the adposition uma in non-perfect contexts where the suffixing verb stem type is used.

In morphologically intransitive clauses, verbs that mark an A or S argument suffixally and carry no overt TAM marker exhibit a perfect reading, but no synchronically segmentable morpheme encoding perfect aspect for many verbs. Though many of these verbs end in
-ha, the pattern is irregular. This fact is observed in (100), where the A argument of aliha ‘read’ is cross-referenced on the verb with a suffixal person marker. This A and S suffixing verb stem is the same verb stem used under negation and so necessarily the same stem type which must have undergone insubordination with the negative marker ma- and the auxiliary a. My proposal is that this co-occurrence between unmarked perfect aspect and the semantically empty auxiliary a, along with the phonological similarity of -ha and a, allowed for the reanalysis of a as the locus of perfect marking in this construction — a stem ending in ha and carrying a perfective meaning appears in a subordinate clause with a free morpheme a, and this morpheme is then interpreted as the locus of perfective meaning.

(100)  Alihali Pablo bandi garada.

aliha -li Pablo bandi garada
read -3.SG.M Pablo many book

‘Pablo has read many books.’
(Sheil (2012) p. 12)

Once a developed its function as a main clause verbal element capable of carrying prefixal person marking, it also developed the ability to carry a suffixal person marker cross-referencing an O argument like the prefixing verb stem found for lexical verbs, yielding the person-marking pattern exhibited in (101).

(101)  Hala tali bolu.

hala t- a -li bolu
break 3.SG.F- PERF -3.SG.M bowl

‘She has broken the bowl.’
(Sheil (2012) p. 12)

I argue this change is analogical — most verbs in Garifuna exhibit both morphologically transitive and morphologically intransitive stems, where a morphologically intransitive verb exclusively takes prefixal person marking cross-referencing its subject, and its transitive version exhibits prefixal marking for its subject as well as suffixal person marking cross-referencing its direct object. Once auxiliary a exhibited a main-clause use as the locus of core argument marking, it analogized to this pattern. This analogy is schematized in (102).

(102)  AGR.PRE-VERB : AGR.PRE-VERB-AGR.SUFF :: AGR.PRE-a : AGR.PRE-a-AGR.SUFF

Under this analysis, one might expect to see prefixal marking of an S a argument on the perfect auxiliary a in main clauses, like we find in subordinate clauses, exactly as we saw in example (98). However, the perfect use of the auxiliary only exhibits prefixal marking in
the case that it is transitive. The question remains open at the present. It seems likely this
pattern was exhibited at some stage of the language, given the insubordination analysis I
have proposed here. It is possible that the established presence of stem-alternating perfect
marking as in (100) prevented such a pattern from spreading.

Turning now to the other TAM auxiliaries, I propose that the a-marking pattern was
analogically extended to gi and ba, as morphemes that form a semantic class with perfect
ha/a. Lokono exhibits perfect -ka, which is the expected cognate for Garifuna -ha, as well as
future -fa, cognate to Garifuna -ba. For Lokono, neither of these forms carries prefixal subject
marking — these only appear as suffixal verbal morphology, which I take to be the historical
state of affairs for proto-CNA TAM markers. I argue here that the insubordination-driven
reanalysis of auxiliary a as the free version of perfect -ha put analogical pressure on the
remaining suffixal TAM morphemes, such that these, too, developed independent uses. The
analogical template is schematized in (103).

(103) \[
\text{verb-}\text{ha-AGR.SUFF} : \text{verb AGR.PRE-}\text{a-AGR.SUFF} :: \\
\text{verb-}\text{ba-AGR.SUFF} : \text{verb AGR.PRE-}\text{ba-AGR.SUFF}
\]

Such a spread would have occurred for either a future transitive or continuative transitive
clause under negation, since the negation marker ma- occupies the prefixal slot where an
A argument is encoded in non-negated clauses, as discussed in §3.3.1. Table 3.5, repeated
here as Table 3.7, shows the synchronic person-marking patterns available for each of these
morphemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aorist umu</td>
<td>verb A- umu -O</td>
<td>verb A- umu -O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect ha</td>
<td>verb A- ha -O, -S</td>
<td>verb A- ha -O, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuative gi</td>
<td>verb A- gi -O, -S</td>
<td>verb A- gi -O, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future ba</td>
<td>A-, S- verb ba -O</td>
<td>verb A- ba -O, -S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: Summary of auxiliary person marking adapted from Kaufman (2010)

It is observed that the auxiliaries ha and gi exhibit the same person marking pattern. Future
marker ba, however, only exhibits prefixal person marking when the main verb is negated. I
attribute this to the fact that ha and gi are only compatible with the Garifuna verb stem type
incompatible with prefixal person morphology. Future ba, on the other hand, appears with the
prefixing verb stem type in non-negated contexts, which allows for prefixal person marking on
the lexical verb, itself, except under negation. The minimal difference in A-marking strategies
is shown in examples (104) and (105), where the subject of the transitive, future-marked verb
eihi ‘see’ is cross-referenced via the prefixal person marker n- on the lexical verb, itself, and
the person marking cross-referencing the subject of the transitive, perfect-marked verb aliha
‘read’ is carried by perfect ha.
(104) *Neihi bei.*

n- eihi ba -i  
1.SG see  FUT SG.M

‘I will see him.’  
(Ekulona (2000, p. 26))

(105) *Aliha laru garada.*

aliha l- ha -ru garada  
read 3.SG.M- PERF -3.SG.F book

‘He had already read the book.’  
(Kaufman (2010))

The final step in the development of auxiliaries in Garifuna is the emergence of *umu* in transitive contexts underspecified for TAM. The relevant construction is exemplified in (106); subject and object markers are hosted by a semantically empty auxiliary *umu* and the lexically contentful verb *hou* ‘eat’ carries no person markers. The auxiliary *umu* only appears in transitive constructions; the A argument is always prefixed on *umu* and the O argument is always suffixed.

(106) *Hou lumatu Pablo üduraü.*

hou l- umu -tu Pablo üduraü  
eat 3.SG.M- AOR -3.SG.F Pablo fish

‘Pablo ate the fish.’  
(Stark, notebook 1, p.75)

I suggest that the diachronic source of this auxiliary was the benefactive adposition, *umu*. I propose that the a argument-marking pattern was analogically extended to *umu* in non-perfect contexts where the suffixing verb stem type is necessary: either under negation or under new stage, as discussed in Chapter 2. Given that adpositions canonically license noncore arguments, and that adpositions in Garifuna carry prefixal person marking for their objects, and that elsewhere in the language prefixal person marking always encodes an A or Sa argument, a context where reanalysis of a prefixal adpositional object as an agent could occur is easy to imagine. It would simply require a context where a third person subject and a third person noncore argument were both pronominal, and a lexical verb semantically encoded more than one participant. Example (108) shows such a context.
Houti lumu. pre-Garifuna

hou -ti l- umu
eat -3.SG.M 3.SG.M- BEN

‘He ate for him/it.’

Abinahatu tumu. pre-Garifuna

abinaha -tu t- umu
dance -3.SG.F 3.SG.F- BEN

‘She danced for her/it.’

Here, the analogical template is, again, constructions involving auxiliary a, a post-verbal element which takes prefixal person marking cross-referencing a syntactic subject. This analogy is schematized in (109). Person-marking strategies involving main clause constructions involving auxiliary a are analogically extended to umu, as both these items were historically post-verbal elements carrying prefixal person morphology.

(109) VERB AGR.PRE-a : VERB AGR.PRE-a-AGR.SUFF ::
     VERB AGR.PRE-umu : VERB AGR.PRE-umu-AGR.SUFF

Broadly, the regularity with which subjects are cross-referenced via prefixal agreement markers, systematic morphological ambitransitivity for verbs, and prefixal person marking on non-verbal heads all play a role in the availability of reanalysis here. For Garifuna, it appears that insubordination of a construction involving auxiliary a played a crucial role in the analogical extension of verbal person-marking strategies to non-verbal elements, and ultimately to the reanalysis of these elements as verbal.

Wayúu For Wayúu, I argue that reanalysis of adpositions as auxiliaries was facilitated by the development of the desiderative use of ain alongside its adpositional use. Like for Garifuna a, The analogical template that allowed for adposition ain to carry suffixal agreement morphology for core verbal arguments is provided by patterns of argument marking exhibited by ambitransitive verbs, where these may optionally cross-reference one argument (prefixally), or two (prefixally and suffixally). The presence of both an auxiliary and adpositional ain caused the other adpositions in the language to develop such uses by analogy.

Wayúu trajectory:

1. Experiencer subjects are cross-referenced prefixally on adposition ain.
2. ain develops suffixal cross-referencing pattern on analogy to ambitransitive verbs while retaining adpositional use in non-experiencer constructions, schematized in (110).
3. Adpositions *au* and *ou* develop auxiliary uses on analogy to the *ain* pattern, schematized in (111).

(110)  \( \text{AGR.PRE-VERB : AGR.PRE-VERB-AGR.SUFF :: AGR.PRE-ain : AGR.PRE-ain-AGR.SUFF} \)

(111)  \( \text{AGR.PRE-ain : AGR.PRE-ain-AGR.SUFF :: AGR.PRE-AD : AGR.PRE-AD-AGR.SUFF} \)

As in the case of Garifuna, the fact that adpositions carry prefixal agreement markers that are identical to those carried by verbs for their subjects created structural ambiguity allowing for the type of analogical change we find has occurred in the Wayúu adpositional system, yielding the argument-marking patterns discussed in §3.2.

### 3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, I have discussed an alignment pattern found in Wayúu and Garifuna that deviates from the CNA active-stative alignment discussed in Chapter 1. I have proposed that the development of ergative marking in the auxiliary systems of these two languages is innovative, and related to the reanalysis of adpositions as auxiliaries. Given that Garifuna and Wayúu do not form a subgroup, these auxiliaries appear to have been independently innovated in each language. Garifuna only appears to exhibit one modern auxiliary with an adpositional source while Wayúu auxiliaries all appear to have synchronic adpositional uses. While the auxiliary argument-marking patterns in these two languages is superficially similar, the diachronic sources for the auxiliaries themselves appear to be different, providing further evidence that this diachronic change was not joint. Finally, I proposed a possible diachronic path from adposition to auxiliary for each language that involves insubordination and analogy for Garifuna, and analogy, only, for Wayúu.

Garifuna and Wayúu constructions where the lexical items investigated here carry agreement morphology for two verbal participants appear to be instances of a complete change in lexical category from adposition to auxiliary. While such constructions are not found in Lokono or Añún, both languages exhibit the right ingredients for this reanalysis to occur, as both exhibit prefixal oblique subject marking on items other than lexical verbs and the same prefixal subject marking on verbs, themselves. Crucially separating the functions of Añún and Lokono adpositions from their Garifuna and Wayúu counterparts is the fact that Añún and Lokono adpositions never host suffixal person markers that co-index a main verb’s syntactic object, the criterion I use here to distinguish the two categories.

A question raised by the analysis presented here is why these changes should occur independently in two closely related languages but not other members of the subgroup, given that all four CNA languages exhibit very similar, inherited morphosyntactic resources. While Lokono and Añún exhibit evidence that insubordination has occurred in their grammars, they did
not develop auxiliaries from adpositions like Garifuna and Wayúu. It is possible that the grammatical changes examined here are partially due to contact with the Cariban languages, which also exhibit effects of insubordination, and which are spoken in close proximity to both Garifuna and Wayúu. South America is a linguistic region well known for long term stable multilingualism among indigenous groups. The CNA languages provide a rich area for future research into pre-colonial contact effects among unrelated American languages.

Finally, an important finding of this chapter is that ergative alignment can arise without intermediate passivization, as also discussed in Gildea (1998). What is particularly interesting about the Northern Arawak case is that ergative marking was facilitated by a typologically uncommon change from adposition to auxiliary, where the Cariban change from adposition to case marker is fairly common. It is possible that this change is attributable to the different loci of marking for grammatical relations in head-marking versus dependent-marking languages.
Chapter 4

Conclusions and future research

This thesis has examined morphosyntactic change in the person-marking and alignment systems of the modern Caribbean Northern Arawak languages, Garifuna, Lokono, Wayúu, and Añun. Carrying out comparative analyses of morphosyntactic change in the grammars of these languages allows us to understand the diachronic sources of typologically interesting static patterns presented by the CNA languages. I investigated grammatical change in two areas in detail. Chapter 2 examined the development of a suffixal argument-marking strategy that encodes syntactic subject across verb type for Garifuna, Wayúu, and Añun in some instances, obscuring an otherwise robust pattern of active-stative alignment in CNA that encodes subjects of transitive verbs and subjects of active intransitive verbs prefixally, and subjects of stative intransitive verbs and objects suffixally. Chapter 3 examined the auxiliary systems of Garifuna and Wayúu, which exhibit typologically rare VAuxSO word order, and linked this fact to the diachronic relationship between adpositions and auxiliaries in these languages.

To establish an internal branching for the CNA languages, I carried out a lexical phylogenetic study presented in Chapter 1 that supported the analyses about joint and independent changes for these languages I developed in the rest of the dissertation. The lexical phylogenetic analysis resulted in a topology that deviates from the received view of internal branching for the clade in grouping Taino and Garifuna to the exclusion of TA-Arawak, Taino having traditionally been grouped as a member of TA-Arawak to the exclusion of Garifuna. I also reexamined morphological evidence for including Taino in TA-Arawak and found it to be compatible with the proposed structure. Future research will expand the phylogenetic analysis to include data for Island Carib. The lexical database created for the phylogenetic analysis will provide the empirical data for a phonological reconstruction of the CNA languages.

The comparative morphosyntactic work carried out for the analyses presented here allow for several avenues of future research. First, I proposed in Chapter 2 that the change from subject nominalizer to agreement morphology was available for the CNA languages because of the typological properties of being head marking, and of carrying out subordination,
and in particular, relativization, via syntactic nominalization. This claim is predictive and empirically testable — many languages of the Americas carry out subordination generally via nominalization, and many are head marking. My proposal suggests we should expect to find other cases where nominalizers have been reanalyzed as agreement morphology in other languages that exhibit these features.

Related to this, in Chapter 3, I proposed that exhibiting prefixal argument marking that is identical to a possessive marker and to prefixal agreement on adpositions allowed for reanalysis of adpositions as verbal. This proposal is also predictive and empirically testable. It is possible that both these changes appear to be typologically rare precisely because not enough diachronic work has been carried out for the many South American languages that exhibit these typological properties. With the high quality descriptive work that has been generated for the South American languages in recent decades, such studies are now possible.
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# Appendix: CNA cognates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 05</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 06</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 07</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoons 08</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 05</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 06</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 07</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afternoon 08</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 05</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 06</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agouti 07</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 05</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 06</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 07</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 08</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant 09</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm 05</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 05</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 06</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo 07</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo fish 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo fish 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrive 01</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrive 02</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrive 03</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrive 04</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
<td>Añun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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arrive 05  o'otoo
arrow 01  jatū
arrow 02  hairi
arrow 03  imalà
arrow 04  jatū
arrow 05  pal'i
ashes 01  balishi
ashes 02  paligi
ashes 03  aheera
ashes, duat 01  mooshirein
ashes, duat 02  korheli
ashes, duat 03  kixana'u
ashes, duat 04  kaliki
ashes, duat 05  wayk
ashes, duat 06  pukúpuken
ashes, duat 07  -wittale
aak (request) 01  ouyapaa
aak (request) 02  khoyabun
aak (request) 03  ajuuljaa
aak 01  asakira
aak 02  asakira
aak 03  thokodokoton
aak 04  aay
aak 05  aduhya
aak 06  amri
aak 07  ammīn
at, to 01  dl'iti
at, to 03  amliin
at, to 05  aduhya
at, to 07  aduhya
axe 01  ashabtaa
axe 02  barho
axe 03  harawa
axe 04  ginegwan
back 01  ayuku
back 02  ábo
back 03  barau
back 04  asapū
back 05  anajani
back 06  aduhya
back 07  wohamafī
back 08  -ttâma
bad 01  mojuu
bad 02  má
bad 03  máafī
bamboo 01  hīwa
bamboo 02  pālua
bamboo 03  tuwem
bamboo 04  phekeloma
bark 01  adada
bark 02  mada
bark 03  ata
bark 04  ama
bark 05  mada
bark 06  tivarī
bark 07  hīwa
bat 01  abihuri
bat 02  tamaruu
bat 03  pīwia
bathe 01  kan
bathe 02  ágawa
bathe 03  akah
bathe 04  mušiyu
bathe 05  hidersi
be angry 01  eimatonoan
be angry 02  to'oran
be angry 03  aansichjawaan
be angry 04  gain-
be angry 05  dagawa
be angry 06  aynato
be angry 07  íiroa
be bitter 01  lihei
be black 01  podu'o
be black 02  mareko
be black 03  khareme
be black 04  pohe
be black 05  mafjasaalau
be black 06  liitta
be born 01  kayara
be born 02  shakatan
be born 03  jemeiwaa  wayvnka
be born 04  hííko
be born 05  daawáka
be dark/night 01  aiwaka’an
be dark/night 02  orharho
be dark/night 03  sa’wai
be dark/night 04  búrígí-
be dark/night 05  masanap
be full 01  amira
be full 02  paidan
be full 03  buin
be full 04  kivunua
be full 05  káwai
be full 06  k’eettadáta
be full 07  pirátatá
be hanging 01  kacheta
be hanging 02  mukudan
be hanging 03  sawikinam
be hanging 04  adibira
be hanging 05  kowigíw
be hanging 06  kíahìnderíí
be hanging 07  irokawa
be hanging 08  koíro
be happy 01  hakkkhebe
be happy 02  payawa
be happy 03  koámakú’o
be happy 04  talataa
be happy 05  gândaa-
be happy 06  bateke
be happy 07  sáltai
be happy 08  kattíima
be hot 01  ja’iwaa
be hot 02  sú-
be hot 03  amirá
be hot 04  só
be hot 05  háíno
be hot 06  there
be hot 07  wiéhan
be hot 08  awahne
be hungry 01  mativwa
be hungry 02  mawítíikái
be hungry 03  fumasha
be hungry 04  zamaàín
be hungry 05  aʃlámaʃíí
be hungry 06  mepinaa
be intoxicated 01  apera
be intoxicated 02  po’dípan
be intoxicated 03  bácharíí
be intoxicated 04  uwkíyí
be intoxicated 05  kíámaííau
be intoxicated 06  idéwánakííta
be lost 01  moto
be lost 02  kashína
be lost 03  porawatan
be lost 04  amúloolíí
be lost 05  alúda
be lost 06  biyukúuyé
be lost 07  málanali
be lying 01  ońíraa
be lying 02  burhé
be lying 03  washatínaa
be lying 04  eísalawa
be lying 05  ron
be lying 06  rúseríí
be lying 07  -koúwa
be odorous 01  eméwa
be odorous 02  kane
be odorous 03  jëmatuáa
be odorous 04  hóme-
be odorous 05  ejeu
be pregnant 01  ámíbe
be pregnant 02  kúandín
be pregnant 03  kudíhyo
be pregnant 04  dágííí
be pregnant 05  kamúkñóí
be ripe 01  hebe
be ripe 02  je’wee
be ripe 03  éewá
be ripe 02 jakúta
be ripe 03 korbe
be ripe 04 onokan
be ripe 05 ja’yamuu
be ripe 06 funá-
be ripe 07 funá-
be ripe 08 nwebdii
be sad 01 mujuu
be sad 02 naa
be sad 03 húru-
be sad 04 húru-
be sad 05 káwi
be sad 06 limána
be sharp 01 hamana
be sharp 02 káewá
be sharp 03 guyawuu
be shiny 01 aruusa
be shiny 02 kóraa
be shiny 03 halodon
be shiny 04 wii’yo
be shiny 05 jotaa
be shiny 06 miri-
be shiny 07 kabutuul
be sick 01 haboa
be sick 02 aapuwa
be sick 03 karinaa
be sick 04 ayuulil
be sick 05 sáádi
be sick 06 wáapunk
be small 01 chon
be small 02 jochon
be small 03 sodi
be small 04 jibi
be small 05 nopsu
be small 06 píítuutu
be smooth 01 sinataa
be smooth 02 tele
be smooth 03 níbasu
be smooth 04 akkin
be smooth 05 nunhuni
be smooth 06 kíddi
be sour 01 boraha
be sour 02 diir’o
be sour 03 jashu’waa
be sour 04 suwyono
be sour 05 ihíí
be sour 06 þiíma
be standing 01 sha’wataa
be standing 02 ararama
be standing 03 atolintaa
be standing 04 kadishita
be standing 05 kónto
be standing 06 húmu
be standing 07 kónto
be strong 01 kachin
be strong 02 kachin
be strong 03 datyo
be strong 04 gahafa
be strong 05 awagywe
be strong 06 carib
be strong 07 naa
toos
be sweet 01 jareza
be sweet 02 bime-
be sweet 03 kíteree
be sweet 04 hoottítsa
be sweet 05 puut’ítsa
be sweet 06 posterior
be sweet 07 posterior
be sweet 08 posterior
be taaty 01 jemetaa
be taaty 02 semè-
be taaty 03 káewá
be taaty 04 maguyé
be taaty 05 hóírí
be thirsty 01 maa’iwa
be thirsty 02 maa’iwa
be thirsty 03 maa’iwa
be thirsty 04 maa’iwa
be thirsty 05 maa’iwa
be tired 01 mape
be tired 02 mape
be tired 03 mape
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be tired
be used to
be warm
be weak
be visible
be wet
be white
be wide
be yellow
bead
beard
bee
beetle
belch
believe
belly
belly button
beest
big
You
copulate 06 -ti
copulate 07 -dak'ita
copulate 08 -kawii'ita

corn 01 mayiki marishi maziiki maikkii awasi gilmayka kisana kisana mayx

corn 02 yaho kinarili

cotton 01 mayik¨ u marishi maikk¨ u awasi gimayka

cotton 02 k` aana k` aana

cotton 03 maaw¨ ui mouru maawru

cotton 04 mapru

cotton 05 zeiba

cotton 06 ttawaali

cough 1

cough 2 thondon

cough 3 oskowon

cough 6 d`kkeri

cough 7 -tekkia

cough 10 -wa

cough 10 -wa

count 1 kishidan

count 2 aitapan

count 3 ayaawaja

count 4 aktijaa alkaluda

count 6 ekkone

count 7 pukuha

count 8 hutaderi niwetia

count 9 wairra

cousin 1 ashi'ua

cousin 2 apaya

cousin 3 apii'rimanet

cousin 5 -iti'enna

crab 01 wiwicha

crab 02 gagushi

crab 03 kaatsi

crab 04 kalimaa

crab 05 koa baraza

crab 06 gusa

crab 07 waaru

crab 08 jorrro haroroo heringe

crab 09

crab 10 taracola

crawl 1 rhoadun

crawl 2 lebesen

crawl 3 koonotian

crawl 4 lemuuta

crawl 6 howiksa

cricket 1 foti ju'i

cricket 2 kodakodo

cricket 3 shikishiki

cricket 4 pi'isero

cricket 5 diru

cricket 6 waayka

cricket 7 tanan

cricket 8 pinto

cricket 9 dalero

crush 1 sapadun

crush 10 -patlotlapataha

crush 11 taihia

crush 2 chadikan

crush 3 apo'tohjasa

crush 6 sibuh

crush 7 kiyhaw

crush 8 kabahanaa

crush 9 bikhia

cry (animal) 1 ayaraa a'yalajaa

cry (animal) 2 shimakan

cry (animal) 3 imodan wagu

cry (animal) 4 kabiman

cry (animal) 5 maadaderi

cry (animal) 7 aipoa

cry 1 uyin oin

cry 2 ugra

cry 3 zaadilaa a'yalajaa ayahua

cry 4 tih

cry 5 ihtjeri -iteda

cry 6 cut (amputate) 1 chootan

cry 6 cut (amputate) 2 ivuk

cry 6 cut (amputate) 3 mataka

cry 6 cut (amputate) 4 aashnita

cry 6 cut (carcass) 1 shazonan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Yoruba</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>see 02</td>
<td>aká</td>
<td>kápa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seed 01</td>
<td>ażii</td>
<td>iláii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she 01</td>
<td>tha $+$ - u-</td>
<td>tu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she 02</td>
<td>na-</td>
<td>d'ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shore 01</td>
<td>a'ru</td>
<td>ìwanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shout 01</td>
<td>a'waata</td>
<td>ìlúlí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sibling 01</td>
<td>e'raa</td>
<td>ìmui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing 01</td>
<td>e'ru</td>
<td>ìraai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister-in-law 01</td>
<td>arinya</td>
<td>allúnyuu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister-in-law 02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>sííua'jí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin 01</td>
<td>atúnú</td>
<td>ìlúúú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sky 01</td>
<td>a'ri</td>
<td>ìri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep 01</td>
<td>donkon</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep 02</td>
<td>atúma</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smell 01</td>
<td>emée</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smell 02</td>
<td>e'júru</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke 01</td>
<td>achtá</td>
<td>ìsá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke 02</td>
<td>ìsíma</td>
<td>ìtta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snake 01</td>
<td>ìtúu</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sneeze 01</td>
<td>ìthító</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sneeze 02</td>
<td>ìthító</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son 01</td>
<td>ìchó</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son 02</td>
<td>ìmín</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son-in-law 01</td>
<td>ìhímiya</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spider 01</td>
<td>ìlú</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spider 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirit 01</td>
<td>ìmín</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirit 03</td>
<td>ìhímiya</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split 01</td>
<td>ìhímiya</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split apart 01</td>
<td>ìbúan</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squeese 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steal 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stir 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stone 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storm 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strain 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strain 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suck 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suck 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sugar cane 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun 03</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun 04</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swallow 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swallow 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweep 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweep 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweet potato 1</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swell 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swim 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tapir 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tear 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tear 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tear 03</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>termite 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testicile 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>there 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>there 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they 03</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thigh 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thigh 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>think 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 03</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 04</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 05</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 06</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this 07</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thorn 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thorn 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three 01</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three 02</td>
<td>ìkúun</td>
<td>ìmu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
white-lipped peccary
02
white-lipped peccary
03
white-lipped peccary
04
white-lipped peccary
05
white-lipped peccary
06
white-lipped peccary
07
who? 01
who? 02
who? 03
who? 04
who? 05
who? 06
who? 07
who? 08
wife 01
care for
wife 02
care for
wife 03
care for
wife 04
care for
wife 05
care for
wind 01
dry
wind 02
dry
wind 03
dry
wind 04
dry
wind 05
dry
wind 06
dry
wind 07
dry
wind 08
dry
with 01
with 02
with 03
with 04
with 05
with 06
with 07
with 08
woman 01
woman 02
woman 03
woman 04
woman 05
woman 06
woman 07
work 01
work 02
work 03
work 04
work 05
work 06
work 07
work 08
worm 01
worm 02
worm 03
worm 04
worm 05
worm 06
worm 07
wound 01
wound 02
wound 03
wound 04
wound 05
wound 06
wound 07
wrap 01
wrap 02
wrap 03
wrap 04
wrap 05
wrap 06
wrap 07
wrist 01
wrist 02
wrist 03
wrist 04
wrist 05
wrist 06
white-lipped peccary
08